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CHAPTER

Introduction

In recent years, there has been much controversy

concerning which teaching methods and eurrictilum formats are

most valid for.community college students. Many educators

point out that since two-year institutions must accommodate'

heterogeneous student bodies, including many underprepare

and disadvantaged students, radically new teaching-learni g

approaches are in order and should even be the normat/

least for standard and credit courses. Some faculty me bers

prefer a more structured approach to teachingeven including

the use of the so-called "learning objectives" concept.
,

\ Others claim that underprepared and heterogeneous populatiOs
t /

should be taught, by means of structured forliats; a more
.,

.

ut
k ,

t-'

': Vk''
t

struotured one, which might te d to "intimidate" students. ,

/C
1 i

Some'insist on Constant an& radical innovation in the in-

.

struotional and curriculum areas. Others argue that a more

traditional methodology combined with a quite li ted

O,zi
approach 4p3 the optimum procedure. Of ()our e, ,there are

ntermediate viewpoints between these extremes.

Statement of Purpose

The-purpose of this Major Applied Research Project is

ascertain, by means of two questionnaires, one objectii4
"

and one subjective in nature, just what a selected, random

\

sa ple of faculty members in five South Florida Community,

i;:z.

Co' leges believes are valid and invalid approaohes in thei,'

a46 of ourrioului and instruction.

6 \
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Statement of Malor,Issues and Research 4uestionS-1

In recent years most American colleges have been

trying outnew ideas to improve their programs. Principles

Of egalitarianism have been increasingly outweighing those

of sigeotivity and elitism.1 Because of rising expectations,
40'

there has been a world-wide value shift with respect to
\ ,

education as indicated by the UNESCO report, Learninfi to Be.'

This important 'work points out that "every individual must-
,

\be in a position to keep learning throughout his life," and

that "education should be dispensed with and acquired through

a multiplicity of means." It goes on to say .that teaching,

contrary to traditional ideas.and practice, should adapt

itself'to the learner.3

Until the late 1960's, higher educationalinstitu.

tions in America went along with these positions. But then,

fora varietrof reasons, "public attitudes and support for

higher education turned from position support to negative

criticism. Li Acceintablity and efficiency haVe now become
/

important factors as well as change. , Change tor, the sake
/

of change,. without regard to whether the proVoyed change

will accomplish goals better than current practice, too

oftentends to be the norm., S. V. Martdvana and Eileen

Kuhns point outs

It &angel is unlikely to benefit either'
'institutional survival or student learning,
and is especially'dangerous when the process
of change takes'the.form of reaetionto
one crisis'after another . and the''

0
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cone
duct
whit
anent
sole

Both th

mitant all too often 1t.the intro-
on oftandom changeS.4-ifianything*
shows promise of increasing enroll-
or bringing in more resources or

ng any other immediatedifficulty.)

'popular media and ieho101y jiiurnals have

came more or tical than ever of the drop in academic -

achievement of American student. This deterioratiOil has
A .

been reported rom the reqults of various scholastic apti-'

tude tests given b3P,' such well-known testing organizations as

the Educational Testing Servide (ETS) and the American

College Testing Program (ACT). Both of these agencies

report that achievement. scores for entOing college fresh ten,

have dropped every year for the patt ten years for a total

than 15 percent. .Similar results have been reported

for thete taking the Florida Twelfth Grade Achievement Tests.

As a result, students Coming to college are often not pre-

-7-- ' pared:to do college work. Indeed, as hat variously been

reported, perhaps .a majority of community college students,

,who usually enter on an peldoor" policy, are two or more

years below "grade level as theycenter college.
.

Innovative teaching,techniques ave been ubiquitous

in the public schools for more than a decade, and have long
,.

C

been employed in,community colleges as 7e11.. Some critics,

are beginning to argue that these moth ds, whatever their

form, may not be the ,panacea that thei tuppOrters,have-long

claimed them to be. Obviously, there re many other factors

for, the present disappointing student ohievement levels in

l/



the 'sChools and in c,mmunity. colleges. Still, it is important

to reconsider some of the optimistic promises which "change"

was supposed to produce. Obviously, change and innovation

are-needed in the curriculum and in instruction. It.is the

degree of change' on which there is so much disagreement;

Topics to be considered in this study Will includes

(a) Dealing with underprepared ttudents.

(b) Programmed and individualized instruction.
1

(c) Testing characteristics and formats.

(d) The use of educ;ational "'hardware."

(e) Instructional accountability.. 77

(f) Student evaluations of instructors.

(g) Academic grade inflation.

(h) Innovative programs in general.

Sources of Information and Assistance

review of the literature cone ring faculty members'

views on ourriculUm,and instruction,in today's ihStitUtiond

of higher education not only showed understandable disagree-
.

ment concerninz good ?ro /edures in these areas, but also

L-----
indicateda greap deal/of concern that what oft posed as

useful change Was, in/reality, a serious reduction in aaademic

standards and ques ionable educational practice.,

order ascertain just what faculty members at

five South Plor da Community Colleges believed concerning

the problems 4t curriculum and instruction at that level,

itwo questionnaires 4care devised (one iubjeotive and one



, -
- .

objective) and were later completed by a selected, random
---

sample of instructors at these institutions. The results

of these findings were examined, both by means of, careful
-

observable analysis and with the aid of the computer. These

-findings can be found in Chapter IV of this study as well as

'in the Appendicei. ,

Implications and Significance

The implications and significance of a study such as

this can be great. Much of the literature concerning the

community college curriculum and instruction has'pointed out

the need for change. To a great extents_changes of many

types have indeed occurred- -often as a result of writings

I
of ptofessional educators. Yet it is important to. know to

ihat extent 'the teachers at the community college level
.

Agree with many of the innovative procedures that haVe(been

demanded -g-from individualized instruction_ to the r duced
.0

importance of cognitive learning. If informatiah o this

sort can be given to critics who constantly demand more and

more radical change, both groups can gain a better knowledge

of which innovative techniques have or have not been working

in the classroom and to what degree.. Of course, critics
i

have always blamed classroom teachers' failures to suoceed

with innovative. ideas on the latter's faulty use of and

bias towards somevf the new methods. In spite of this

problethe'cOmmunity college faculty members' opinions oon-

cerning currioulumand instruction could be of great interest

an benefit, to those concerned with education on that level.

10



CHAPTER II
4 n- ...

BackgrOpn4-and Review of the Literature
....: ... .. .

The question Of' what is and what is .not valid with :.
-----T

some of the newer teaching methods 'and cUrriculums in community

6

colleges today has been disputed for a number of years and
. ,

,

is unlikely to be res4Ved to everyone's(satisfaction in the

foreseeable future. Eugene P. Iiiller; in The, Journalof
.

.
.

Higher Education, speaks bf the value of a disciplined,

structured,,00llege education, whioh,he maintains has -been

weakened by student activism since the 1960's: He claims

that this' has brought American education to a poifit of

crisis without parallel in its longhistory."6 David Reiman

points out that many faculty members agiee with -the "above

statement, but he also claims that mexix,of.the younger ones

it4: are ,"bores bytheir own researoh'in many oases, excited by

the cultural revolution and eager to identify with What seem.%

to be youthful and energetic; they read 'into the ptUdent

movement support ,,for their own ideals."7. Statenants it& as

these,by two, minent educators,- ere certainly Critical of

the stUdent movement the 1960'i, which was a faCtor in
.

-bring °lithe so-called fidel"crisis of that periOd, the

imp 4t of whigiii4-etill'very much with tsar

be, noted below, while-many of thes e results uiadoUbtedly.'_:.
,1 "

have been bens to higher eduOition, still More ma

not have been. ,

'

o



S.f1' NN,

o.

R.

:-;:es.,,abliphedl%p4actiCe ipa-destUetive
4 force .which Way res41tin-the 'irreparable

dateriOration or,the traditiondIcollern'
sAtem. tradittitinaIinstit4tiOkha7s

;.r
.

.atiounItti-Aialue over-tir-4.04:0 an& should__.

be dllanged,,Onlybildrateiy until concrete,
superior ditainatives have been demonstrated.Y

K., TatriciaCross, well- own researoher in the com-

munity college fi4d,writes significantly:

The fuj. meaning of iversal post-
pecondm* education as probablYjlot been
understood, and cert inly not been accepted,
by the majority of people whose lifework
is eduction. Tine most common position-,among

is that higher education should be open to
faculty who consider themselves enlighte*,

all those able and willing to do the work
in the manner and form in which it is now NN

i
offere . A second position is taken by

a grow ng minority to 'letler the standards'
of academic education in order to get
oiedentials in the hands A:4' thd dis-
advantaged so that they can obtain the .

material and social,benefits of society.
4e

Ileit r position is adequate for these

time . . . The purpose of,education is
to imize the pol?enttal of each person
to liive a fulfilled ands constructive

lisp that end we
aids.' Quite the con-
anise education around
Must demand of each

---,stu ent the highest standards of perfor-

.- man e. -the_vtilizfition of his or her

tal nts.0

,

Richard L. Barnett .of. the State UniVldsity of New York

7

life , And to acco
need)not laWer sta
tray we should o
the . remide that w

. .

. .

at Albany,. hi self a young .faatilty,: nalaiict said:

" ; the i#cessant demand for m6difii.

ca ion and for the abanddnment of long

\ - I .0/
NO-Aiss aft. authority than Robert F. Goheen, for. years

president of Princeton University,ptdiscupsing education and
,

,the ourriourum, maintains that "the:04.may sometimes be
e4T.

4
,

1.2
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More deeply relevant than thelnew. $10 '

The above arguments.,suggest that while Apnge may
. .

..- .

. .

-- be indicated with regard to sake phases of teaching and

.-.,the curriculuni, change may also lead to a pOorer as well. .

as to a better situations concerning the e e process.,

. In other wordtio_change shoUld not take place simply because,.

' a new approach t learning situation seems as if it would

be better than .the pres ne. Nor should change be imple

mented in one community co *because suCh chi:Inge 4

.

S7-\7773-e-Teii-to-1 rkea,:.Fell in ot er.
.

d other

faciors in on situation qllire it worked might no

menible to change another.li.
t't4 k

Mani times an in ructor "will make e0'mad dash tar

r.

I

relev

taint

Claims tha

ce, aiming for a teaching style that is more enter-

ban it is informative;" says Ronaliiiittz! He

instructors have a responsibility'"not to be

flaccid apd in their. .teachinevalowever, they also have
AN

an obligation to, see that "valuable time is not wastedaid

frivOloVsly used.", Swartz contends that the attempt toy

"make learning fun"

\\

c end up teaching st ants hoW to be

irresponsible. 12 For Sksrtt, the fact that cs tain students

,are underprepared and larg y unmotivated for academic work

would not indicate that such paknesies could be resolved

to a significant degreeoby. making leafing fun. In his

opinion, the instructor's ability to motivate Such' unwilling

students .;,s limited: most of the effort must be made by the

student himself.

j.



her hand, i *oviitoia in education-like K.

\
pixtriolAcrossaremorewillingithmlsome the above

critics to accommodate underprepaied and unwilling students.

She explains that the American system of education is moving

-: from the meritocratio bra to , ,of egalitarianism.13 Cross

\,

argues that access to higher ation not suits le for the

.

development Of Individual talen tful Value, and

that a society as complex as Our

in the curriculum. Such a *soclie

traditionally have been recognized

standards of achievement. Allstud

t

4.

enool;XWittversity

-rely,on 0;

ademic

o, the

needs

should no

\Ttable

is -soul

same. thing! at the same time, days Cr

a;v,.educational system "which spends 'I

S.

not

e attent

ici

0 rre

.
weaknesses of New Students than in deve csiAng their strengt

FqF grosts*,"new studentiare defined as t ose students who
'k

score lit the lowest third. of academic' ai4

lout s

Neer Students re positively attracte
to 4reers; th y prefer to learn tan
that :are tangible.and useftl. New
Students prefer the$vocationairrathet
than the-Academid model slat is: so

h y prized by the college faculty.
New Udents pick., activities.
that wi 1, teach them how to make'

good livindkW-
, .°--

Some oritiesof Vraattto left

field experience as Way of learnt

QI

_zon a k for m

g., B.sk

example, has oriti zed colleges for
.

the' oommunity as a resource ..for edit

d

1.4

ell, for.

eir failure to: u

ing ooltege,

*on

1.10
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ucation is "still trea

and that the

stu :nts. He irks that higher e

not as- fe but,as reparation for li
\\ .

cloistered campus is real--that.the typ

has few chances to_tess, deaa against expel, nee.

Samuel-Baakin, Director f Progrhm Develoi3herit'and

Research-in Education,at.Antioch College, points_to the

research internship prOg'i;. devel ped b : --AssCiated

cal college student

\
Colleges4 the Midwes as an encour ng development in

t innovative education. He also supports w developments

such as:the special calendar terms of Kalamaz and Beloit

IV\
colleges.

,

\These calendar terms require students t spend
.

\.

part ottheir college ma in some kind of-af-camp
-----------

, \experience:17 Baskin supports sue ell-known Irmo tive

'N\CN,..
,, ..

\t\eaching'te hniques as independent stud team teaching,

ology.for instruction inatitutiona vision,

'caviriAgefloading ill owuter technology, interdisci-
\; ---.-7

, .

plinary.st dies, veln- western stu estnew 'lassie-aft and

library designs, residential hall instruction, experience_

,abroad, field experience as a *fay of learning, student

"influence on the 4trriculum, research -b;iented programs,
\\

calendar revisioneland seminars.for freshmen.18 While
\

most of these foiu4ts_cou1d have iCbenefioial influence

on.66mmuility college as Well.as four year hollege curl,

lure it\ls highlyunlikely, that a single college could
A. NN

benefit from implementing all of programs. Some of

.pan'ovationa bight be more suited to re dential

1.5
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a

oolleg with

be of benefit
s%

'hel*-411-If-th are not carefully tailored to
1

the

students, and ac nistration the exist,at the indivl
\

selective, admissions Stan ds biers might.

to the community college. But ne will be

.college concerned.

While John Gardner-has asked wh edu4ation can

be equp.1 and excellent, K. Patricia Cross asks whether it

n be diffe'rnt and excellent. She claims that-the time is

past when a Singiii -type of institution can hope to serve the

--heeds of the diverie popul iron now seeking higher education.

Cross says that it a probably wrong to believe that univer-,

sitiesan provide the best-type of education for new

studentsthat this is.a perpetuation of an elitist ,philosophy

in an egalitarian era.11.13 L.Stanley agrees, pointing out

that not many colleges in the Unite4 '. tes are highly

selective. He claims that aboUiE-014-others_ aii types

can accommoda e most levels of ability and achiev ment.

The. United States Commissioner Of Educatiori; Terell

H. Bell, speaks out for the rather recent emphasii on learnt44

or behavioral objectives in the curriculum, which he, claims-

is essential if collegeS and schools are to account-

able for the outcome of their programs. 20 For Bell, teaching

with the aid of behaVioral objectives would help to prove

that,students are learning something which can be specifically,

measured. He believes that if,proper objectives are established

by the curriculum committee tA cooperation with the instruOtory



there uld be more likelihood that atudents who are graduated

from secondar schools and are about to enter college would

actually;be prepare for college work. Those Nho support

c-triv-esainALc ntingency management n the

systems must be employedi:/1---

beha

curriculum argu

the instructor is to.be h

(or failure )'.of his teachi

that th

table for the snoce

Edward N. Hobson 'c aims that aocountabi has

important ubstantive effects on two very pressing curre
,0

educational piOlems--student unrest and boredom. Says

Hobson,

Stu ents wanCto know specifically what
As ipected otTm. SuCh expectation
can be met when "he faculty member clearly
states behavioral ,cbjectives for his
course and shares teem with the students.
Thi s-is an essential ngrodien
requirement of aCcoun .1) Students
in turn are then to eld acoountable ,

or the use of their-tim and energy.
0_ ing them .'behavioral ob = ctivccs and
app priate learning resou es placete''
spedi is responsibilitl.es u.. them:.
'This s uld have impact upon the problem'
of stude unrest.21'.

On the other h d Ron til . Shearon and, Robert' G.
.

Templin are not quite so = anguine about the benefits of

obiiotivet as 'are 11 and Hobson. They support
-.

""""",1

-this systeic a degree, adtit g that,wt4.1-designed and

innoiragxe_protitgas-of behavioral Alittiles are a valuable.. ;

--

4

.faLctor in the. Tearing process, because:

r

theyincreaSe fnstruationdl efficiency
and effectiveness, facilitate learning,
and organize the instructional plan Into
a meaningful wholelo that the outcomes
can be measured And assessed.22

1 41
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But thee authors explain that there are many critics

of thy: behavioral objectives concept/V:110 claim that it has

not demon rated any increased efficiency or effectiveness

in learning. 'earon and \Templin:admit that 3n tany respects

they agree with these critits. '_Such opponents.of t e system

_prefer the humanistic approach in.teachingt claiming t :t the

behavioral objectives appro'ch to education is one that% .
... .1

"trains" rather than "educatea.-7_Such arguments maintain
I 4:

A that complei human behavior cannot be reduced to gechanistio

measurements without dehumanizimeaRlftg:pro 23

Shearon and,Temgin cite research sponsored by the `can
Educational Research Association indicating there is little

support for either side of the debate to show that behavical

objectives dO or do not fa4Zitate learning.24 In spite of

'thiexinding, Shearon and TemPlin support the.beh.aVioral

__objewnves concept .to the extent that the learnei!-s motiVa-
;.'4

ttori toward and oommitment to the attainment of those objec.
t4di;

.1r
pp.tines are a . These must be secured. not just with regard

J____'.,, A .,,

to the' acceptahce t those objectives aione, "but also in

the selection and design of learning experiences to meet

lhose objectives."25
, ,

The above comments on behavioral objectives generally

'support them. as a teaching tool. Iet there are many problems

the instructor mint face .wen he attempts to employ them
1

properly. Behavioral objecves concepts may include

specific measurement techniques which are not usually so



evident in more conventional, teaching formats. Yet for some

good instructors the rather complicated format of setting up

.formal behavioral 4jectives may'not be suited to their

'teaching strengths.26

In spite of certain limitations, the behavioral

objeotives,format can serve a useful purpose if it is not

too rigidly formulated. But there are many powerful

arguments against it. While Arthur M. Cohen's well -known

book Ditteline 22 (1969), and John Roueche's and John Pltman'9,

A Modest- Proposals Students Can Learn (1972) strongly

support the concept of behavioral objectiyes, John Huther

of the University of North Carolina just as'strongly opposes.

their use.27 Huther sharply disagrees with the Cohen and

the Roueche-Pitman studies. Huther claims that there is

! much doubt about how well any set of objectives covers a

given body-ofAmckedge. 'Shys When.,

Furthermore, the process of confl'Onting
students daily with specified objectives
invites questioning. Will such objectives
continue to be acceptable over an extended
period of time?28 . 4

The disturbing feature of such an approach
to evaluation,is that the learning which
is guaranteed as a result of it becomes
unassailable. For example, evidence cited
to prove that learning has occurred might
be that 90 percent in an English class re-,

ceived 'Ve grades, Such evidence is impres-
sive but its weakness is that it is self-
validating. Any outside audit of the
learning that has occurred is irrelevant
by definition if it attempts to assess any
thing other than what has:been specified in
the objectives.29



The bittei battle over the advantages and disadvan-

tages of such issues as behavioral objectives and account-

ability in the teaching process will undoubtedly continue

'to be fought for some time to come. It goes without saying

that change in both college teaching and ,curriculum is in

15

order and has been for some time. The import4nt,Auestiont

of ()outset is to ascertain how much change is proper, and in

what 'teas of the educational process this ii%novation should

take place. As'already noted, the vast numbers of "new

students" who have inundated community co4eges,*k1 recent '
4

years have called for major changes. Yet opposing camps

are still in sharp disagteement as, to what.constitutes

,reasonable and valid change, and what ist change which merely

leads to lower standaids and legs accountability. Cross and

Baskin, above, make strong arguments for rather radical

changes, while Miller and Barnett are'quite skeptical of

many changes which are already in operation. As noted

above, much change that has ocourred4s valid and useful;

certain accommodations for the "new, " Ntdisadvantaged,"

"underprepared," and "low-achieving" student are prope" and

useful. ovet_the-giiiier. and degree of change that

'the battle is. Nbeing fought..- , , ...

Perhapi 'C'aeof the sevei100 critics of refOrm In '-',
,..

higher education is John Mannin(, Professor of Humanitiei

at Michiganrliai:Liniversity. . F e maintains that reform in

edOiationt as in everything glee has its limits of tolerance.

Manning says;
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Students are invited to design their JP,

-own courses, grade their bum work, and
slosh around-in administration. ,Formal
grades and vigorous examinations' are
abandoned . . .-all of v7hibh are
driving some of the more serious minded
to retire to their, academic specialties
in disgust. Many verbal yotng students,
of course, are delighted, and prefer to
be graded on,their.un-theaght out opinions
on the'latest films, pornogiaphy, sexual
mores, homosexuality of premarital. sex,
thevourban crisis and the Establishment,
or to rationalize violence and self-
indulgence.30.

Manning goes. on to admit that individual choice

should be respectedeven when wrong. 'But he maintains

that "the only fundamental authority emanates from knowledge,

disciplined and creatife-imagination, logical scholarship,

and uncontaminated evidence." Manning looks.back fondly

to the time when professors were assumed to know more than

undergraduates: when it was believed that"this inequity

could be Corrected by a disolplined.ocuraeof instruotion."31

Critics such as Manning, as well as several others

mentioned above, are quite disturbed with somp.:athhe change

that is taking place in higher edUdation. A11 the arguments

of K. patricia dross and Samuel Baskin to the contrary,

apparently have little effect on. these conservatives; While

the Carnegie Commission and Newman-reports on education call

for certain, undamental change in higher education, albeit

not go drastic as some plAns, many conservatives and even'

some moderates are quite unhappy with much of the change

that has already taken place.

4:1



Some e cators claim thtt certain students learn best

by WA ing televised programs, others by participating in

group discussions, and still others by liStening to Well
f I

'presen1ted lectures. These critics claim'that because of Buell
f:1

. individ student differences, there should be alternate
-1i
I 'A'

classes the same subject, each taught'l* a different

pleo,u0 erefore, a student who .prefers grbup"discussion
1,

should not be required to take courses giVen,by the lecture

or tele4Sion format. Likewise, tho who PreVer to take

objectiV4ype examinations only should not.ber quired to
. 0

.write 00, swers in examination book But Paul preissel f
A.

Michiga, to University sharply disagrees with this post ion.'

This wep: wn expert in the field of evaluation claims

that all -ettidents, regardless of preferaoe should have

practice In taking good notes during lectui'es.32 They shou

also be req red to gain experience in w#0.ng out subjective..

'type answer to exatination qUestions. Dresselolaims that

if these ex eriences art) npkincluded, students will; not

really 4 4neated for today's world.33

!"t'

X). fatricia Cross, the well-known advocate of change
:;# I ,

in education;, claims that it is essential tO permit wide

individuai Variation in choiO0)f subject, Since this is a

more humane and realistic appro'ach.34 Once students get out

of school, she explains, they choose the areaS1,in. whit) they
l

display,00mpetencies. Only .in school are Students re uired

to,94sp30. their w1m.knesses; "human dignit?' demands the
!,":
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/..
ight to be goOd at something," says Cross, who quotes John

Gardners "'An excellent plumber Is infinitely more admirable

than an Incompetent Philo6opher.'"35 Cross explains that

"new students" have learned In school that giving the wrong

answers is painful. She, therefore, favors the "guaranteed

`success" programs which Cohen And Roueche, above, faVor--

a part of the learning objectives format. She maintains that

this program is sound because it involves starting
r.
the student

where he is; as he, gains confident,', he is gradually moved

'to more difficult tasks. In this way_he gains a reward by

doing something which, he thougl he might not be able to do.

Ih this type of learning Fo y=t, says Cross, comparison with.

fellow students becomes lr levant, since the student simply

seeks the development of I own odmpetencies.36

Whale there ubtedly is a need for using, anew.

teaching methods to coommodate new and non-traditional

tudents, the que ion of how to properly account foi academics

standards under he new curriculum and teaching methods

remains diffic It to resolve. Writer's such as John Roueche

and Terry Q nion apparently are not very much concerned

with acade' c standards and accountability as these terms

have tra tionally been understood. Indeed, O'Banion claims

that th curriculum forfor non-traditiOnal students should be

built around the areas in which such, students ha already

sho aptitude. He would even do away with the use of

diagnostic tests, since they indicate to students t

Ntv
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weaknesses (a negative-factOr) as well as their strengths.37

It is very cler'from the above discussion that:there

is a.definiteneed to have more'informaticin on whstjimitAgs-r-,

of innovative programs are useful and-WhfaKihould'be dis-

ca no definitive einswIs can be reached

which would satisfy the entire academic) community. Yet the

more documentary evidence avaiiable;the:bAteri indeed.

much hard information must be obtained before answers to

this question can be forthcoming. 'One's philosophy of

education will guide one in this area as much as factual

"information. Nevertheless, the latter is still valuable in

shedding light on the validity of changes occurring in

higher education..
L.__ s

It is disquieting to read that after five years /'f

the most flexible and progressive undergraduate curriculum
I

to be found in any major American university todayv" the

program at Brown University is now struggling for survival

against heavy odds and criticism.38 Reporter Robert Reilhold

explains Brown's difficulty with its innovative curriculum

by quoting Brown, University student bOdy president John

Carusones

I represent the mainstream orstudent
sentiment in seeking career goals, and
.moving away from 'intelleotual finger
painting. A lot of illusiohs have been
shatteredthere has been a'resurgence
f .realism. People realize that the

world is a competitive place.39

24.
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U. S.'News and World,Report reports disillusionment

With some of the innovative programs that only ae(Made ago

promised to bring success to the public school and-college

olassropms.14:C Most experime4tal courses, Sometimes- tailed

"finger painting",courSes by'OYnical undergraduates, are

repOrrted to be not nearly so' Popular ,as a few years ago.

Some of these, critics say, were "bill sessions with no-_

specific intellectual merit.41 The same popular ournal

reports in another
)

article-that today, educators around the

country are taking afres4 and often disillusiondlodk at

"new math" and other innovations that were supposed, to revo-

lutiQnize classroom learning 'during the last fifteen Yeara.42

Says U. S. News*

In many cities now expensive teaching -,
machines gather dust in storerooms because.
both students and teachers are bored with 4\
themor beoaude there is no longer anyone `a.
around to operate _and: repair them. All- -

but.10 of 30 regional education labora=
tories.that the federal government established
for testing such new techniques have been
closed in the last few years.43

Yet not all that has been introduced into the curri-

oulum in resent years should be discarded; indeed, some of

it is quite useful.- Motitimer Smith, Executive Director of

the Counc 1 for Basic Education, which is hardly an:Organiza-

tion standing for great amounts of innoVative'instruction

admi

'Back to the basics' or 'up the
three R's' are comforting but simplistic
battle cries. My hope is that we will-,

- borrow the best of both worlds and end
,

-URchallenging and instructingstudp3lts
withput,stifling or, confusing them.



Many critics of the more liberal persuasion Olaim
_

that the acquisition of cognitive information is hot a major

lurpose of higher education. More importantly, as has been

pointed Out for decades on the public school level, are the.

attitudes, interests, skills and interpersonal relationships

which students may receive from their educational experience.

Mani critics who take this position maintain that the student

woultbe better served ii'less emphasis'were placed on the

"basics" (reading, writing, mathematics, and study- skills)

and more were put on teaching techniques which attract

students to the learning situatiO.k. The more varied the

learning experience, gaeording to this argument, the better

it is for-the student - especially for the underprepared

student.

in'indiCates ihat.a single college course of one

dlomester could employ, the following teaching approachess

, independent studies, team teaching, "field" experience, new-

instructional spaces, seminar instructional television, pom-

.
,putter technology, films, learning center, telecultures,

interdisciplinary approachesand even others.'5 This

varied approach may attract many students, particularly

the disinterested or underpi.epared community college student.

But it should be remembered that most community college

classes meet-only 150 minutes per week. It appears almost

'physically impossible to accomplish all of these media

. Chales and techniques during the relatively few instruo

0,-

2.f.i
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student contact hours available and still manage to cover

sufficient sliktant,ive materialif that toolfwere an
1

Objective.
;.

Yet John Roueche is perhaps correct when he points

out that a curriculum dictated by,tradition4rakesilittle

sense to the."new students." He refers to a ,ecent seas

with minority students and English faculty metbaraJWL-Ammo---

community college when the question was asked:

Who decided that all students _should be
required to learn only that literature
written on a small. group of islands off -;
the coast of Western Europe? Why do f
we always start each literature course
with this fellow,Beowulf? Has anyone in
England written .anything since 1900? .Do
you honestly expect us to like is.stuff?
It has no meaning in our world.

Roueche points out that non-traditional students need

,/
to see.why they are,required to learn a particular subject.

They seek higher education because: they are looking for

particular jobs, which will .produce higher.incomes 4nd the

benefits of a better,life. He also claims that grading

policies and practices should be non-pubitivc7 inforder that

4 such students-can gain a feeling of success which they may

have lacked previously.. Rather than/lowering ltandards,

ROueche argues that this plan would give such students as

,much time is is necessary to accomplishthe reqUired

learning task.47

Roueche:claims that the use of "learning packages"

is helpful, especially for the underprepared and disinterested

27
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of media,

These, igc4-geg, r,e xpl, kin--s i\4ncludk a v-irig

\frtam prOg ammed materia and c7rdingteci -.. -_... _\tapest, d 'simulation -

-------," --:-.,_ N,
models and games. The merit goes that ce different_ '`

presentations to using,sltaes,

students-learn in ctifferentW varied teabhipg -le ng

strategies should be asrailable for student selection. _This

strategy should be effeetive in ng students in schools

and colleges positively motivated.0

14any of the above suggetti, $ by Rouec
.

commendable in some respects. It is possible that

ivated or undOrprepa

stigationg that

ti

methods Buell as Roueche's. On the other nt evi

tsoints out that many of these innovative idets, which take

competition out of learning and achievement, and which some-

doubt edly

these approaches might help

student. Indeed, they

appear to indicate beneficial re

times stress innovation and accommodation at the expense.of

cognitive information, have not brought the happy results

which their optimisticcadvocatesexpected. Dry Kenneth

clark, the respected black social psychologist,' who hasbeen

active in the civil 'rights movement, is scathillg in his

appraisal of what' has happened to our schools over the past

dedaae.4? Says _Clark:

Without apology I- would say that 3I au-1 a
traditionalist . . .'. Any theory that a
student shouldn't be- pressured, that he
shouldn't be frustrated, imposes on the
child the most hdrrible form of self-
dedeption.50

28
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notation hardlragrgos with licueohe's

arguments that, t\S shou a not be subject to punitive

\gre:ding_dr that they should be allowed to study at their
tp,

own often leisurely) pace. Clark,goes on to says ;"Under 4

\ the guise of_protecting ancfnot frustrating the student
\
educators use double-talk and alibis to hide the fact that

many teachers. simply don't

Herald columnist Martin L. Gross, who often

ational subjects, is especially critical 0'
\

ce.,cailed teaching machines.4. Ue claims that.N\

t type of are" has been in use in Many classrooms

for er-amdecade h. generally disappointing redults.

Such modern learning techniques, says Gross, wry supposed
/

to revolutionize education and make the old-fashidned methods--

and.'teacher--look awkward by comparlion. Gross refers to a
.

0-made,by.Dri Phi4 D. Smith (among others) of the

Research Cent4 of West Chester State College (Pa.);.s,

coordinator of a projeo to study, the effectiveness of

foreign language laboratory systems in Pefinsylvania schools.
_...

.

. . .

The results of thip and other studies have been most dis-

appointing.53

Still othemodern teaching techniques which promised

so much no longer look so promising, according to .Dr. Fred,

T. Wilhelms,.Exeontive Secretary of the National Association -

of'Secondary Principals. He decries the general failure

of the concept of "team teaching," once claimed to be the



acme of modern educational methodelOgy. Grows refers to

these disappOintments an places-sotieha_blame on
P

America's, too optimistioreliance on "systems,' %Tin

'areas where method'may be less important than ,a dedicat

instruotor.55

25

Yet the above criticisms of some of the'innovative

teaching techniques of recent years should not be an indiot-

ment of other successful experiments whioh are now being

developed in the schools and colleges. Cooperative'and

work-study programs, while not exactly new; are widely

accepted as the best tools or career education; but their

spread is blocked by child labor laws and scarcity of jobs

and union contracts. The-community collegei can do a still

better job in preparing young .teople for jobs by giving them

better Ind more realistic guidance. These colleges in parti-

oulai have been offering workers a change An mid- career so

that they are not condemned for life to a, bad job. 56

Writing in The Chronicle of Higher Education, Allen.

Lacy points out significantly that of all the "neW"or

"innovative" undergraduate colleges that 'were established

in the 1960's, suchas Hampshire, New College, Kirkland,

Eisenhower, Stdokton State, and others, none have fully
.
. *realized the utopian hopes of their founders.. All, says

. . .

Lacy, "were oonoeivod in optimism and born with the high

hopes that they would become laboratories of innovation

and creativity-for the'resi of higher education." Lacy,

1.
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school, and ;romke.akks'Ipbiiileges,--11-

thing more than brushing lightly against edu ation.

It blues educators for their specious arguments that

"flt king thoso'who fail to learn will soar students psycho-

logically by telling them, they have failed." it alsO

eizes oollege faculty members who argUe that it is not their

responsibility to teach students to read and write. While.

the.editorial does not blame colleges for the latter problem,,

it stvprely criticizes them "for enrolling semi - illiterates

and g;4daittng,them, wally riilly, just as the high schools

8_

v: Falling academic s
-

more _e_becoanztmarer of'r

publio C ellor Robert

Mautz of Florida's uilivers?t stem ently tqla the

rds,--oss indicated above, are

concern of responsible
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State Board of Regents that C" could no longer be otnsidered

the "benchmark" because prOfe ra in the state's universi-

ties are handing out too many and B's.59 Kautz' report

explains that in Florida's univ more than 50 percent

of the students are getting A'

27

state's largest instit

24,000 students, about 60 p

that at the

iversity of

7777::!4;1114:;;;;17777:

°rids. with..

this category. Mautz says that such aa&a did= nflat--""",
misleads parents into thinking that the
children are doing better work than they
are. The grading system is no longer
meaningful. Obviously not 6o pero9nt
of our students are above average,o0

In agreement with Mautz(is Florida. Regent Marshall

Criser, saying that in his opinion "A B-plus noW indicates

an average student." He points outthat "students, parents
/

and faculty aib-ill-served by this kind of son grading and

soft thinking." The Kautz report indicates that othe

4", ......

fitotars tend to contradict any justification for a continuing

trend toward higher grades. It explains that while grades

have gone up, students' performances on most state and

national standardized tests, such as the Florida Twelfth

Grade Test and the Educational Testing Service examilktions,

noted above, have continued to go down. The Report blames

-' the "soft grading" on a concept of no- failure- - meaning that

students are passed through the educational system despite

the fadt that they may do failUre work.
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The Ch'ancellor's report also blames the problem.on

student evaluations of their professors, explaining that

some instructors are afraid to give tough grades because

of the evaluations whioh students might.give.themat the

end of the course. After giving several other reasons for

easy grading, Mautz says that he plans to try to get the

state's professors to start using more C's in their grading,

although he admits that professors have the right to grade

as they please.62

The above examples may be some of the reasons why

so-called "quality educ4tion" is being threatened. While

it is trues that grades in themselves are not the criterion

for good education, inflated grading, which does not in

any way reflect the real achievement of college students,

is a factor whioh can threaten academic standardi and the

quality of -higher iducati On.

The past decade has been one of constantly changing

and highly innovative curriculum and instructional formats

which are being employed in literally hundreds of community

colleges throughout--the_vUnitediStates. Yet it is somewhat

discouraging to read almost daily in the popular media, and

in some of the scholarly journals as well; that many innova-

tions are apparently not producing What some of their

zealous Supporters had promised. Innovations as such may

not be the true culprit: new teaching techniques and ourri-

(=lune sometimes are necessary to accommodate changing

33
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Conditions and life-styles. Dis pointing results sometimes

appear to have occurred because dical and unproved _programs

may'have been introduced,too often and in wholesale measure..

For more than two decades, indeed, the public schools have.

been :experimenting with certain .innovative teaching techniques

which may have neglected the basics in order tq interest

and accommodate the "new student." The colleges are now

inheriting the effects of some of these teaching innovations,

and it tas been reported ttt many thousands of,semi-literite

students have been inundating the two-year and even some

four -year institutions. Aliologipts :Cot some innovative

programs blame much of the°problem on the fact that public

school and college instructors have often not applied the

new methods properly. However, enough time has now passed

to allo* for an assessment of some of these programs. It

is,. of course, true that some of them have been _successful

(the limited,and judicious use of audio-visual materials,

-some individualized -instructional formats, etc.) and are

continuing to contribute to the. instructional process. The

best of the newer curriculums and instructional formats

should be retained. Yet the time is aiieady overdue for a

reconsideration as to which curriculums and instructional

methods pretend to offer academic challenge but really do

not. One of these,, as already noted, 14' thOlmost exclusive.
-,Act

use of objective-type testing. at theexpenso9fsubjeotivt.

or "wrOtenwzomptehensive" examinations.
. .

34



An article appearing in the Fort Lauderdale News

k
reports that publishers of college textbooks are increasingly

resorting to simplified language in their books -"to adjust

to a new element in higher education--the college student

.whb cannot read at traditional college levels."63 The

article continues:

_Although most of the pressure for simpli-
fied textbooks comes from community colleges,
the established four-year colleges are
also giving signs that-today's student,
raised on television, movies and what
one educator called "the anti-language
assumptions of our culture" are having

. trouble With.the Eng4sh language when
they get to coilege.°'°

It is true, of course, that hundreds of thousands of

students now in College, especially in community colleges,

would'not have been there twenty years ago because of their
.

limited academic abilities and their disadvantaged economic

position. Yet in an effort to accommodate the underprepared

and disadvantaged'student, it may be that standards have been

unduly lowered at many institutions of higher education;

that students are being "passed" when they have achieved

relatively little in their studies. The concept that a .

student must gain afteling of .suocess.to achieve"'eVen more

may be Valid from, a psychological viewpoint. But a passing

grade should not be giVen'merelY'to confirm this dictum.

Terrel.E.. Bell, the Mated States Commissioner of

Education, asks for mere programs in career education to

conform with potential job openings, but at the same time
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critlizes colleges which do not teach students correct

40"

-Engaimh and substantive materia1.65 Bell iaysi.

u.

As ideas proliferate, as facts multiply,
it is more important, than ever that a
young man or woman know how to write zz
about them easily and unlaerstandably.vu

Bell particularly stresses that the need today is to,learn

salable skills. He also points out that students should

learn to develop values find' to conform to iiighacademi
E

.31

standards.

Robert A. GoldWin, a special consultant to President

'Ford, takes a somewhat different position from'Bell, although

he too admits that colleges should train students in

.salable skips. Goldwin, however, questions the over-

emphasis-on salable, skills, pointing outs

A school that devotes itself tetall
unquestionably to salable skills, es-
pecially in a time of high unemployment,
sending young men and, women into the
world armed_ _only_ with allarrOW range of
skills, is. sending lambs.into_the lion's-
den. Too many people learn only one
narrowly defined set'or;skills In settee)"
trained to fill a.position in one well-
defined industry. And then that lidustry
stops hiring or lays wo'kers off:Jo?

.Goldwin olainthat there is, more to living than earning a

living, and' he maintains that the skills of lyzing,

experimenting, discussing, reading, and writing must b

developed. These are the ones' that are always in dtmand-

. "the skills of a Mind trained to think, to imagine and

to express.itself."68
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. While the above two experts differ 'somewhAt'in their\

emphasis on salable skills- "and` liberal educat',ictir both

admit that salable skills, sound learning, and a trained

mind are still the important ingredients which a college

education should offer students today, as in previous ears._

The Chronicle of Higher Educstioni-tirdly a cOn-

servative newspaper, in recent months has been reporting

repeatedly on the falling achievement76dores of newly admited

first-year college students. _Says The Chronicle:
.

The rubber of high school seniors scoring
at -highaevels on the Scholastic Aptitude-_
Test has droPped dramatically since the
mid-f960-'s,-.data from the College Entrance

-_Examination Board indicates.

Between 1967 and 1974; the number of,high
school juniors' and seniors scoring above
700 on the verbal S.A.T. test fell by .

half --down from appriximately 32,000 to
16,000. The number of students scoring
above 600 fell by a third. 09

The present lower absolute numberiothIgh achievers on

college entrance examinations is even more alarming than

the-figures_theitielves indicate, sinOe there are more

people taking them (at ali levels of ability).- Yet only

half as many reach the 700-plus achievetent level as eight

years ago, and only two thirds as many now reach the-600-

plus level compared with 19674,

The Chronicle, in another article, continues to sound

1.

the alarm when it points out thatcollege students-:today

are using the English language at a lower, level of proficiency

than ever. before in the hkOory of American education. r,

/ .
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Says The .Chronicle

The complaints have come mot only rom
institutions enrolling 'nontraditional'
students but also from pretigious private
campuses where, faculty members say, many
students lack the skills-needed to complete
course assignments.70

The Chronicle reports that ari institution as prestigious

as the University of California at Berkeley has 1,165 of its

freshmen,. 45 percent of the entering class, taking remedial

work in English. This program advises high schools to rein-

state an advanced composition course for all students in the

llth grade who plan to go to college..71 This report, and

literally hundreds of others throUghbut the nation, indicate
.

that too many Public school and college students are simply

"passing through' their institutions without learning at

acceptable levels, especially.in the areas of subject matter,.

writing skills, and reasoning ability. Explanations for

this serious state of affairs .are .so numerous that-it is
J.

1 difficult to_sort-out-the valid from the invalid. Some .

.-__.:--- . .

.

eduuators argue that still more innovative teaching methods

are called for in spite of the fact that the world of education

today'seets to be inundated with "new approaches" to in-

'--stru tion and.the curriculum. More conservative critics .

%uattribute to Part of the problem to too much innovation, claiming

that not nearly enough emphasis is being placed on the basic's

at the publia:school level, the result being the greatly

reduced achievement acoresnoted above .I To argue that

critics have alway6 decried weaknesses in student achievement
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levels does not help to explain or resolve the problem.

Indeed:, most reports on the subject in recent months indicate /

that students (including community college students) are

"achieving" at lower = e s than i4i previous years.

t Lauderdale News brings-the problem closer
E

to home when it captions an article "Flunking College Getting

Harder - Regents.". The Flori Board of Regents re

it is now harder lk Out" of a Floricyl.state-iersity

than it to be and states-t--

has eclined in r

at the sam timii2-,_e,p

much ,l creased e reporti

/ 0
Th is no evidence that ability
leVel of Florida stud s enrolling,in-..

'-' the State universitY',system is rising,
The inference that high grades can be
attributed to higher ability levels of
students is not supported by the averagea
shownqin'the report). .

.-r,'

At the University of West Florida, D and
F grades went from 10 percent in 1969 to .

4 percent in 1973.72

versities;

s and B's given has

Florida Regents Board member Marihall Harris claims that
- 4

one reason fdr qade inflation is that some administrators

examine instructors' performance ratings when reviewing

facUlty contracts; many teachers not on tenure are hesitant

to gi*low,grades. Another reason, says Marshall is that'

colleges try to retain on their rosters as many students as

poOlble to. receive the most funding. Still another reason

for the higher grading of students (in spite-of lower test

+IL



scores on achievement testsl is that, for many faculty

Members today,,, grades do not mean as much as they previously

did.73

In the present period of economiO.recession it is

important that Academic grade inflation, lowered academic

standards, and waste of any kind in the public sector be

seriously eX6Mined. With administrators complaining that a

"c4'.:may have to be put_on_community college enrollments

because of reduced funding from state legislatures, it is
a .

now moe4,410ortailt than ever that studenta.who make little

effort tO,4pna classes or to achieve in their studies tie

told they will no longer be allowed to waste the taxpayers'

money: While the community college has ',rightfully bei

established to serve its community, this'fact does not

necessarily require that the college vigo ously=reorult

disintetested students. Of courbe, every easonable effort

should be made to help and encourage undeip pared and dis-

advantaged st ents to achieve. However, a o llege should

demat return that its students make at lea t moderate

efforts to attend classes and to succeed in thein. An in-

structor can "innovato" in the classroom and accommodate t e

interests of students only, to a certain degree-- beyond hat

he is simply fooling himself and his students: W
/

individual differences are "the name of the g in the''

community college classrooM, students' unwillingneuS to make

a reaspnable effort within their own caPabilities cannot be

40
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placed'Under the umbrella of "accommodating the underprepared.

student."

The Broward Community College Phoenix, the student

weeklylnewspaper, interviewed a number of instructors at

Broward Community College (hereafter referred to as B.C.C.),

asking their opinions of the preparation that B.C.C. students

had received in the pUblio schools. The responses generally .

were quite unfavorable.74 Donna Wilkinson, head of the

B.C.C. EDglish Department, pointed Out that over a third of

the students had cote from high school totally unprepared

in the basics of English. The general consensus among the

teathers interviewed was that this is a growing problem. ..

The respanRe from many other instructors were that more and

more students cannot read, write, or spell-.at.ailywhere near

acceptabe levels. One instructor termed.these students

as "th"roduct of an inadequate educational system,"?5,' .

One student, when que9E2d whether the students were getting

the basics in their pre-college education, said tha

hot ,believe _so. He respondeds "We didn't learn any g

or spelling orany-Of those things in high school. The

teathers just assumed that We'd already hadNhem." Another

B.C.C. student'-coMmented parents "had-4 more basic

education than we did; teachers don't teach the_same things

thef used to."76
;

So much is being said in the press and elsewhere

.co4cerhing the weakneeses off` present day basic education-J.-

.')
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the use of open classrooms., of unstructured classroom pro-

cedures, of student reading. and, writing deficiencies- -that it

makes serious people wonder if perhaps American education

hasgone too far in its efforts to accommodate disinterested,,

disadvantaged, and underprepared students at the expense of

basic education. While it is Undoubtedly true that certain.

innovative teaching and' curriculum approaches should be used,

to take advantage of recent advances in educational research

And "hard(are" of many types, theSe advances should perhaps

supplement rather thanlsupplant the more traditional methods.

lan'the othex hand, K. Patricia Crosse chapter "New

Forms for New Functions," questions the traditional ccincept

or academic standards ift higher education"? She claimsr
that "the, task of 'conveying information in the academic

dlacsiplinesia becoming Untenable as a teaching,fUaction

because of the knowledge explosion.! " Yet even though it may

be true,.p...flas she claims, 'that "in every forty minutes enough '^

new information is generated to fill a twenty-four'volume

encyclopedia," this fact should, not cause the discard of
.

'some of higher education's long standing aimsof teaching

-studenta,a certain body of knowledge, along with skillu_
.

attitudes, interests and the like. The argument,that it is

not necessary to remember, information because
."you can aliays

' look it up" is as invalid today as it ever was.

.Cross' majorargumenti which may have -some validity,

is that the academic diescililines form too narroW 4..base

t,

42,
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.upon which to build a society; She argues that'academio

"siaccess'is not highly related. to success in life outside

of academe, and claims that "we have overemphasized the

importance of that narrow range of human abilities that

enable people to.perform,tasks in the school-system."78

Sayg Cross;

Human abilities tend to be modestly
related; a relationship exists between
high school grades and leadership position.
This modest correlation, hoWever, may be

.

attributed more to the success experiences
and the resultant self-confidende of the
good student than it may be to any innate
relationship between academic and social
abilities.79

While Cross>undoubtedly is correct when she states

that higher. education does not involve itself with. all or

even ,most.of the huinan skills and abilities, it is perhaps

unfair to criticize,institutions of higher education for

this failure. While.the nation and the world need many

of these hilman skills and abilities, it is-probably'-doubtful

that most of them can best be developed in colleges or even

in post-decondary institutions of any type.--t- is possible

that America, in its effort to make higher education available

to everyone, is tilting to force it on those who would be

better erved in apprenticeship or otherty.13es of'programs.

Cross points out that "new studentsw7ithose in the_

-lowest third academically) demand that traditional education

must be redesigned for the "egalitarian era."8° She says:

4:3
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They /.:Rudenti7 drop out of our traditional'
schools; they quit listening to lectures;
they fail to put forth their best effort;
they -score.lowon- conventional-tests:de,
.signed to reflect the heart of the ttAdi-
tiOnal academic curriculum; they get low.
marks for their school Performance; their
'interests, leisure-time activities, and"
'hobbies are "nonacademic"; they fail to
develop self-confidencel'and they.tell us
that they are nervous and tense in clais.81

To counteract the above situation, Cross desires-to make new

educational programs to fit "new.students" rather than to-.

continue to use some of the more traditional instructional

formats. She points out that "new students" are positively

attracted to careers and prefer to learn things that are

tangible and useful. They prefer a vocational model that

will teach them what they need to know to make a good

living. She maintains that as much money per student

should be spent on "new students" in community colleges4aa
NN

on more traditional students in universities. This approach

would ditake-dettain that -"different" would 'be equated with

"best" and not "least." Only by offering people the chance.,

to succeed in different ways, says dross, "iirill'we ever achieve

dignity and respect for

Cross' arguments Wre merit if they are employed

properly. 'Onthe other hand, they can also have a dele-.

terious effect on what has usually been recognized as quality

education. Few people would deny pooftlled new students"

the right to a good postLsecondary, education. Yet if,it. is

trite that many "new students" (and others ai wellrshow

4
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little interest in academic eduCation, as Cross indicates,

these students should .not be badgered and enticed Into .

following such ptOgrams. \IA

While there is much that is valuable.in Cross' position,

she may not be entirely correct; She says that students who

do not achieve in standard aoadeiic pu'suits should be

evaluated for, their abilities and skills in other areas; they

should not'be graded down since they have not 4chieved in
.

academics.83 Her position is thatiCwhole new generation

of disadvantaged people, will emefge if these students receive

low grades. "Shb opts for broaderd more varied curricula

so that everyone's abill.tie may be judged in the areas .in

which they are most successful'. The community college, of

course, haS followed this position in general and now offers.

.training and studies in a myriad of both career-oriented,
o
faid transfer ptograms This development is commendable.

` Yet-it'iS doubtful-whether the student would be well served

'"if academic courses and standards were reduced below their

present stance simply to accommodate non - academically inclined

'`,'istudents who would like to receive high grades'in these .-

areas as well as in their careerLoriftted ones. 'Cross, of

course, denies that lowered standards would. necessarily

occur; yet it 'is difficult for ,an unbiased observer to -be

convinced of this fact. Certainly there is enough room for*

all types of occupational skills and abilities in a country

as .large as the United .States. A successful plumber or

45



owner of a plumbing business usually hai more status in the'

community anctearni more money'than,an unsuccessful lawyer,

for example. Each- person should be allowed to follow the'

training,:or academic program which best suits his inclina-

tions and aptitudes. Yet, to reduce standards in community

college academic programs so. that "career oriented" students

may succeed in a required course such as English composition

or social science (as often occurs today) is hardly the

best answer to the problem.,

Cross would like to-develop the kind of learning

society in which "the able academician but poor mechanic

exchanges tutoring services with the slow reader but good

meohanic."85 This plan, she argues, would allow each to

teach in his own area of excellence and learn in. his area

of proposed competence. It would aklOw for equal oppor-

tunity to' mean more than "the chance to develop competence

in the area of someone elses,s strength.0'436 is idea is

commendable in theory; yet there is some question concernin&

the practicality of this format. Many students who have

outside jobs might not bp interested in "tutoring" othe

students, regardless of the 'possible benefits that, might

accrue from such activities.

The well-known black columnist, William Raspberry;

of the Washington Post, writes about "The Decline and Fall

of the College Degree. "8 He claims that we are torn

betweentwo equally appealing but mutually exclusive

46
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notiokis. The first is that college id a reasonable means

of training aleadership cadre. The second is a rejection

of anything smacks of elitism. Says. Raspberry:

Sooner'or later we're goingto have,to'
face up to the fact that:equality of -
opportunity and inequality of results
are not .necessarily incompatible.

When we do, maybe we will be willing to
open the entry door to college wide enough
to give everyone a chance to *4ry and at' )
the same time to keep the. exit door smO11-.
enough so t' t the whale thing is worth
the .effort.

The above statement by a black and liberal journalist(

is somewhat surprising. gowever, other black liberals such

as educator Kenneth Clark, the respected social psychologist,

appear to take the same,position. 'Both men suggst that,
4

underprepired black and other students should not be given

good grades simply because they happen to be underprepared

or disadvantaged. Says Clark, in a scathing appraisal Of

-what tea te.PPetted'to' theThchbola over the past decades

I would say I am a traditionalist. I do
not see any substitute fgr the public
schools teaching readin& writing, and
arithematic as the tdse upon which all 0

forms of education must rest.- .I.don't
believe % a child'can play any constructive
role in this society if he is unable to .

read or if he does not, have an elementary. -'
-sensef "grammatical sirueture. Children
who have not mastered basic skills, are
always aware of and humiliated by that

Any.theory.thota child shouldn't
1)0 pteaturedi that he .shouldn't be
frustrated imposes on the child the most

.

hdrrible form of self depreciation .

The essential ingredient in teaching children
lis to'respect the child-by insistingt-that
he does learn.89

47
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The above two 'black writers appear aliost too con-

servative in their outlook. Yet there is a great deal of

value in what they Say. To,put credentials in the hands

of the disadvantaged or disihteresied who have not earned

them will only reduce the college degree's value for

others, who come by these degrees through serious effOrt.:),

According to Jesuit Paul,Reinert, president,of St, Louis

University, "the businessmen representing local companies

have been screaming bloody murder that their young prospects

can't spell,' can't add, can't express themselves orally

or in writing."9° The continued overuse or "multiple.

choice" and other types of objective testing formats in the

classroom will hardly help.to alleviate this serious problem.

While it is undoubtedly truethat the community college

instructor with large classes should not be required to
.

give 'tritten or "blue book" tests all the time, perhaps a

third of his examinations- should be. of a written format.

The English composition instructors cannot solve the students'
,

writing problems alone; they need help from the entire faculty

in,this task.

Franklin Patterson.of the UniveiSity of Massachusetts

at arecent'conferince told the directors of university

oompuier'services and other administrators in higher education

that the printed book is still the most important nd in-

flUential Piece of technology'in education.91 l'atterson

claims that "it is more portable, less destruotable, and
) .
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more adaptable to .any condition than any competitive device."

He also points out-that "it requires no support' system, such

as electricity and is universally adeePted."92 His major

point is that although there has been much innovation re-

cently in educational hardware, "there have been few signi-

ficant, widely adopted innovationsin the essential, processes

of learning." He claims that most of these have been in

the social organization of education and in a trend-toward

individualizing learningssituatiofis,93 Patterson's position

is'.valid, although he Would probably be quick to admit that

the computer and educational technology in general have had

a useful and sometimes important impact on the.curriculum

and on instruction.' Yet we should employ these tools only

in ways which will benefit 'the student; they should not be

Overused so as to prevent student's from receiving training

in writing examinations and papers of all types, Technology

can be employed to relieve some of the burden of the routine

tasks which teachers traditionally have had to perform. Yet

this does not mean that they should be allowe&tooompletely

excuse instructOYs from grading students' written work. ft

is no secret, for example, that in'tany community colleges

the majority of instructors use objective testing.fortats

exclusively.

VermontRoyster, retired editor of the, Wall Street

Journal, and at present teaching at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, writes about "The New IlliteracY."94

1/4
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He refers to an article in the.New York Tim mes which says

that textbook publishers are Constantly receiving word from
-

the nation'scolleges that large numbers of college students

simply cannot, read English well enough to "understand text-

books previously-used and Understood by, generations of

students." The pUblishers, as a result, are ldwering the

level-of what the students read. Says Royster:

-More, they're even simplifying the English
in their guidebook on how to road text-,
books. The previous editions of this .

guide,' published by the Atsociatiori of
American PUblisher, were written at the

\twelfth-grade reading level, Now-it has
'been rewritteno fit a ninth grade reading
level. And this for college freshmen,95

Royster reports that at the University of Wisonsin-

in Madison more than one third of the applicants to'itg

'school of journalism, where writing ability is a necessity,

cannot meet the requirements in, spelling, grammar, word

usage, and punctuation. He puts most of, the blame for this

appalling situation on the many teachers. and administrators .

Who are convinced that reading and written expression are

outmoded-that one can acquire all of the data one really

needs through visual means. Royster was

The plain truth:is that without language
we can neither learn nor think. "And

.

those to whom written language. is a
mystery find, like some primitive people
that the world itself is a mystery.96

it-should further be added that the ability to write English

i/4

at an acceptable level is not only important beCause of
0

Rclystervs arguments concerning language skills. Practice
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in writing at least parts' of classroom examinations, as

noted above, gives the student the skill in presenting sub-

stantive material which has been learned. Bloom's famous

Taxonomy explains this problem in detail and has long been

recognized as an authority in this area. Classroom. examinations

which are limited to "objective" formats, while they can b.e

quite difficult to "pass," do not offer the student this

valuable experience, which is so important if he is to be

considered-educated at even a modest level.

While thii paper is mainly concerned with education

at the community college level, there.should also be a

reference to the public schools as well if the problem is

to be understood fUlly. Charles Silberman, author of "Crisis

in the Classroom," the study that popularized many of the

innovatiOns.of the 1960's, has recently. criticized the way

the concept of "open classrooms"'has been put into Use in
0

thousandb of schools throughout the country. Silberman

says that in some of these:

The noise level got so high that nobody knew
what he was doing. They used programmed
instruction which is not individual in .the
real sense. It was chaos, and kids didn't
learn a goddam thing.A7-

The above problei cannot be explained away simply by

stating, that,the concepts are good but that they have rarely

been employed properly." Perhaps some innovative theories

'and ide6. are simply too esoteric to be of much practical

use, a hough it is possible that the open classroom idea,

51
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under i/'al circumstances, might have some merit. Stil

.oz'' 7v

in education we must deal with the pragmatic; what cannot,

be put to practical use, given the obviously'difficult

problems that exist in many classrooms, may not be useful

in the long run.

As suggested above; moderate and carefully considered

innovative practices, combined with a generous amount of

proven traditional methods, may be the best answer to this

controversial problem. Curriculums and instruction undoubte9.y

will be somewhat different a decade hence from what they

are today. But let us not assume that they will be so

changed as to be nearly unrecognizable compared with today's

approaches--as'some critics would lead us to belieVe. Today

many innovative techniques which were thought to be a panacea

for the ,classroot only a few years ago are not4,1"ng seriously

questioned and even discarded. -For example, there is at the

present time a strong move back to phonics techniques-in the

teaching of reading. In many areas of the country the

popularity of the permissive and the open school is already

'slowing down compared with that of a more traditional'in-
,

atitution. Reports Newsweek:

At the "open-education" school ,:r.b.Pasedena,
California7 the enrollmenis 550 and the
waiting list is 515., At' the John Marshall-
Fundamental School, however, a total of,
1,700 students are enrolled and the
waiting list has passed. the 1,000 mark.98

'Newsweek reports similar public school enrollments in many

areas of the country today.
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Dean Mario Fantini'a book Public Schools of bhoide-

-2
asks for_ the establishment of all .kinds ..of. educational.:

inaiitutiolls for all kinds of, people. If some students-
,

tloyrish in an open-classroom environment, they shOlild

be able to have one. For those who seem to need a more

traditional'strUcture, that too should be available.99

On balance, the growing call for a.return to the bascs

seems a healthy indication that many Americans have been

'questioning some educational nostrums giiren them by, a few

well-meaning but Mfsdirected innovators.100' If the eairinted

book is still the major teaching tool, as mentioned above,

perhaps educational change will be steady but more moderate

than some people suspect.

48,
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CHAPTER III

,Methodoloy or Procedure

In order to make this study both manageable and com-

prehensive, it was decided to *limit it to two academic areas

at each of the five South Florida community colleges involved;

social scienoe and English-foreign language.. In a fei, in-

stances this included instructors who taught some "Directed

Stud/66'w courses (for the seriously underprepared students

At one campus the foreign language instructors were not

eluded, since courses at that institution were all taught at

another campus. At two campuses, speech instructors were,

included within the English Department.

The five colleges included in the-study were Broward

Communit College (Central Campus) in Fort Lauderdale- -the

home institution of the investigator; Miami-Dade Community

College (South' Campus) in Miami; Ste Petersburg Community

College (Clearwater Campus); Manatee Community College in

Bradenton; and Edison Community College in Fort Myers. Twenty

respondents completed. the instruments (both objective and sub- --

jeotive) at each of the two largest campuses (MiamIADade-and

Broward; twelve each at St. Petersburg and Manatee; And ten

at Edison, seventy-four in. all. These represented approximately

the following percentages of all instructors. in the social

science and English-fOreign language areas of the respective

oampuseis

Broward Miami-Dade St. Petersburg Manatee Edison
20: 20 12 - 12 10
50 Z3 33 30 25
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It was felt that the.above percentages were_Sufficiently

high to yieia significant findings, atthough, of'courSe,
_/

one cannot aesume that theyopinions,'represent of all faculty

members ipall academic areas of the respective campuses.

As previously indicated,,, the Study employed the/ se

of two instruments., each. of which concerned faculty opinions

about curriculum and instruction. The first (Part I) was
.

a ten-atem instrument; the responses were scaled

from 1 to 5 to represent degrees of agreement w =ach

item; "1-representing."stro disagree- 't yam" IN ngly

. agree." The second s ction (Part II)' includedsix sub
N

questions calling fo .open-ended responses. t was ho

.101that this.plan bf Using both objective and subject

ponses would contribute toward more comprehensivir

re's=

.
findings than .an objective response form alone, which i

often used in investigations. Of 'Curse, the proOedure'--.

used was more difficult to enliwloy than the'typical mai3e1d

\ ...

objective response format. \' ..

i .

Since Broward was the home institution of the investi-

gator,, the instruments were first distributed at'. that campus;

also, faculty member assistants, were not neeaed,,aethey

were at.the Other four institutions.:. A limited "trial run"Th

distribution of the questionnaires was ,tiployed at Broward
/

to ascertain if there were any ambiguousjtatements or

questi ns in instruments; Three phrases fell'into this

category d.Were'-revsed. Two extended visits to the

1.
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giami*-Dade (South) Campus were made to obtain the reqUi"red.

number of Participants, and to complete at least the objective

:- part of-the instrument .(in most instances) durtng the visits.-,
At the o er three campuses, where feWer'respondents were

involved at 'Q
ach campus, only one visit was necessary.

Except or the Broward Campus, one or two faculty

,members- who were

duced him persona

acquaintances of the investigator intro-

y, or indirectly by message, to.many of

the available facul membets and helped in .the distribution.

and colleCtion of the uestionnaires. In some instances the
r

respondents completed both instruments while the investigator;

was in their general office area. In most cases, however,

the instruments were returnee by mail within a week or two,,.

after they had beeh collected y the cooperating faculty

memberi on the respective campus s. -A few questionnaires

were completed later and-sent directly to the investigator.

Since Broward was the investigator's home institution, "

many respondents ::ere able to return the.instruments.through

thivoampus,mail system; although some retuned them. in
\ \

person. *At,Miami-Dada, where twenty- pazticipantsvere

`involved, (as at Broward) two faculty acquaintances assisted,

one from social science and one frbm English. ,A,t each .of the.

other three campuses only one faculty asaistaEt was:needed.

All of these aides were thoroughly .oriented in the format .

andoiSeotiVes of the study, so that they could answer any

of the respOtolehts° questions in the absence of the investigator.

.56 .
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Each respondent was instructed to write his. numerical

.answer's to each of the statements in Part I in the spaces

provided on the instrument itself.. The subjective responses

for Part II were written (or typed in. some instances) on

separate pages of paper. A copy or both .parts of the in- 1

strument is included below.

'I
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Faculty Opinion On Curriculum And Instruction

Part I Objective Responses)'
1-please- put corr60-t-hadrital response in the spaoe provXded)

Response Sc_ ale Ka

strongly agree . 5
'agree 4
undecided 3.
.disagree 2
strongly disagree 1

1. The prime consideration of most community colleges..

%should be to accommodate the underprepared student.

2." More "innovative" programs should be introduced into
tI\e community college.

3. In recent years. community colleges, in their effort
to accommodate the disadvantaged and_,underprepared
student, may have emphasized acoommodation too much
and cognitive learning too_little.

.

4. Many specific 'liberal arts or general education course
requirements are no longer mandatory at community
colleges".. This it a good trend.

5.. Student evaluations of .their instructors may ifitl.:1
midate the latter. .This may help cause academ1V.1

IIIIMMIM11115

grade inflation.

6. The-state of Florida has recently required more in-
tructional accountability. This. is a good trend in
general for community college education..

7. College entrance scores ape rePorted to have'deterio
ate& by more than 15 percent in recent years. This
should be a matter for serious concernTin.higher
education.

A structured course is more compatible to my teaohi
format than a non-structUred one.

So-called "educational hardware" should take over ost
of the,duties 'pf the instructor in a few years eiS hqp
he will become more of a "facilitatoll for learning
than an instructor as theterm is now understood.

10. The trend of the future in community college eduction
Should include much tore individualized instruct on,
which will allow students to study at their own ate
in most classes.
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Part II- (Sub ective ResDonses)
,

Please respond on separate pages to the followtng.openended,
questionC,' r. ..

1. 'Do you believe the use of the College Level Educational
Program (C.L.E.P.) test, which often allows a student to
preempt a course if he scores at least in the' 50th per-
centile, is a proper substitute for taking a' ourse?
Should the percentile requirement for passing be higher?
Should some subjeCtive'or written respondes also be
mandatory as well as the objective ones now required?

2. Comment on the use of individualized instructional.
formats (study at your own rate, etc.) for classroom
learning. What do you think of learning and behavioral
objectives systems.ap an instructional format? .What
experience, if any, have-yoU had with them ?

3. Comment on the use of the lecture and class discussion
in the community college classroom. To what extent
do you use' ach and why?

Do you believe that there has been an overuse of the
all-objective test foriat in classroom testa? Should .

students be required totake more subjective or
combination-type tests (objective-subjective) in order
to gain some experience in writing and in organizing
skills under test conditions'?

5. Comment on the practice of "academic grade inflation"
(instructors grading students higher than their work
Uarrants)4, which i, s reported to have. _occurred. in _recent

a.' 10o you believe this has occurred? Is one of
sons the practice of using student evaluations

ctors? Comment.

_Tecent years -it colleges, in their .effort to
accommodate the disa ed and the underprepared
udent,--may have emphasi coommodation too much

and.cognitive.learning too 1 adjust-
ments threaten academic standards or goals? comment.
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In Chapter IV, under "Pindingl, (Analysis and
- ,

Evaluation)" bothsections of the instrument will be des-

cribed. Eadh item will be presented individually, followed

by "Results" and "Comment" in Part L'and by "Analyses" i

Part /I. In Chapter, IV t here will also be summary compre

. hensive analyses following Paits I and II respectively. Also,

five separate tables.in thelAppendix of this study will

graphically represent the respOnses of X1.1 seventy-four

of the participants. A majority of the detailed responses

to the subjective questions will also be found in the

Appendix. Because,of space limitations, repetitious, redun-

dant and overly long responses will sometimes be abridged

or-omitted. A representative sample ofthe responses to

all of the subjective or open-ended questions will bein-

_01uded in the Appendix. While the number of respondents

from the.five campuses in this study is limited, it is

sufficiently representative to mike astudy of this type

valuable.

Chapter V, the final chapter of-this' Major Applied, '

Research Project, will include a. summary of the 'material

covered in the first four chapters. The hypotheses will be

restated:as inferences with some degree of commitment anti

generalization. Recommendations and practical suggestions

for implementation of the findings will be mentioned as

well as some suggestions for possible additional research.
qlso ,
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CHAPTER IV

Results and Analyses of the Ten Objective
and the Six Subjectike_OenmEnded Responses-_

Statistical Analyses ,Of the Ten Objective, Responses

Comparing Responses of the Instructorsi-Ilie-ftis-____.--

'possible responses to each Objectivestatement were compared

to the five possible responses to each of the other statements

for each' campus in two-dimensional contingency tables. The

expeoted value tables contained excessive number; of zero

or low value entries, which precluded valid statistical con-
)

clusioni. Therefore, the responses "strongly disagree" (1)

through "strongly agree" (5) were'reassigned values,:of.

"disagree" (n') for the first two classifications and "agree"

(2) for the last two.- The intermediate classification

"undecided".(31. was deleted There was an-average of only

six responses omitted from each table. The new contingency
.

tables developed from the adjusted data produced two-dimensional

tables -containing only four cells and expected values entries,

which resulted in valid statistical' chi- square tests.
.

T-
A most sigl&icant comparison ,occurred between Statement

'9 ("whether educational hardware should take over most of the

duties of .1;eInstruOtor in a few-years so that he will

become more of eirfacilitator for; learning' than..on instructor

'as the tehl is DOW understood'!) and Statemdnt 2 (-supporting

more innovative prOgrams). Those who supported more

programs 'Otatement 2)'aitc, tended to belieVe that educational

-T

- hardware would take over th- duties of the instructor. .Those
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who disagreed with Statement 2 also tended to disagree with

Statement 9. This high amount of disagreement exceeded

expected values with aHhigh degree of statistical signifi-

f.

Canoe, (pc .001).

Another- interesting comparison was observed between.

respOnses to Statements 5 and 10. Those teachers who.felt

intimidated by student.evaluations of their'ingtructors (5)

also disapproved to a great extent of individualited instruc-

tion, (10), while those who looked with favor on student-

evaluations of their instructors thought well of individualized

instruction. From this it might be said that instructors who

had less fear of being evaluated by students night prefer a

more personal relationship with students. On the other hand,

individualized instruction sometimes has included auto-tutorial'

(programmed instruction, etc.), where* the instructor plays

an even more reduced part in teaching the individual student

than in large lecture claeses. In_ any event, the relationship

between Statementi 5 and 10 shows a significant 'statistical

validity of R,4.001. 'Kis is far beyond the level.ot:signi-

. ficance of .05 lor .01), values below which chance is usually

not considered to play, a part. Of coursa, the statistical

factor-can be interpreted in a number of ways..
, a

In a comparison betWeen Statements 8 (preferencejn
.1 .4

teaching a structured' course) and 10 (that the future in com-

munity college education should include more individualized
f .)

instructionitit

t
s expected that a majority of thcise who pre-

ferred a structu d teaching format would not like individualized
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reT,
instruction. However, the pereentage that;took-this position

far exceeded the expected value (2,4.001).
f

there were'twent34sAven_tables with statisti-
-\1

°Ally significant p-'Values (134..05). Twelve of the statis-,

tically most significant of thete are included in theAppendix

along with their respective expected value tables, chi-squares

and probabilities.

Comparing Responses, hz.Instituttgon; As was true with.'
,

the q estions, a statistically valid conclusion in a cm:-

parison between-the instructors and the campuses studied was

not possible because of the large number of cells containing

no values or small values (less than 5). Theiefore, the

campuses were grouped into two classifications: Broward

(Central), Miami-Dade (South). and St. Petersburg (Clearwater)

were listed as large:( Manatee and Edison as small. In a

comparison between large and small campuses, in reference

to the ten objective statements, there was no significant

diffetence. On the other hand, there was a recognizeable

difference in objective responses between the St. Petersburg

campus and the other four campuses,:althoip this did not

reach the statistically signifigantAiffereneeivalwof .05

to-redude the' factor of chance. The comparison, between

Petersburg and the four other campuses will be examined in

detail in Chapter IV. Statisticil data from the computer

ooMparinti..4mpuees and instructors, as well as open-ended .

response 4ata, odn be found in the Appendix.of this study.
.
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Presentation _and Analysis of Data

Part I

Analysis Of the Objective, Responseso the' Ten
Statements in Part I of the Instrument (by CamPus)

Aitt.to Scale Values

strongly agree 5
agree 4
!undecided
(disagree 2
,strongly.dtpagree -1

Broward Community Coll-ege (Central Campus)
20 Respondents .

Statements 1 2 3
Average Values 2.25 2.90. 3.85

59

4. 5 6 .7 8 9 10
2.55 '3.2 3.2/3.9, .30 Z.4 2.6

Average Numerical Resporise Values froM the Twenty
Broward Participants for Each of the Ten Objective
Statements

Statement 1

The prime consideration Of most community OollegeS should be
to accommodate the underprepared student.

,

Results ,

. strongly agree 0
Figree
undecided 3
disagree 4
strongly disagree. 5,

Comment

EVen though there is little doubt that an important

funotiOn of the community tollege is to accommbaate, the under- ,

prepared student, most of the respondents (ratio of fourteen to

four) 'Aid not agree that"this should be its major responsi-

bility. It ig,sOmetimes implied,in muoh of the community

college literatureliterature that great emphasis in the community
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college should be on helping underprepared students to

Succeed in their studies, and this may indeed be one of the

bo

prime missions of the community college. 'Yet 'from the above

results it is quite clear that most of the respondents at

BrOward did not believe that this should be the major function

of the Communitycollege. A number of oral statements at

Broward pointed out that one of the major weaknesses of the

system as it now exists is that the community co144ielas

already lowered its'standards far too much in a vain effort

to accommodate many students who are."unwilling to be

accommodated."

Statements 2

More "innovative" programs should be introduced into the
community college curriculum.

'.Comment

While eight instructors were generally in agreement

with this statement, eleven were not. It is postible that

not all of the respondents interpreted the word "innovation"

in Ple. same way. For some the term may have had.a positive

:connotation, with "innovative program" being eqUated with

good simply because it was innovative. For the majority the

term,may havetaken.on a more pejorative meaning because'.

some respondents might have ascertained through personal

experience that many so-called ''innovative" programs have

not necessarily been useful.
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Statement .2

In recent years community.colleges, in their effort to accom-
modate the. disadvanta &and underpreparedstudent, may have
emphasized accommOdeit on too much and cognitive learning

Results

-strongly agree 10
agree 3
undecided 1
disagree 5
strongly disagree 1

Comment

The fact that thirteen respondents wereiiiTagreem nt

while\only six were not indicates that the majority have

been concerned that accommodation for the underprepared

may have gone too far, compared with an emphasis on cognitive

learnljng as such. This inVestigator has noticed that at

Broward during the past few years, especially, more inst ctors

have Spoken in informal conversations concerning this

problem--far more than during the period of the early sixtie 2

when grading more' accurately reflected the quality of a

student's work.

/*

Statement 4-
,

Many specific liberal arts.or general education course
requirements are no longer mandatory at community colleges.
This is a good trend. .

Results

strongly agree 2
agree 4
undecided 2
disagree 7
strongly disagree 5 i

GG
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COmmeni

Twelve-respondents disagreed with the statement that

the reduction of specific genera education course require!.

ments was good, while only six supported. this trend. In

1971 changes ere made at Broward condarning the associate

degree requirements. As a, result, courses such as foreign

'languages, history, political scienceYand certatn.inglish

courses are no longer required. It is,now possible to earn:.

a degree by taking very few specific courses that are mandaa,

tory. This chang students,%:ohoose programs which

appear to many instructors to be reduced in vigor and one-

sided.

Statement

Stuii;;-tcalu:ti.ons of their inatructors may,intinidae the
<latter. This may tend to cause academic grade ?inflation.

Results

strongly agree 3
agree__ _ _8__
undecided 1
disagree' ,

A
strongly disagree ', 2

!..

Comment

An eleVeno eight majority agreed with this statement.
. ,

In fact, during the 1974-1975 academic year the faCUlty voted

to do away with the'student evaluation of instructors' formats

because o dissatisfaction with the. indltrument. It, is

po le that a new questionnaire ;may be adopts,d'in the

future, but as yet no, decision has bean made. Many Broward

A

instructors 'have admitted in informal conversations that theyi
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were eten'forced to change their., teaching style in order to

"score well" on.the student evaluations-- including a reduction

in academic ptandards. While a number of studies were made

in the late 1960's and early 1970's in support of student

evaluations of their instructors, more recent ones have

indicated that they were contributingto%cademic grade

inflation and lowered standards. This problem-will be dis-

cussed in greater detail below.

Statement 6

The state of Florida has recently required More instructional
accountability. This is a good trend.in general.for com.'
Munity college educgion.

\

Results

strongly agree 4 .

agree 5
undecided 4 -

disagree _ 3
strongly disagree 2 '-

Comment

The results of faculty opinion concerning this state-

ment were divided, with nine in favor and seven opposed.

It is possible that a number of respondents were not quite

sure what was meant by accountability in this instance.'

Indeed, the Florida State Legislature, the Florida State

Communit College Council, and the administraions of. the

Various Florida community colleges are still uncertain as to

what will belnvolvodvithin this-:concept. Indeed, the

definition of what should be included within the parameters

of the term " accountability" is a nationwide,dilemma; the
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es,

\' state of Michigan-and other states haVe also been,wrebtling

with the implications-of the problem. Perhaps many more

64

instructors will stpport the principle of, accountability when

Its OpIications and fortatsare more spedifidally defined.

Statement Z

College entrance scores are reported to have'dete iorated 'by
more than 15 percent in recent years., This develo.ment should
be a matter of serious concern for oommunity colleg. education.

1

Results

strongly agree

-- f.

-- Comment \

The fourteen to'fou general agre ment mith this state-
.

`meet leaves little doubt concerning most o the :respondents,'

feelings about this statementit The problem o reduced
0

eta \
acadetio achievetent scores has repeatedly been reported in

the popular media and'in scholarly journals. Undo btedly

the Broward instructorS,have seen its impact on ,thei own

classes Since reduced achievement scores are constant y

being reported ih-the!4)Tess,as being concomitant with aced

10
agree 4
undeCided

\s '

2. '

disagree . 2
strongly disagre.:g_____

grade inflation, this is perhaps an even more serious problem.

This*developme t has often ben a topic of discussion among
\

B.C.C.. faculty embers.
416

)

Statement 81
A structured c
than a non-stru

is more compatible to my t= =ching format
ed one.

W." """""..''''' ftly.rnor iv
''''''

1 ''
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Results

.49 strongly agree 4
i .agree 8

.

undecided. .1 \

disagree 4
strongly disagree 3

,/, :

, 4Comment,
_ .

Since twelve respondents agreed and.only seve dis-

eed, th affirmatives showed a decided advantage. ose

who disag 'Might have done so for a number of reas .

I

65

0 .

Some may :ve believe ,;t innovatilVe teaching methods often

ncide with non - structure or eer" teaching, which

might tetter accommodate underprepared students; others ma

have thought tured teachink ftrmats would inhibit "new

o
students," whose curriculum should operate on a day-to-day

basis ,according to student need. While prOgrammed_instrUatto

and learning packages are usually considered structured, the

fact, that they. are also employd in an open-ended time format .

might be considered non-structured.

Statement

Educational "hardware" should take overtmost of the duties of
-the instructor in a few years so that he will become more of
'a "facilitator for leaiming" than an instructor, as the term

. is now understood. ,

Results
4

strongly agree. a 0 2
agree .
undecided
disagree 9y

.

strongly disagree 4

3

..Comment

,Since thirteen disagreed generally and only four

No,

A

0



dgreed with this statemelilt, there is litt doubt that most

of the Broward people

this overwhelmingly n

of reports in the me

66

w re opposed ,to the statement. Part-of=

gative response may have occurred because

a that educational "hardware," including
.

much audio - visual equipment, which at one time was thought

would become the panacea for most instructional problemi,

not achieved asmuch asAlad been expected: For example, TV

equiiment that" was so ubiquitous in the Dade and Broward
V

County public school classrooms in the 1960's has largely .

been removed because of disappointing results. While such

'equipment may be useful as an adjunNkto the work of the

instructor, its limitations are sees perhaps more clearly
yI .

today than a decade
_
or two ago. The negat

1

response to
! _

---this'saiiiiht may also hate occurred because of ome in-

structors' Self-interest; they may have fe red that such .

instructional equipment might threaten the r teaching positions

in this day of academic underemployment.

0

f

Statement 10

The trend ofthe future in community college education should
include much-more individualized instruction,. which will allow
students -to study at 'their, own rate.in most cases.

Results

strongly, 4
.

2
undecided 2
disagree 10
strongly disagree 2,

Jti
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c

A

Comment

.The large ratio of disa eement t agreement on this

67

stdtement (twelve to six) ma liaye res ted from the fact

that some. respondents bel ved, as indicated in their

subjective responses be ow, that
, .

ndividualized instruction .

(not only stall clas es with a most L. one- tou,one relation-

ship .between stude and in ructor, but also the use of

leathing packages, pro

the less motivated st

work. This has bee

colleges, but als

University in

Lauderdale, F

d instruction, etc.) may encourage

en to procrastinate with their

documented not only in community

6..institutions such as-Florida Atlantic
\\,

ca Baton, andvat Nova High School in Fort

orida. Others 'may"have been convinced that

working at nes own rate with learning packages

grammed ormats can' a rather dull and solitary effo
.

for theaverage student in spite ot.the so-called 'steward
(

system" built into these methods. Of-eourse, auto- tutorial

and other individualized instructional methods can be very

'useful in some situations. ne -to -one relationship

between' teacher and seriousl ( underprePared student (some-

times employed in very small el ses) can also be useful.

But this is a ostiy format for fi cially squeezed

iristtutions.

r
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Statements
Average Values

ComMunity College (South Campus)
20-Respondents

. 3 IP

2.2 2;8 4.0 .213

\ 68

5 6 7 8 9 .10
3.3 3.3 3.9 3.8 2.2 2.8

.Average Numerical Responses of the Twenty
Miami Dade Participants for each of the Ten
'Objective Statements

Statement 1

, The prime consideration of,most community colleges<ould be
o accommodate the underprepared student.

Results '.

\
. strongly agree 0

agree 5
undebided . 0

disagree ,: -9
strongly dligree r 6

Comment

fifteen to five,4argin the respondents at Miami-

ed with this statement. In a discussion

with some of
0

be true for

of the ,tude

lundeprep

a_for ted that the stateme0-might

Miami- Dade's downtown campus, -where the majority

nts are supposed to be disadvantaged and /or,

It was 10 Suggested that.it might be tf "

e degre
app.

4

orth Campus. The respOn=

function at that.

11

dents at South Campus

I camplis was more eclectic; that,as much emphas sNshould be

placed 9n the ave;ag-Awa--gilrted students as o

althou: Y did admit tpa

eeia ama o

theix campus had
.1,

veial spoke 'negatively

-o
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Statement 2

More "innovative programs"-should be 'introduced into the
community-college.-

Results

strongly agree 3
agree 5
undecided 0
.disagree 9
strongly disagree 3

Comment

By a twelve to eight r6hrgin the respondents disagreed
O

with the' statement. In discussing the problem with some of

them, some said that the term "innovation" had a pejorative

meaning to them if it simply meant that 'still more innovative

approaches should be introduced even though many had: proved

Air be: disappointments. Few were against innovation' as such,0
-4

. but some etpreSsed the desire tht these formashould be
tested and digested more car ully befae they wereintro-c
duced on a large scale. -the other hand, a few strongly:

supported more innovative techniques or principles.:.

0 Statement 2
In recent years community colleges,r4n-their effort to accom-modate the disadvantaged and underprepared student,. may have
emphasized accommodation too much and cogniti-ve-leamaiaL&Ipb
little. N,

Results

strongly agree---- 5
agree 10
undecided 1
disagree 4
strongly disagree

74
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Comment

The overwhelmingly affirmative response of .fifteen to
9

four left no doubt that Most of the respondents believed that

community college accommodation ofthe underprepared may

llave gone too far. Experience with disinterested students,

and reports in the popular media about lowered achiev ement -

scores may have had an impact on these respondents,-as some

mentioned verbally.

Statement 4 ,

Many specific liberal arts or general education course
requirements are'no longer mandatory at community-colleges.
This is a good trend.

.

Results,

strongly agree 0
agree 5

-undecided -7"
disagree 11
strongly disagree 4

Comment

The tiegativevotes were favored by a ratio of fifteen

to five.- Some of-the respondents, especially those teaching

English, said that in-recent years specific general education

course requiretents for the associate degree rim been much

reduced. They claimed that it was now possible for students
)

.

pursuing collpge transfer piograis to, take- a hedge -podge

of "easy" courses in- their own cared of interest almost to the
.

exclusion of a "balanced" academic fare. Insttuctcts teaching
1!"

English cOmpo4tion were espectally concerned that' students .

were able to transfer,to the upper division.of,the university

with, less than minimum writing skills.

75
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Statement 1.

'71

Student evaluations of their instructors may intimidate the
latter. This may contribute to academic grade inflation.

Results

strongly agtee
agree
undecided

v

disagree
strongly disagree--

10
2-
17

0

Comment

By an eleven to-seven margin there was agreement with

the statement. Three or four of these..respondents aid orally

that academid grade inflation had become a fe-ality not only
4

in community colleges but also at many four -year institutions.

Several of the instructors spoke of this development at

Miami-Dade: it has several times been\reported in the loCal

press._ Cne of. the causes for it, several respondents maintained,.,

was the system of stUdent'S evalas'Ating(theit Instructors.-,

The state of Florida has' recently required more institutional
accountability. This is a good thing in general for cm-
munitycollege edudationi,

Result's o ,

strongly agree 0
agtee

disagree 3
strongly. Sagree 2

C ent "

0
,t!i v.':

By an eleven to five margin the Miami-Da people.")

0

supported the statement. Several spoke strOng1-against"

I
so- called, "I Divistbn," which wassuppotedv'po,help

(
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A
prepare academically deficient students for regular elapses.

They claimed that little was being accomplithed in 'those

:elastes as Tar as they could asdert61.11. Perhaps they felt
NyV

.

(as indicated by ilitzuresponses to Statement 6) that more
......

.

\

accountability in this ana"..ottler areas would. help\to improve
.

the quality of education and acadefiletstanda;ds at the
,

institution.

Statement

ti .

College entrance scores dre,r4o ed to have deteriorated by
more than 15 percent in recent years. This development
'should be a matter for serious 'concern in higher education.

Results

strongly agree 9
agree 4
undecided 3
disagree '

. 3
'strongly disagree 1

Comment

By a thirteen to four margin'the respondents voted in

the affirmative that deteriOration in student scares was a

matter of concern. Three pointed out that s rigorous

academic standards were employed in.r nt years than pre-

41yiouslysboth at the secondary evel and at the omppnity
_.,

college. They reporte4 onstantly seeing the results of

"-lowered ,achievement levelsAn their, classes. On the other

hand, two respondents stated that they did not believe scores.
.

..?-,

,/ .),

,
on achievement tests,.thuch as lie ilbrAda gleIfth Grade Test,

'll

. .p# .; e,

hould be pf much concern. TLieL..telt--thestiytests should be
f

.

altered to accommodate the abilities of some of\the "new

students." ,

*----,-



Statement 8.

A structured course is more compatible with my teaching
format than a non-structured one.

Aesults

strongly agree 6
agree 9
undecided 1
disagree 3
strongly, disagree 1

Comment

73

By a ratio' of fifteen -to four these instructors chose.

the structured over the non-structured format. Several said

thatin their opinion the day of the "rap session" class wasp-.

or at least should be, diminishing in importance; that it

had become popular to some extent as a result of the Vietnam

War, and may now have begun to "bottom out." As a teaching-'

learning device it may now, to:some degree, have outlived

its usefulness. Some argued that it had often been used
_

to accommodate students, but that it had been overrated as

a teaching technique.

Statement 2

Educational "hardware" should take over most of the duties of
the instructor in a few years so that he .will becothe more of
a "facilitator for learning" than an instructor, as the term
is now understood.

1' P

Results

strongly agree 2
agree 3
undecided 0
disagree 7
strongly disagree 8

783
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Comment

Fifteen of twenty respondents were. opposed to this

statement. These instructors pointed out that many students

did not enjoy auto - tutorial instruction, although two res-

pondents insisted that its use would'be expanded in the

future. Some said that the lack of verbal interchange between

instructor and student that usually exists in conventional

classes was a major weakness of instruction by "teaching

machines." This might be the instructional format used if

the instructor were Merely to be a "facilitator for learning,"

they maintained.

Statement lo
The trend of the future in community college education should
include much more individualized instruction, which will
allow students to study at their own rate in most classes.

---- Results_

strongly agree 2 a
agree 6
-undecided 1
disagree . 10
strongly disagree 1

Comment

By an eleven to. eight margin'the vote was negative.

While ere is some simiiarity'between Statements 0 and 10,

there was stronge agreement with Statement 9 than with

10. This may have resulted fro act that Statement 9

actually indiCated a reduced role for the instru ors While'

10 simply suggested a greater use of individ ized instruction.

In any event,. neither statement was support :d by a majoiity

of the respondents at Miami-Dade.
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St. Petersburg Community College
(Clearwater Campus) - 12 Respondents

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 10

Average Values 2.83 4.0 3.5 3.75 -2.75 3.91 3.75 3.17 3.58 3.75

Average Numerical Response Values of the Twelve
St. Petersburg Participants for each of the Ten
Objective Statements

Statement 1

The prime consideration of most community colleges should be
to accommodate the underprepared student.

Results

'strongly agree 1
agree 4
undecided 0
disagree 6
strongly disagree 1

Comment

By a ratio. of seven to five, respondents at St.

Petersburg disagreed with the first statement. However,

this was a lower ratio of disagreement than at either Broward

or Miami-Dade.

Statement 2

More "innovative" programs should be introduced into the

community college.

Results

strongly agree 7
agree 2
undecided 0
disagree 3
strongly disagree 0

Comment

The respondents at St. Petersburg differed radically

from thOse at Broward and Miami-Dade on this statement.

60
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St. Petersburg definitely favored more innovative programs

and procedures in the classroom (nine to three), while the

other two campuses, although mixed in their response, slightly

favored the negative. Since several of the St. PeteTsburg

respondents taught special classes for the underprepared

student, this may have been a factor concerning the strong

interest in more innovative teaching procedures.

Statement 2

In recent years community colleges, in their Vfort to accom-
modate the disadvantaged and underprepared student, may..have
emphasized accommodation to much and cognitive learning too
little.

Results

strongly agree 2 ..

agree 7
undecided 0
disagree 1
strongly disagree 2

Comment

By a nine to three margin the St. Petersburg respon-

dents were similar to Broward and Miami-Dade in that they

believed that the community college may now be trythg to

accommodate the underprepared student at the expense-of.

cognitive learning. This is an interesting point, considering
QC

the fact that theseSame respondents supported more innovative

programs. Apparently they be12.eve, unlike the Broward and

Miami-Dade people, that more innovative programs can produce

more cognitive learning.
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Statement 4

Many specific liberal arts or general education course re-
quirements are no longer mandatory at community colleges.
This is a good trend.

Results

strongly agree 3
agree 6 ,-;=-.-

undecided 0--
disagree' ,--3

strongly d agr 0

C

By a ntn6-terfgree ratio the ,response to this state-

went was affirmative. Again this was a significantly different

result fkom Browatd's and Miami-Dade's. Except for Statement

3,'the St.. Petersburg instructors have responded quite

differently from those at Broward and Miami-Dade. At this

campus a"readingspecialist" as well as two instructors_

in the "birected Studies" program, which is being phased out,

were'included in the group. This fact may have had some

influence on the responses. ,Still the' personalities and

philosophies of the respondents may have been the more

important deciding factors.

Statement 1
,M64.

Student evaluations of instructors may intimidate the latter.
This may help to cause academic grade inflation.

O

caesults

strongly agree . 1
Agree 4
undecided 0
disagree 5
strongly disagree 2
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0

Comment

.By the close margin of sevepootmotive these instructors

\

4

disagreed with the statement. The cloSenes's of the rati

does not make the result very di ferent frOm the Broward

Aliami-Dade scares, where.the result was narrowly in the
4.

iiffirmative. Of course, some instructors dislike adMittinK
4

that student evaluations of instructors might haVe any Affect
1,

on their grading policies. Whil student evaluations of

instructors, may go ibl efit \instruction to'some degree,'

.respectable studiea have recently appeared to

how.that tY a is a correlation 4oetween student evaluations

of instructors, 'AgAdemio grade

studies had taken an opposite post

The state _of arida ham recently
tional account lity. This is al
for community eo ege education.

lation. Some

tion:

. Statemen

I
Result

6

required. more'instruc- °
good, trend in general

previous

strongly agre:
agree

`undecided
disagree '-
.strongly di

4
5
1
.2

agree 0

\
,

.
/Gomm nt

\ .

. ,

r.

i th

and Miami-Dade. (St. teter y interpreted

..),"accountabilitp/ln its best
w,

.

'that accountability migit br ng unnecessary "red tape"
. -

, .

These respondents, by 0 t2 'two margin, agreed

the statement-..even more than instructors at Broward

4 44 0 - 1 riot believe

r
0

-',AP,10'
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orts, with ian emphasis on the wrong t Certainly

accountability at its best is,a gOddiing. Let us hope

th Florida accountability will hel to improve education,

which i very well might.

Statement2

College entrance achievement scores are
deteriorated by more than 15 percent in
development should be a _matter for seri
education.

Results

strongly agree
'agree
undecided
disagree
strongly disagree

Comment

By, an eight:td four ratio these respondent g d

reported e have
recent year This
is concern in high r

5
3

, o

........

-with the stateePt. This wa a similar but not quit

definite result as at Broward' nd Mi

meet was even more lin the aff

Dade, where a ee-
-

n any event, the

.ma jority agreea that the problet\ is a serious one. Perhaps

.----se4of those Voting in the negati did so because they .

felt that achievement:teits should be hanged to. 4;;cimlIbiAke
i f ''

, .

the abilities oX4pme underprepared sud t s. . This suggestion
.

.

has:b n made .in some educatiofta journals,.

N
'tatement 8

,
tired course is more compatible for a

than a"no ructUxed

.if"

.r .
'

Pr

f



A

Results

strong Agree 1
agree ,- 6

undecide 1

disagree 2

strongly isagree 2

Comment
/ ----77-

nssupported the,more st t ed course and four

the on-st -..tured one. This result is -similar to that at

..13roltard and Miami de, although the latter two stitUtibns

re affix iye in their support.

Statement 2.

hpuld take over most of the duties
e* ears so that he will become more

g" _than an instructor as the

lts

rongly agre= 1

agree 6
__---ufidecided , 2

/
.

disagree
/1---'_strongly disagree

---";77----:
'Comment

y.a seven to Tee ratio the respondents at this

mpus s4c eed with the statement. At Froward and/Miami-Dade

th esult was virtual]. the reverse. T1 'people at St.

Pe g Seemed mdre. alined to At their rRliance on

edu al "hardware," in lulling audio-visual equipment,

than th e at Mi -Dade and Rroward, just as they seem to

have sup orted Other ore lib ral approaches than the latter.

85
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i Statement 10

The trend of the future in community college educat ,. 4` 'c.

should-include much more individualized instruction, which
will allow students to stA5rat th rate in most
classes.

Results

strongly agree .44.

agree
undecided 1-----_

disagfee 3
strongly disagree 3

, Comment

By atio of eight'to three these respondents agreed\

---- with the statement. This result is again quite different

from t ose at Broward d Miami-Dade. Besides the reasons

indicate, above, still anot er factor may help explain this

difference The investigator wit,able to ascertain that

the assisti faculty member at St. er urg was a former

elementarrsch of teacher with a very%innOVative.and 1 1

educational philosophy. She completed onUof instruments

herself. Whit= this does not explain the liberal petsuasi

of the St.. Petersurg respondents compared with those of the

two previous instit ionst'this situativi, together With the

fact that two of the respondents taught "Directed Studies"
/

as well as Engh,_may h ve been a factor of some importance

,Manatee Comm o e

\ Edison Comm ty C011ege

Because, the final wo camp es; Manatee `and Ediscine\

were smaller than the:three r,,evious nes, it was decided

study them simultaneously.
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Statement 1

f most community colleges should be
pared student.

Manatee- Comm
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Resta
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strongly agree
agree
undecide
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0

1
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the statement: Both of these were one-sided margins similar,

thoset those of Broward and Miami-Dade but different from that

4
o St. Petersburg,' where the ratio was only 'a close six to

four in the negative.-

Statement 2

More "innovative" programs should be introduced into the

community college.

Manatee Community College
Results

strongly agree 1

Agree 5
undecided '
disagree

, 4
strongly disagree 2

Edison Community.College
Results

strongly agree v

agree
undecide0
disagree 24

strongly tlsagree 0

0

5
1

Comment

Since Manatee's preference on this statement was split
,

six to six, and Edison was in favor of mo -nnovative

programs by*only five to four, it cou9.d be- sa

two were almost identical in their choice Come

innovative programs. These results wer

,*

/
and Mishi-Dade's. Only at St. Petersburg was t

preferenee (nine three) for more InnovatiVe programs

p In recent, years community coll ges in their effort to ac

modate the disadvantaged and Under repared student, may ha
emphasized accommodation too much and cognitive learning t o

little.

atement

8
$.



r
Manatee Community College

Results

strongly agree 2
agree 5
undecided
disagree 2
strongly disagree 2

Edison Community College
Results

strongly agree 4.

agree 4.

undecided 1
disagree 1 3

strongly diqagree 0

Comment

Manatee's seven to four agreetent with the state

was not as strong as Edison's eight-to one. Both results
N

were similar to those of the other three campuaes. In this

statement at least, all campuses agreed rather atrongly'that

in recent years community colleges, in their effort to acCom-

modate the disadvantaged and the underprepared student1 may

have emphasized accommodation too much and cognitive learning

too little.

. Statement 4-

Many specific liberal arts or general
quirements are no longer mandatory at
This is a good trend.

education course re-
community colleges.

Manatee Community` .,College
Results

strongly agree
agree
undecided'
disagre
strongly disagree

8 9

5
3

I
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Edison Community College
Results

strongly agree 0
agree , / 2
undecided j*:0

disagree 5
strongly disagree 3

Comment

Manatee by eight to three and Edison by eight' to two

disagreed with this statement. It is thus evident that these,

respondents favored more stringent general education course

'requirements for degree-seeking students. It is possible

that the, reduced specific general educatni course requirements

may have helped to.reduce the number of student thking

courses in the respondent's-teaching areas. Some inst ctors /

may have believed that the present less stringent course

requirements may reduce khe quality of education offered

by the college. In any event, all campuses but St, Petersburg, ,

deplored the' reduction in specific course .requirements folv.

the associa e degree. '

Statement

Student valuations of their instructors may intimidate.tAe
latter. his may tend to cause academic grade

0

Manftee Community chlkEt

strongly agree 3
agree 2
undecided . 0

4_disagree
strongly disagree 3

50

.
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Edison Community College -

Results

strongly agree 1
agree 5
undecided 0
disagree 3
strongly disagree 1

omment

Manatee get?.erally dis greed with this statement by

seven to five, while Edison g nerally agreed by six to four.

Even though t majorities we

so close that it could not rea

institutions were r dically op

andMiami-Dade both a: eed, by

student evfaluations of their in

latter which could contribute t

reversed, the results were

ly be said that the two'

osed on the statement. Broward

airly close margins, that

tructors might intimidate the

academic grade inflation.

Cnly St. Petersburg differed rad

a nine to three raticii opposing t

ithis is a highly controversial p

t the national leve.

Statemen

cally from the/others, with

I

e statement. In any event,

oblem which is being studied

he state, of Florida has recently required more instructiogal
ccountability. This is a good trend in general fc4 com-
unity college education.

I

Manatee Community College
Results

strongly agree
agree 5

sundecided'' 1
digagree' 2
strongly disagree 0
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Edison Community College
Results

strongly agree 1.
agree 2
undecided 3
disagree
strongly disagree 3

Comment

By nine to two Manatee gave an affirmative response,

but by six to tour Edison disapproved. Those ,responding

in the affirmative may have become disenchanted with both

the instructor and student levels of'achievement at both

secondary and community college levels. For them, account-

ability may have meant that more academically demanding

prograths in both areas are what is needed. of course, those

who oppOsed the concept of state accountability may consider

that this might le4d to time - wasting efforts in filling out

document and forms, with little improvement in the achieve-

ment levels of students. Apparently mor7 Edisop than Manatee

people saw accountability to the state as simply more "red
i.

tape" rather than better education for students.

Statement 2

College entrance achievement scores are reported to ,have
deteriorated by more thap 15 percent in recent years. Thisdevelopment should be a matter of serious concern in .higher

.education.

lJ

Manatee Community College
Results

strongly agree
1

3agree . 6
undecided 3
disagree 0
'Strongly disagree 0

92 I
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.Edison Community College
Results

trongly agree 5
a.g 4
undecided 1

disagree 0

strongly disagree 0

Comment

Both campuses, Manatee by nine to zero and Edison by

eight to zero, responded-in the affirmative. By these wide

margins both groups agreed that the problem of deteriorating

mic achievement levels was of serious concern. In

fact, the majority of the respondents from all five campuss
1

.
3 3

agreed on this statement. Therefore, even though in many

respects the t. Petdrsburg people differed materiallyfrom
-

the other cam uses,on,this statement;' alb. were 111 agreement. 'e7

Statement 8

A structured c urse Is more compatible with .my' teaching
format than a on-structured one. 0,

Manatee Community College,
Results

strongly agree
agree 9
undecided
disagree 1
strongly disagree 0

Bison Community College
Results

a

Strongly agree 2
agree 3
undecided 3
disagree 2
strongly disagree 0

-

tom
-.V



Comment

Both campuses favored a structured aver a non - structured

U,

teaching format, Manatee by ten to one and Edison by five to

two, Respondents from both campuses stated that by structured

they did not,mean rigid. Several pointed out that they did

not believe in "rap sessions"--formats Which sometimes pre-

tend to help solve some of the personal problems students

have and to "teach" at the same time. On the above statement

all campuses but St. Petersburg ,took Similar views.

- Statement

EducAlonal "hardware" should take over most of the duties
of the instructor in a few years so that he will become more
of a "facilitator for learnirie than an instructor as the
term.is now understood.

6

Manatee Community College,
Results

strongly agree O
agree 4
undecided 0,
disagree 6
strongly disagree 2

Edison Community College
Results

,strongly agree
agree
undec(ded
disag ee7

/'
tstrcingly disagree

Comment

MSnatiathand Edisoh disagreed with this Statement by
7t1

eight to four and eight to.one ratios respectively, Since
',-

the statement concerning the instructor as a "fakilitator :tor

/

learning" -was o±iginally made more than a depade ago, with.
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little indication even today that this development' 1S-indeed

occurring, it is possible that these respondents have decided

that this development will not occur in ths,foreseeable future.

Perhaps the many reports in the media that much educational

"hardware" is now "rusting in storage areas" because of its

not having lived up to the sanguine prognostitions of its

earlier supporters may also have influenced the respondents.

Again, Broward and Miami-Dade agreed with the Manatee-Edison

position but St. Petersburg took the opposing position by a

close margin.
Statement 10

The trend of the future in community college education should
include much more individualized instruction, whica will
allow students to study at their own rate in moittclasses.

Manatee Community College,
Results

strongly agree 1
agree 4
undecided 2
disagree 5
strongly disagree .0

Edison Community College
Results fi

strongly agree
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly disagree

0

3
2
4
1

Comment

Manatee's respondents split evenly on this question, but

Edison disagreed with the statement by a five to thtee

These results were similar to the. Broward ana Miami-Dade respon-

dents, whp<cteed with Edison by favoring the negative. St.

Petersburg by a wide margin took the affirmative position--

yinlike any-of the other campuses.
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Faculty Opinion on Curriculum .And Instruction

Part I (Objective Responses)

(please put correct numerical respo se in the space provided)

Response Scale ax

Ilm=ir

11

strongly- agree 5
agree 4
undecided 3
disagree 2
strongly disagree 1

1. The prime consideration of most community colleges
should be to accommodate the underprepared student.

2. More "innovative" programs shOuld be introduced into
the community college.

3. In recent years community colleget, in their effort
to,accommodate the disadvantaged and underprepared
student, maynhave emphasized accommodation too much
and cognitive learning too little.

4. Many specific liberal'arts or general education
course requireMents are no longer mandatory at com-
munity colleges. This is a good trend.

5. Student evaluations of their instructors may inti-
midate the latter. This may help cause academie
grade inflation.

6. The, state of Florida has recently required more
instructional accountability. This is a good trend
in general for community college education.

7. College entrance scores are reported to have deterior,ated by more fthan 15,percent in recent years. Thisshould be a Matter for serious concernLin higher
education.

8. A ttructured course is more compatible with my
teaching format than a-non-structured one.,

So- called educational "hardware" should take over most
of the duties of the instructor inia few years so ,

that he will become. more of a "facjilitator for learning"than an instructor as the term is ndw understood.

9.

The trend of-the:future in community college education
shoul& include much more individualized instniation,
which will all .:students to their own rate .

in most' classes.'

;41 9f-g
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Summarized Comparison of the .Numerical Values of the
Averaged Responses to the Ton Objective Statements

for All Five Community College Campuses

Although the detailed tables represening the res-

ponses to the ten objective stacements for all five community

college campuses can be found in the Appendix of this study,

their averaged responses can graphically be seen above.'

`From the analyses of the statements which were made in Part I,

it can be noted that, in general, St. Petersburg's responses

showed a somewhat greater preference for innovation and-for

more liberalized curriculums than did those from the other

four campuses. This can also be noticed by observing the

above five tables. For example, $t. Petersburg gave more

affirmative responses to Statementil, concerning the prime

consideration of community colleges, than the other campuses.

Likewise, that same campUs gave more affirmative

response to increasing -,the number of innovative courses

(Statement 2). Further, it was least concerned with the

fact that student evaluations of their instructdrs might

intimidate the latter which, therefore, might help to cause

academic grade inflation (Statement 5). It was by a slight
l

margin that the campus most supportive of instructional

accountability as projected by the state of Florida was

least_ concerned about the fact that college entrance achieve-

o)
,.ment scores had deteriorated (Statement y

/
Further, St.

Petersburg supported the structured teacip.ng format the

least of the five campuses (Statement 8/1. Also, by a
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""
substantial margin over the others, it felt that educational

-hardware should,,, in a few years, take over most of the duties

of the instructor (Statement 9). On Statements 3 and 4 its

preferences, were similar to those of the other institutions.

While St. Petersburg's responses were not radically

different from those of the other campuses, they were moderately

So. Many of the reasons for this difference have already

been discussed. It is interesting to note, however, that

a number of `tespondents on the other four campuses admitted

that in previous years they had taken a more innovative and

liberal approach to instruction than they now do. Their

retreat to a somewhat more mode)rate stance was in part the

result _of disappointing reportS in 'the media and elsewhere

concerning declining student achieVement scores, after many

years of innovative experimentation and their own expertencps a

in teaching. Some of these reflections have been indicated

in Part II of she present chapter dnd in the c,open.,ended

responses found in the Appendix.&
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Part II

Analyses Of the Subjective Responses to the
Six Open-Ended Questions

Question I

Do you believe the use of the College -L:avel Educational
Program (C.L.E.P.) test, which often allows a student to
preempt a course if he scores at least in the fiftieth
percentile, is a proper alternative to taking a course?
Should some subjective or written responses also be manda-
tory as well as the objective ones now used?

Broward Community College (Central Campus)
(20 Respondenti)

Approximately t;4O-thirds of Broward's respondents

agre d, with varying lgrees of enthusiasm, that students

shou d be allowed to take the,C.L.E.P. test in order to pre-

empt courses in which they might have previous knowledge. On

the Tther hand, virtually all of the p ticipants suggested

changes in the present format of,the C. .E.P. test. Most,

claiMed that the fiftieth percentile req irement for passing

was too low, maintaining that between the sixtieth and
; 1

eightieth percentiles would be a more tValistic figure.

About three quarters of the respondents said that part of

the test (at least 25 percent) should be subjective in na`clure.,

It should be pointed out that since V74 the Broward students

taking C.L.E.P. must take the newly devised subjective part

of the English test. The Broward admissions office reported

that since the introduction of the subjective section in

the English test, less than half of the stud nts who pass

the objective part - manage to pass the essay equirement,

which is graded by the Broward English depar,ent. This
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fact alone may be enough to suggest the lack of validity

of the test b

Broliard. than

fore the subjective section was required at

Florida community colleges still do not re-

quire the es4y p of the English C.L.E.P. test.

yv

Some instr14Utors choosing to eliminate C.L.E.P. at

Broward said thatin most subjective areas it tests only a

limited amount o(recognition of subject matter. They claimed

that the benefits of classroom interaction, and other types

of learning that can be gained only from actually taking a

course, would be lacking. One foreign language instructor

said that he was not opposed to allowing students to preempt

basic courses by means of C.L.E.P. in order to take an advanced

course in the area; yet he was opposed to giving college

credit for preempting courses. He explained that high

school graduates entering college with two years of a foreign

language normally take an advanced course in that area; yet

they do not receive college credit for the courses taken in

high school which allowed them to enter an advanced college

course. He asked, therefore, why a person passing a C.10..E.P.

test'should receive college credit when his knowledge of the

course might be less than that of the high school graduate

.who did not receive credit for more knowledge. Finally, it

can be said that the majority of Broward respondents did

supportthe C.L.E.P. concept, but would like to-change

certain of its features.



Miami-Dade Community College (South Campus)
(20 Respondents)

Approximately 60 percent of the Miami-Dade respondents

supported the C.L.E.P. tea;, with three more giving very

reiucr.ant support to it. Nosy of those in favor of C.L.E.P.

Were very definite that the passing score should be raised

from the fiftieth percentile to between the sixtieth and

the eightieth. Several questioned the Florida State mandate

of the fiftieth percentile. One pointed out that until

recent years the University of Florida's requirement for

passing the C.L.E.P. test was the seventieth percentile,

and askedwhy this figure should not be adopted on a state-

wide level instead of the present fiftieth percentile one.

One respondent supported C.L.E.P. to allow students

to enter an advanced course but not to be used for college

credit. Others pointed out that C.L.E.P. was originally

devised for the mature student who had been out of school

for a number of years. These respondents opposed granting

college credit to recent high school students who could not

have gained very much experience while out of school--as opposed

to the case of more.mature students. Several of these

people said that the C.L.E.P. tests were really not compre-.

hensive enough to judge mastery of course material. A few .

Miami-Dade instructors said that the C.L.E.P. was satisfactory

for testing skills such as mathematics, but claimed that\=1,

freshman English tests, unless they were expanded to include

a mandatory and substantial written section, should be

1,

\



abandoned. Unlike Broward, Miami-Dade does not require the

written part of the English test. In fact, some respondents

at Miai-Dade said that no C.L.E.P. zest was valid uniasa

It Included at least a small sectl of written material.

One instructor said that C.L.E.P. test requirements

are too low; that "they cheapen the Oality and intent of

the aca#emic procedure." Stil/ another said tat one of

his Students in the previous term had failed English three

timed at the University of Miami and was ,making D's at

Miami-Dade ith two different instructors in two courses.

Then the student was easlly able to "clep" the Courses.

Another respondent want d to eliminate the C.L.E.P..test and
0

to substitute a departMentaI written test to be administered

and graded by the college department of each academic.area.

Finally, it/can be said that while a majority of the

Miami-Dade people,' supported the use of C.L.E.P. tests, most

of them wished yo have it altered. They wanted it to repre-

sent a more valid and rigorous experience for the student.

This is espe Lally interesting since at Miami-Dade hundreds

of students,take these tests successfully, without having

to take t}'e written section of the English test,

St. illetersbuig Community College (Clearwater Campus)
(12 Respondents)

About three-fourths of the St. Petersburg respondents

supported the C.L.E.P. tests, but many would alter them.

More thanllalf wished to have the passing grade of the test

raised. About two-thirds of those supporting the C.L.E.P.
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tests asked for a written or subjective sectidn--either for

English alone or for all of the tests. Several said that

the written section should not be incla.ad because of the

time consumed in grading such tests. -One supporter of .

C.L.E.P. tests said: "Let's free the 4dentto let him get

--Attp the work he wants to get into." Two others insisted

that the individual department' ow, institution devise its own

test, which wouldbater.Onform to the requirements of that

particular course bffered at the college.

Manatee Community College
Respondents)

At Manatee about.70 percent dtthe respondents supported

C.L.E.P. but many would' like to make changes in its pro

cedures by increasing the percentile score for passing, and

by adding a written section to the exam, especially in

English. One supporter wished to have the percentile for

% pasging raised somewhat, but pointed out that the majority

of people taking C.L.E.P. tests were in the upper 25 percent

of their classes-and went on to pass at an equally high

level more advanced courses after having passed C.L.E.P.
.

,

Another said the C.L.E.P. passing score was far too low,

claiming that he had "clep" students who were unable to

handle the following course sequence. Still another had

mixed emotions, pointing out that as the parent pf two

(bf-

children in college it wastrue that the financ al benefits

from C.L.E.P. were appealing. But as a teacher English

this respondent explained that preempting freshman English

1.04



"denied the student the opportunity to"learn specific and

100

efficient techniques for developing research papers, which

would be required of him in many academic areaa." "Clepping

out most freshman courses at a iiaJor university, said this

respondent, makes for a more difficult adjustment period.

Finally, while several people at Manatee accepted

C.L.E.P. in its present form, the majority asked for changes.

A few opposed the entire concept of C.L.E.P.

Edison Community College
7-7f0 Respondents)

At Edison, support for C.L.E.P. is also mixed. More

than half of the respondents supported it in general, but

most.of them wanted to raise the passing score to between

the sixtieth and eighty-fifth percentiles. About the same

number wanted to add a written section to the English tests.

Several supported the use of C.L.E.P. in skills and highly
1

factual courses. One opponent of thetC.L.E.P. test said that

college is, in part, an attitudinal and emotional experience

which is by-passed by C.L.E.P. This respondent asked for

more studies to see fhat kind of student is being turned out

by C.L.E.P. exams. Another criticized the C.L.E.P. concept'

for not offering the personal experiences of hearing a creative

instructor, or becoming involved in lively class discussions.

It can be said that the responses from all five

colleges studied, on the average, gave perhaps a two-thirds

support to C.L.E.P. tests. However, few of these people

were satisfied with the test as it now exists. At least



three
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whether supp ing the use;

of the tests or not, asked for higher passing so. ..,),,and for

a written or subjective section of the test--at least for

English. While it is true that the latter now exists as an-

optional part off' the test, many Florida community colleges

do not make this part mandatory. For example, as noted

above, Broward does, but. Miami -Dade` oes not. At Broward,

relatively few people have been reoeivin C.L.E.P. credits,

while at Miami-Dade each year many hundreds ao so. One

reason why so many people take and pass C.L.E.P. tests at

this institution is that they are highly publipzed there--

more so than at Broward. The Miami -Dade Testing Office

reported that it is possible through C.L.E.P. for a student

to preempt 45 of 64.college credits needed for graduation.

At no time while taking these tests does the student ever

have to write a single sentence (even for the English test,

Under these circumstances.) While this systenimay save

money for the state of Florida, and a great deal of time and

effort for the student, definitive studies have not yet been
.

made concerning the results of these tests.

Question 2

Comment on the use of individualized instructional formats
r`. (study at your own rate, etc.) for classroom learning. .What

do you think of learning and behavioral objectives systems
as instructional formats? What experience, if anyo'have
you had with them?

1.06.



Broward Community College (Ceartral--
(2U-Alespondents7-----

102

The majority of the respondents to this question were

hesitant about supporting the concept of individualized

instruction. Five pointed out that this type of instruction

might encourage the average student to do less work than he

would do in non- individualized or conventional classes.

everal admitted that individualized instruction formats

might be useful in classes for superior students who are

highly motivated to."work on their own." Others said that

this type 6f instruction might be useful for underprepared

students who could not keep up wit9 normal class work-loads

and who must be given individualized help. A few pointed out

that valUable interchange of ideas between instructor and

students would be lost if an auto-tutorial type of indivi-

dualized instruction'were employed.

-Ai for the use of behavioral objectives, support for

this format was fairly evenly divided. Few ruled out the

concept entirelq, but many tioned its value if it con-

centrated on the earning of specifies concepts and "bits

\--of information" rather than on broad and flexible objectives.

Three respondents (11.11-=not faVor rigid types of behavioral.

objectives whereby students learned specified types of

information from tge textbook to the exclusion of.others.

Several supported behavioral objectives which specified

that a reasonable number of representative units in a course

be covered. Flexible and comprehensive objectives were

1.07
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than r4idly defined ariq detailed ones.

Community lle e (South Campu0
(20 ReSpOn

024irs,Ins tu Lon, most of tiOpondants report'ed

that they had had consid.e ble experience with behavioral
.

4

o.jectives, since writing the" for their own courses had been

mandated by campus administration, The concerning

their valtite Were mixed. Perhaps a quarter of them were

__strongly supportive while another quarteryWere just as

Alm opposed. Many OX the others took a middle position.

-Sevex inted out that most good instructors. use learning
! 4

objectkV,es, but without fopmaligin4 them by'hame. Some

warned against the tse of mechanized objectives "mandated

from a " One 4strutor said that he had been required

to wry te,them ou a ording to specifications from the campus

administration, b ?*t,he would not employ them in his
\

\classes. It appeared thatNmAny respondents would be satisfied

if objectives simply evolved from individual teaching formats,

employed in an on-going, natural process. While the majority

did not favor detailed behavioral objectives which the adminis-
,

tratien required them to write, many did support broader, ones,

which would ensure that most of the course outlines would

be covered in an organized and structured manner.

As for Individualized instruction, several people

favored this format Tr teaching certain skills Pitch as

composition, or for instruction for superior students. It

was also considered valuable in helping underprepared

1.03
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students in the "Directed Studies" or "I Division. The

majority of respondents, on the other hand, opposed the use

of individualized instructional formats for _gular

matter courses in the social_ and behaviors sctenoe-ar as,

\literaturet.etc. Two said individualize instructional

'formas of the programmed learning typ reduced interac ion 7

ij_/
between students and instructor. Others said. that

dualized instruction which can beused in-Very smal -7:Casjwr

is too expensive economically, especially in apero-dof

economic recession. Three pointed out'that = Swing students
3

to work at their own rate simply enco ges average and below-
.

average students to studylless--to "goof off" instead of

turning work in and taking exams at appropriate times. Yet,

as already indicated, many respondents did see value in indi-

vidualized lxfstruction for certain skill training, for

superior students, and for special classes fOt the seriously

underprepared student.

St. Petersburg Community College (Clearwater Campus)
(12 Respondents)

At, this campus, unlike at Broward .and Miami-Dade,

behavioral objectives concepts mere sup sorted by more than a

majority of the respondents, although a.few were rather

vehemently opposed to them. One responded to them affirma-

tively by referring to,them as similar to "study guides,"

which to a degree describes them. Yet while behavioral

objectives have been discus's'ed in the literature of the

community college extensively, especially in recent yearS,



they sometimes are considered a modification of an old

teaching practice that has been used intermittently for

decades in'the public schools; sometimes they Were referred

to as "workbooks." 'In the 1920's and 1930's teachers often

used them, and critics referred to. them as "busy work."

Although students at that time disliked working with them,

they probably did serve a useful purpose if they were not

overused. Still, it is a bit surprising to hear that the

?defined formats are often included in the category of innova-
7

tive instruction.

In any event, the St. Petersburg instructors, for the

most part, supported thdM, but several complained that they

sometimes are responsible for artificial or inflexible

teaching, especially if they are not broadly structured.
.1

One, St. Petersburg respondent even said that behavioral i

objectives were being used by their administration "to

,punish and intimidate instructors by requiring and evaluating

behavioral objectives rather than as a means toward improved

instruction." TWO respondents said that behavioral objec-

tives might not be suitable for everyone's teaching style,

but if they accommodated an instructor's teaching style they

could be helpful in the teaching process.

The respwes concerning individualized instruction

wefe mixed. Slightly more than a majority favored this

format generally, but-several were opposed because of time

limitationsif "individualized" meant the individual

1.10



attention of the instructor rather than auto-tutorial or

programmed instruction. Many of those supporting indivi-

dualized instruc ional formats did so because of the wide

differences tha exist In students' matIvatIon and learning

ability. It w indicated by three people that for the

'very slow Stud nt and for the superior student such instruction

could be usef 1, but for the average student it sometimes

encouraged m_to "put off" required tasks.'

Manatee Community College
----TEZ Respondents)

Si tly over one half of these participants favored

the use of behavioral objectives--but with reservations. One

responden said that "they have always been a part of learning,

but are now more visible oryaescriptive of what the teacher

actually expects to achieve with instruction." He probably

was referring to the old-fashioned wqxkbook format, mentioned

by a St. Petrsburg respondent above, which he now may believe
-T.

to have been updated into "behavioral objectives." One

.person spoke of behavioral objectives as "another educational

imimick." A few considered them.more important for skill

courses than for "inexact disciplines."

Individualized instructional formats Were supported

guardedly, and several people said thesecould lead to poor

4,
teaching and learning if not used properly. A few warned

that individualized instruction at some institutions often

meant independent study, which they opposed except perhaps

for superior students. One pointed out that if individualized
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study formats were of the programmed learning variety, with
4

little student-teacher input, it could be detrimental to the

learning process, which should include some instructor-

student relationships. Several people took the eclectic

approach, explaining, that different' people learn in different

ways -- different fori;aats might be employed for the same,

course, including individualized instruction. In conclusion,'

it can be said that perhaps a bare majority of the Manatee '

participants supported both individualized instruction and

behavioral objectives if these terms were broadly inter-

preted; however, there'were some people who were strongly .

opposed to both.

Edison Community College
----TIC) Respondents)

At Edison, as at Miami-Dade and St. Petersburg, most

of the respondents had had a great deal of experience dealing

with behavioral objectives. Even so, their. support for

them was limited indeed, and sometimes the responses were

quite hostile. Only about a third of the participants generally

gave their approval. In fact, virtually none supported the

concept of behavioral objectives as the major format for

their own teaching. Most claimed thatswie administrators

have gone too far in requiring community college instructors

to use this approach for most of their teaching, regardless

of the-inclinations and preferences of the instructor as of

the type of material being taught.. Behavioral objective

formats were compared with the correspondence school type



of teaching by one participant, they were criticized for

drastically reducing the time allowed for the lecture-discussion

format, "which was especially useful in social science

classes if maximum benefits to the stuaent were to be

achieved."

Individualized instructional formats were likewise

criticized at Edison, although Some respondents admitted

that with some atypical students and in certain skill areas,

like composition and typing*, individualized instruction was

useful. On the other hand, two respondents said that in

courses dealing with controversial material, the lecture-

discussion rather than individualized and auto-tutorial,

forms was preferable. Most respondents at Edison did not

support the use of individualized formats for the majority
(

of non-skill, subject matter classes on the community college

level.

It can be Said that i;ndivIdasaiged instructional for-
4to

mats of various types were riot supported by the,majority of

the respondents at the five campuseg except wider very special'

circumstances. A substantial Number of respbndents did see

a place for small group and "auto-tutorial instruction in

special programs for the seriously underprepared, where

improved reading and compositibn skills rather than subject

matter were of prime concern. Also, a limited number of

Superior students, both in regular and in . "honors" classes,

`might be able to learn at an accelerated pace through some



,indiVidualized instruction and course enrichment. For the

vast majority of students, however, the conventional class-
4

roomf-fermat was preferred.
1

Question 2

Comm nt on the use of the lecture and class discussion in, the
comm ity college classroom.- To what extent do you use each
and hy?

Broward Community College (Central Campus)
(20 Respondenfil----'---

At Broward.the lecture-discussion format is still very

much favored *most of the respondents. Indeed, many pointed

out hat the lecture is still perhaps the single most impor-

tant teaching format, although many agreed that discussion in

\ clas was alsolitportant. Only two respondents mentioned

spec fically that other formats were of importance, although

seve al did say they sometimes used audio visual materials.

One nstructOr said that he was not especially interested in

cove ing the subject matter of a course; indeed, he said that

he p obably covered only a,small part of the course as such.

He was primarily concerned with keeping his students interested

so that they would not withdraw from his classes. Therefore,

he said, he used films and other audio visual materials

duringimost of his class periods. Most of the grades he

gave were A's and B's; he was not concerned with academic

standzards as such.

On the other hand, the fact that many of the respon-
.

dents said they used the lecture-discuSsion method almost

exclusively indicates the popularity of these methods in

4 AT
1.



Spite of the myriad innovative formatsso often promoted

in educational textbooks and articles. It is difficult to

believe that most of these instructors were unaware of some

of these newer techniques (Indeed, a few said they had tried

some but were unhappy with the results and discarded them).

Many simply indicated that for them the lecture-discussion

works but, with some audio visual material included for

change of pace. Only a.very few used other more "innovative"

techniques (games, rap sessions, small groups, etc.)

Miami-Dade Community College (South Campus)
(20 Respondents)

At this campus the lecture-discuSsion format was

verwhelmingly.th'e most popular one. Some did use audio

visua terials to some extent. Only two respondents men-,

tioned tha hey used "affective" learning approiches to any

degree, while a significant number indicated indirectly that

they did not. The great emphasis on innovative teaching

methods, mentioned so often in educational, literature (with

the exception of some use of audio visual materials) seems

to have had relatively little effect on these respondents.

Indeed, two or three mentioned that the use of such devices

as learning packages was something they had tried with

disappointing results.

St. Petersburg Community College (Clearwater Campus)
(12 Respondents)

At this campus a number of the respondents, more so

than at Broward and Miami-Dade, appear to have put some

1.1.5
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emphasis on "small group" or other innovative teaching pro-

cedures. Still, about two-thirds supported the lecture-

discussion technique as the prime format for their classes.

One seta that average and better-than-average students "seem

to prefer it Jecture-discussion7 and either do not need any

other methods in order to learn or dislike the disruption

that may result from changing their work-study habits."

This same instructor said that "supplementing or substituting

this with individualized methods is needed for underprepared
-\

or lower ability students who need prodding repetition,

graphic explanation - -or their own time to do their work.

Several said that when subject matter rather than skills is

taught, the lecture should predominate.

Another respondent said that "the lecture and class.

discussion, the way I use them, are very valuable." This

person said that he gets favorable student response on the

evaluations of tha instructor, and that many students comment

that their class notes were most useful. He went on to say

that he tried an individualized program-learning package

at one time and the class did significantly worse than with

/ the lecture method. Some people supported the use of "AV"

materials to some degree, and several spoke against the

discussion method unless students and instructor were well

prepared for it. It can be said ,;that while at St. Petersburg

somewhat' more innovative approadiles to teaching may have

been su ported than AtiBroward and' at Miami-Dade, the



ma.lcirity of respondents still supported the lecture-discussion

the basis for their teaching.

Manate'Community College
(l2 Respondents)

Ac Manatee there was support- for the lecture- discussion
0

ormat by most respondents, but perhaps a third of these

r4cognized the need for audio visual materials as a major

taching device. One mentioned that an ideal class should

ofter options a combination,of lecture-discussion, audio

visual, and auto-tutorial, depending on the type of material

being studied and the preferences and abilities of the

students.' One participant said,he used lecture-discussion as

the major format of his teaching "supported by periodic

demonstrations and films." While there was some support

for alternative teaching Methods at Manatee, most respondents

favored the use of the lectUre-discussion format as the most

important single type of presentation.

Edison Community College
Respondents)

At Edison, lectures and class disCias;ttn,emerged as

the most important single format for more than three-fourths

of the respondents. A few said they used,audio visual

materials rather frequently. Another preferred panel dis-

cussions and individualized formats. This teacher said "I

limit lecture remarks only to clarification and to misunder-

stood principles, and to Etat as a devil's advocate in some

situations--or to offer alternate solutions." One spoke

1.1.7



against the use of the "learning package" type of indivi-

dualized instruction. As noted above, more than two-thirds

used the lecture - discussion for the most part, but the

remainder used some of the formats mentioned above as well.

Question 4

Do you believe that there has been an overuse of. the all-
objective test format in classroom tests? Should students
be required to take more subjective or combination-type
tests (objective-subjective) in order to gain some experiende
and organizing skills under test condition0

Broward Community College (Central campus)
(20 RespondenEgT----

By an overwhelming majority of perhaps' 80 percent",

Broward instructors agreed that there has been an overuse of

the all-objective test format at the college. Many people

gave reasons why this phenomenon has occurred, including

the fact that subjective exams take too4long to grade. at

may be true that mar* instructors have decided to use all-

objective testing not only because they,are so easy to

grade, but also because their frequent use seemed to testify

to their viability.

A significant number of participants at Broward was

'very concerned with the-almost universal use of objective

test formats in some departments.. One said:

Before my days they used to say: 'high
school' gives you a decent educailonc' In
my days they said: 'high school no longer
gives you a decent education'--all it does
is make you literatue and little more. Now
all we can say is: !high schoor:does not
even give one literacy, much less a decent
educatign.!.

"
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A few respondents did say that in theEngligh-field

there was not an overuse of objective tests, although one

said that even in this area there was too much use of this

format. Many adl4tted that the combination-type test

(objective-subjective) was excellent. If the subjective

section were used only on alternative tests (with the use of

all-objective tests at other times) it 'would be possible for

instructors to grade these tests without expending excessive

periods of time. One respOndent said: "If an instructor

cannot take time to.formulate good subjective test material

and grade it according to clarity and content, he obviously

does not have the time to prepare his classes correctly_or to

evaluate' his teaching methods effectively." )

Finally,-it can be said that at Broward, most respon-

dents were highly critical of the overuse of all-objective

testing formats, but many admitted that they used them for,

various reasons.

Miami-Dade Community College (South Campus)
(20 Respondents)

By a large ratio the Miami-Dade respondents agreed

that there has been a great overuse of objective testing

at that institution and a neglect of subjective formats.

Several pointed out that students cannot get experience

in writing and in analyzing questions under the pressUre of

test conditions if they do not take subjective-type tests.

This ability is highly valued by employers seeking employees

with the potential for advancement.

1.1.D



Many Miami-Dade people admitted that they employed

objective test formats, excessively because of large-caticdos,

and pointed out some advantages of this type of test. Yet

most admitted that the combinatLon (obje6tiv-sub jectl:re)

forMat may be the best of all types. It .can be added that

the burden of grading subjective tests wCUld.not be too great

even with large classes if perhaps two-thirds of testing were

objective and one-third subjective.,

St. Petersburli Community College (clearwater Campus)
(12 Respondents)

Overwhelmingly the St. Petersburg respondents agreed

that there had been an overuse of the objective examination

at that .campb.s. One said that "tests of this kind often

reflect the mindlessness of the course content and their

irrelevance to the student, his goals and needs." He went

on to say that written tests giVe the student experience in

organizing material systematically and logically. Yer he

was not sure how often students need this ability today if

they transfer to the university. Another respondent doubted

the value of written examinations. He pointed outs "No

one gives essay exams. Therefore, why should we give essay

exama.to give students practice in essay exams which no one

gives?" This statement is highly suspect, especially in

reference to class at the university level. On the other hand,

most 'of the other respondents strongly supported the value of

written exams or a combination of b)oth objective and subjective.

1.2.0
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Manatee Community College
----rff Respondents)

Every, respondent at this campus agreed thaet there

had been an overlse of 'objective -testing at the expense of

written exams, which, they said., were extremely valuable

instructional tools. One person, for example, said that he

very much favored subjective evaluation, pointing out that

his students can elect a module which includes a research

paper and some subj-ective testing. Another !saids "1 think

many types of classes beat it (objective testing) to death."

He said that he preferred to 'stretch" students by

them organize facts and communicate them as well as to learn

them. Be did admit, however, that time, and limited goadem.1.27

standards are the major- drawbacks to their use. Still

another said that in his opinin-the.gssay test is. the most

valid measuremen of student achievement. Re,pointed out,

however, that "in many cases, class size precludes. the use

of this type of test."

Although all of the respondents agreed that objective

testing is very much overused, many instructors have con-

tinued to use it exclusively. As noted earlier, the alternating

of combination-type tests with all-objective ones could be

the solution to the problem.

Edison Community College
----(10 Respondents)

At this campus, all but one respondent-strongly agreed

that Objective testing was being overused. Even the negative

ti
1.2.11
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respondent said that subjective testing mad be combined,

with the all-objective format, but brought up t 6Q2sual

Problem of 1nstrtctor llmitation-time in grading the

test's. One respondent pointed out that it is difficult to

make a proper evaluation of the knowledge and skills of

students by means of objective tests only. He explained that

his tests were usually a combination of objeOlve/and
M444--.

jeetive sections. Another,said, "Objective tests, at least

for me, are cop-outs. But I have been forced to take this

easy way out because of the increased student load." A

third person said that all-objective test formats are poor

for any student. He pointed out that his students had no-

concept of writing or skills in organization.- He pleaded'

for combination-type tests; otherwise, any skills learned

in English composition, he maintained, "would atrophy."

At Edison, as at the other four campuses, there was
4

,strong support for more written or "blue book" tests. Yet

manyinstructors admitted they relied on the all-objective

type due to the pressure of large classes. As previously

stated,' combination -type tests could accommodate the needs

of both instructor,- and
Irk

student 'if they were more often

employed.

question 1

omment on the practice of "academic grade inflation" (in-
tructors grading students higher than their work warrants)
ich is reported to have occurred in recent years. Do you
lieve this has happened? If so, what are some of the

mr asons why this may have occurred? Have students' evalua-
t ons of their instructs been a factor? Comment.

4



Broward Commun College (Central Campus)
20 BespondenG77----

The Broward respondents by more than an eighty-fiVe

percent ratio greed thAt academic grade inflation had Indeed
%

occurred on t at campus. Some instructors feared that student

enrollments in their. areas might 'drop and that higher animum"

enrollments in each class were being Mandated. Maly spoke

of administrative pressures to keep enrollment figures high

at the college. Othermportant reasons knoluded the influence

of student evaluations of their instructors, the results of

which might haye an adverse affect on an instructor's status

With the cal4ge. In order to improve their student evalua-

tions, instructors said faculty. members sometimes have

emphasized their popularity with their students more than the

fact that the students learn at acceptable levels. Others

explained that instructors have been increasingly in competi-

ti!On to reduce student withdrawals from class. An instructor's

"holding power~ if high is repognized as a good accomplishment

by the administration. Therefore, one instructor said, "Give

'em A's and B's and keep leMl"

Some instructors said that many students are in college

who Should not be there, the community college philosophy_not

withstanding. They explained that these people simply did not

have the motivation or b4kground of a ninth grader, regardless

of what methods the'instructor could devise. Another spoke

of "students of
K
the TV, aUdio visual age, who are not taught



in the public schools to read and write at acceptable levels,"

whose inadequacies hamper the learning proceds. He also-1

spoke of student evaluations of,instructors as an important

factor influencing academic grade inflation. Another reason

. cited was "watered-down courses which adjust grades accor-

dingly."

Another reason citednit-Browaxd for.academic,grade

inflation was the abandonment of requirements that students

take certain general education courses which happen to have

been in an instructor's specific discipline. It was pointed

out that such changes in the curriculum have caused some

faculty members to fear for their jobs, so they reduce the

student workload required in their classes in order to make

their courses more popular.

On the other hand, one respondent said that if academic

grade inflation has occurred, it hasn't bothered htm/her.

This persolvsaid it was worthwhile to stress a student's

achievement rather than his weaknesses. The respondent

admitted that this approach might make it difficult to

evaluate products of academic grade inflation, but then,

stated, "they always hate the G.R.E. graduate
vO,

Examination7." The participant summed it up by saying,

"Student evaluations of instructors are good if-the form

tests teacher effectiveness rather than punctuality."

One respondent criticized idealistic educators "who
*

blame teachers for students failureseeldom realizing
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that students themselves are the major reason for their own

failures." He said that "politics and public relations

are also involvedit doesn't look good if an individuals

fall or don't graduate." Yet another person said that

academic grade inflation makes it diffkcult onr a teacher

with Professional standards and is also unfair to the student

who thinks he is better prepared than he really is.

Still another participant claimed that certain innova-

tive instructional methods, which claim that "dflucation

should be 'sold to the pew generation as a,pleasant, agieeable

activity instead of as/the old idea that the student-should

suffer to some degree to learn, were an influence." Finally,

one paTticipant said that the relaxed and less-punitive

grading system adopted at Broward in recent years, which

allows students to withdraw from a course without penalty

almost until the final exam, is another factor in academic

grade inflation.

Miami-Dade Community College (South Campus)
(20 Respondents)

At Miami-Dade, as well as at Broward, most of the

respondents agreed that academic grade inflation at that

campus does exist and that it has many bad features. Several

said that academiC grade inflation developed partly as a

result of adminisra ive evaluation of an instructor's com-
.

petence based on the elative number of students in his class

who made passing grades. Some said that students

--o1 r'aculty members, when they are used by the administration

1.25
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as part of the anivaI evaluation process, has also contri-

buted to the problem. Further, it was pointed out that

admintstrative policy changes concerning the tLfile when

student may drop a course before he is considered to have

failed it have als6 had an influence on grade inflation.

Students may now receive a "W" grade, which is non-punitive,

almost up to the final exams. This in itself may not

necessarily be a bad factor, however.

Another responden said that the owality of work for

each letter grade had suffered "because of administrators"'

charges of bigotry or poor community college spirit" if the

instructor failed a student: He said that"an.A by another

name may really be a C."

Still another person placed a major part of the blame

for academic grade inflation on ineffectual teaching of

reading and writing skills in the public schools; others

placed it on student evaluations of their instructors.

Excessively liberal attitudes toward the underprivileged

student and the writings of ultra-liberal "education pro-

fessors"'were some factors mentioned. Still other respdndents

spoke of faculty members' need to be popular. They mentioned

that in the late 1960's the trend was started to raise grades

to prevent students from being drafted into the army. One

person blamed "flexible grading systems":pnd "performance

contracting," which leave instructors with "fewer clear-cut

3udgments for standards of performance." He also said that

1.26
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in the community college; with its wide range of student

Abilities-, instructors may have been inclined to lower over-

all standards to accommodate the disadvanta4ed end under-

prepared.

Oneparticipant blamed the problem on the "contingency

hang-up this society has about success," and the "terrible

unacceptability of failing"; also, on the desire of schools

.

to make a "good image" for themselveS. One respondent said

that "grade inflation thrusts into our faces in unrealistic

picture of estimated. capacity and time accomplishment."

Many people at this campus spoke of teach9rs being

intimidated by student evaluations, and of "administrators,

who were eager to maintain full classrooms." On the other

hand, one participant said that grade inflation was partly

the result of students' entering college 'ith a greater

degree of sophistication. He stated that grade inflation

"was partly due to the fact that cheating has become a

science." Still another respondent spoke of the difficulty

that well-intentionedlteachers in public schools have with

large classes representing ethnic, religious and language

differences, which are influentj.al in causing varying levels

of student achievement,, To accommodate this problem, he

said, instructors simply grade eaSier. Job security of

teachers and "their tendency to blend in, and not rock the

boat" were other factors mentioned.

V



St. Petersburg Communit College (Clearwater Campus)
12 Respondents)

At this campus perhaps only 80 percent, in contrast .

to even higher le7els at Browari and Miami-Dade, felt tha;

academic grade inflation had occurred; still, this is a high

fit'ure. Of the many respondents at St. Petersburg who

agreed that academic grade inflation exists on the campus,

several said that it was partly due to instructors' !'carrying

favor" with students in order that teachers might in turn

receive high student evaluations. One pointed out: "Many

students nowadays are more or less undisciplined, especially

in the area of study. As a' result, they tend to drop subjects

if they believe they will not be receiving a high enough

lgrade." (Withdrawal from a course is now possible almost

up to final exams under the less punitive grading system

now in effect at St. Petersimrg.) Sometimes, said one

respondent, students will complain to the Administration if

they are not receiving highenough grades in a class. Rather--_.

than resist the problem, many instructors simply grade'higher

in Order to preclude such
,

possibilities. In previous years

students rarely went to the 6dministratiOn under such cir-

cumstances; if they did, it rarely did them any good. He

said that now things are different.'

One respondent agreed very much that academic g de

inflation does exist at St.' Petersburg, pointing out that

some students there "cannot read and write as well as my
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eleven-year-old daughter." It Was also pointed out that

declining enrollments at thisrcampus and administrative

pressIres on the faculty 1.31 terms of equating student failure

or withdragal with instructor Tallure, Were factors influencing

academic grade inflation. However, another participant

maintained that "the whole discussion about academic grade

inflation is 'spurious'." This person said that the problem

could be resolved simply by eliminating grades, and pointed

out that "the whole grading process, as a small part of the

credentlalling process, is so shot through with teacher

subjectivity that it conies to little more than academic

impediments." Yet at least three other respondents maintained

that,grades are an important factor in the evaluation process.

Another respondent, named teachers and-ultimately

school self-preservation as the main causes of academic

grade inflation. This is an interesting remark, since of

the five institutions studied, St. Petersburg is the one which

is most threatened with declining enrollments. Still another

participant placed a major portion .of the blame on student

evaluations of the instructor, saying: "I do not support

student evaluations at all. While in theory they should be

a valuable and useful guide, in practice they are unreliable

and an influence ..on academic grade inflation." 'Many other

respondents said the same thing.

One person pointed out that' educational "experts"

sometimes maintain that higher grades encourage students to

1.23
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do better academically, and that is why some instructors.

use grade inflation at St. Petersburg:- He also said that

certain other institutions. which are really concerned about

the phenomenon of grade inflation, have solved thi. problem

"by administering special tests to students which would somehow

, weed out those who managed to slip through. He felt that 'such

a practice might be necessary in certain fields.

Another respondent said that other reasons for academic

grade inflation were the changing nature of student popula-

tions (background, Preparedness, interests, and ambitions),'

the knowledge explosion changing patterns of coxpunication

(T.V., etc.), changing cultural patterns, and rising expec-

tations of blacks and the disadvantaged. He pointed out

that "we all read less, and listen and watch more,"

A final respondent said that academic grade inflation

has been influenced by the fact that the college administra-
-,

tion in recent times has impressed the facUlty,with the need

to attract and hOld students. He explained, "Numbers of

'drops' have been noted for various reasons by the academic

dean." He went onto explain that the administration has

said that this is a "students' market," and that "all students

are educable." The idea patforth has been that "the

instructor has only to discover the particular method
.

(gimmick, package) that will "turn on" the\ student. The

instructor at this college has been impresse pith the fact'

that his job "may depend on the numberpf st1.4.4nts who sign up

for his/her classes."
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Manatee Community Colle e
----rfff Respondents

. At Manatee about 75'percent of the respondents agreed

that academic grade inflation had occurred on this campus.

One participant said that the need of some instruct

relate to the youth movement and the ...rts-e_ml.-student rights

and protests may be factors influencing the phenomenon of

academic grade inflation. Otters spoke of students' evaiiia

tions of their instructors and of teachere attempts to

gain popularity with students as being factors. Still others.

spoke of "instructor laziness," the "nice-guy syndrome" and

the idea that "high grades will give students confidence."

Yet what bothered this respondent most concerning academic

grade inflation was the fact that colleges were "turning

students loose'on the world who cannot perform at the minimum

acceptable level."

On the other hand, one respondent said that he had not

personally experienced the problem of academic grade inflation.

For him the grading system was very similar to what it was

twenty years ago; He maintained that entering college students

today are better prepared and that this factor could result

in higher. grades. Another person disagreed with that position,

pointing out that academic grade inflation was academically'

destructive. He quoted John Gardner, who has said: We must

learn to honor excellence (demand it) in every socially

acceptable human activity." Another participant claimed
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. that academic grade inflation might be halted by performance-

oriented education. 'Still another said that academic grade

inflation has occurred "because our society has 'degree

manna' as a part of social acceptance."

Edison Community, College '

HespondenEir---

Virtually all of the Edison people agreed that academic

grade inflation has indeed occurred. Some said it was because

so many students are inadequately prepared for college work.

Others said that there is much pressure on instructors to -

keep the F.T.E. (full time equivalent numbers of students)
2

up and the attrition rate down. One respondent said instruc-

tors inflate grades in order to be assured of "classes that

make."

On the other hand, another partiCipapt-claimed ,that,

in some instances, the use of specific behavioral objectives

and course outlines has helped to take the guessing out of

tests. 'He maintained that this practice has allowed students

to achieve higher grades, which he claims is "higher achieve-

ment" rather than academic grade inflation. Still another

respondent .maintained that as a result of their administra-

tion's requirIng the use of the behavioral objectives format

in the classroom, he had had a dif6C ustment period

in his teaching. He. later realized that hiA.gre effort

to be "fair" to his students resulted in overcompensation,

so that many high grades, mostly A's, were given without his
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demanding complementary effort on the part of the students.

He now believes that no grading system shOuld "suddenly

reward studenia who produce little effort in the learning

process."

8 Another instructor at Edison said that academic grade

inflation has resulted partly because instructors, for a

nuzber of reasons, seek large class enrollments as a sign of

popularity. He also said that some teachers believe that

grades will cut down student frustrations, thus de-

creasing unrest on campus. He'further pointed out that some

faculty members believe that student evaluations are a threat

to their job security and, therefore, give higher grades..

. Others, he said, are simply apathetic; it is easier to give

high grades than to worry about possible cOnsequences of

giving lower ones.

A respondent at Edison said that while there has been

academic grade inflation at that campus, the use of behaVioral

objectives, re-testing, and an almost no-fail grading system

has established a setting in which students who perform can

get A's and B's. While her favored this format, he said that

established objectives have been set too low. He was also

critical because a majority of his students have serious

reading, writing-or "analyzing" deficiencies. Therefore,

he maintained, C and D students have succeeded in getting

higher grades than they really should. He blamed pressure

from "authority," the need for higher enrollments and
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behaVioral objectives systems as prime factors contributing

to academip grade inflation.
,

Still another instructor named political and state

flnancial problems in Florida as important factors in Florida

community colleges' academic grade inflation, as the colleges

are influenced by the numbers of graduates produced, students

in classes, and student "successes" as indicated by grades.

He blamed student, evaluations of their instructors as well

as the writings of liberal educators in the field of oem-

munity college education. A final respondent blaMed publicized

of instructors', grade inflation and faculty fear

of job 'loss if "F.T.E.'s" drop. Student evaluations of their

instructors, upper division institutions' reducing their

academic standards, and a "new type of faculty" were other

reasons cited for influencing academic grade inflation.

Question 6

In recent years community colleges, in their effort to accom-
modate the disadvantaged and underprepared student, may have
emphasized accommodation too much and cognitive learning too
little. Do these adjustments threaten academic standards
or goals? Comment.

Broward Community College (Central Campus)
(20 Respondents

There seems to be little doubt that the respondents

at Broward Community College were very much concerned with

the lowering of academic standards in recent years, not only

at Froward but at community colleges in general. While two

respondents did not think lowering of academic standards was

a major problem, claiming that *hat is important is simply
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to "meet the needs of the students," most of the remainder

did. One person in particular was so dis rbed as to 'question

the present American college standards (. specially at the

two-year institution), and to call 'or a return to the past,

"when quality education and academic st dards really meant

something." Others, while not so extreme i their criticism,

blamed college administrations, amon others, r being more

concerned with large enrollments, meaning greater state

funding, than with quality. education and standards. Most

pointed out that the community college,has,gone much too far

in its efforts to accommodate the underp epared student, an

effort, they said, which has done much to reduce academic

standards. While two respondents were concerned only wih

student "needs," and Are little concerned with standards,

another ,spoke of.almost 60 percent of community.,collegeistudents

being "functional illiterates." Most of the respondent/

asked for more cognitive learning, even if it meant le s

accommodation of the underprepared.

Miami-Dade Community College (South Ca.10s)
(210 Respondents)

At Miami-Dade',
A

although most respondents deplored the

lowered academic 'standards prevailing at that community

college and at others, a substantial, number did support

effort-es being made to accommodate the seriously underprepared

students in special classes. Still, approximately half were
6.

unimpressed with the improvement made by suoh students in. ,

these special classes. Some spoke of the "I Division"
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courses but expressed unhappiness bedause underprepared

132

students were not required to sign up for them. Several

explained that the special or "Directed Studies" courses

were being phased out in the future. At that time these

students would simply be placed into regular classes where,

ostensibly, special accommodations' would be made for them.

It was not indicated whether this change has occurred because
.

of reduced funding or because the courses had not been

successful in' the opinion of the administration.

Several respondents did point out that there had

been too much accommodation of seriously underprepared

students and that this did indeed threaten academic standards.

Two indicated that such standards were far too low. On the

other hand, many respondents seemed fairly satisfied that

accommodating underprepared students was a major job of the

community college, and were not concerned about `academic

standards as such.

Manatee Community College
12 Respondents)

While none of the respondents believed that special

programs for the underprepared threatened academic standards,

several indicated that they had seen few successful results

from these efforts.; Two believed that such programs were

helpful to the students taking them. Perhaps some did not

quite understand the real thrust of the question, since they

did not address themselves to the possibility that cognitive

learning may be acquired at a lower level than in previous
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courses (for the seriously underprepared student) as 4atered-

down" and of limited benefit. Others claimed that general

academic standards were being eroded because of excessive

emphasis on underprepared studentsperhaps more than on

better prepared ones. On the other two respondents

said that still more should be done for the slow learner,

especially in the area of English composition Some partici-

pants criticized the administration for not requiring all

seriously underprepared students to be placed in these

special classes., as such students have an option to attend

them. Since many chose standard courses, they have caused

academic standards at the college to erode even further than

their present low status.

. .
While some respondents supported the concept of special

classes for very underprepared students, others argued that

too many of these students, who were often unwilling to'put

much effort into their studies,'were contributing to lawai
ti -7-

academiOstandards--to the detriment of all. Many respon-

dents felt that the administration should require greater

effort from diSinterested st#dents; that "accommodation"

had gone too far.

St. Petersburg Community College (Clearwater Campus)
(12 Respondents)

At St. Petersburg Community College tie majority of

the respondents did not see too much accommodation of students

as a threat to academia'standards. Many supported special

courses to help these stu4e1ts; others supported these

4
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years. Several respondents simply indicated the names of

the courses offered for the underprepared rather than responding

to their achievements. Still, as already ncted,_at least

two were doubtful that the programs for the slow learners

were accomplishing much, although they did not believe that

they should be discarded.

Edison Community College
Respondents)

At Edison Community College Most 'of the 40spOndents

were unimpressed with the results of special classet for the

underprepared. One said that much of this remedial effort

should be done in the county school program rather than at

the community college, while others pointed out that the

heroic efforts of/the college to accommodate the underprepared

students have had a deleterious effect on academic standards.

,Cne respondent argued that far more should be done for the

bright studdts; these were the ones who, after going to

the university, returned to the community and made great

contributions -- partly as a result, ot the inexpensive educa-

tional opportunities afforded them at the community college.

A few respondents said that special programs for the

underprepared could be useful, but that these courses should

not offer academic credit, as was usually the case. They

explained that students should remain in spcial classes until

they had, achieved at least at a minimal level. They believed

that too many were simply "passed on" to regular classes

while they were still seriously underprepared -- especially

411..'?,5
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in verbal abilities. Generally, these respondents believed

that the abpve practices,' among others, tended to lower

standards a the community college.

Summary

Most of the respondents from the five community

colleges in this study agreed that academic grade inflation

was tndeed a phenomenon that had reached their campuses. As

indicated, numerous reasons were given, including the influence

of college administreitors, student evaluations of their in-

structors, high' percentages of entering community college

students who were seriously underprepared to do college work,

fear of lowering enrollments, the influence of experts in the

field of education who have played down the importance of

grades and the more conventional goals of education, the

general lowering of academic standards, the use of behavioral

objectives, and myriad other factors. What is important to

recognize is the near unanimity f the resporidents who have

recognized the fact that acad c grade inflation. has, occurred,

and the high percentage of instructors who agreed that

academic standards are seriously being threatened..
.

On the other hand, there was a rather 'small minority

of respondents, perhaps more at St. Petersburg Community

College than elsewhere, who were either unaware of a problem

of lowered academic standards. or felt that if it did exist

it was of little consequence. Perhaps as many as 85 to 90

percent of the participants were concerned about the problem,
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which they believed mas eroding academic standards.

The above analyses of the data (much of which can be

found in the Appendix of this study) to a large degree

support many of the ideas and statements preiented in Chapter II

of this study, "Background and Review of the LiteratUre."

For example, a number of references mentioned in Chapter II

44t

criticized practices such as academic grade inflation; student

evaluations of their instructors; unusually innovative

teaching'bethods which may tend to reduce academic standards;

excessive accommodation of underlirepared students which may

not encourage or require students to work at reasonable

levels of achievement; and'excessive use of objective tests

at the,expense of subjective or written ones. The latter

practice does not require that students show their ability

to analyze and organize information under test conditions.

Although analyses of the subjective responsep aay not
. ,--....-__-

have consideree.kevery response in detail, the f sufficiently

e---"------7--comprehensive as to eve a good pictur of the participants'

,--`
opinions and reactions to the topics under study. The -chi-

A -

square analyses obtained from the computer printOut, which

are included in Appendix B, show the twelve statistically

most significant p-value relationships (2, .005) between

the respective objective statementc in Rart I of the

qUestionnaire.

The statistical tables representing the individual

campuses under study.(Appendix A) complement the text
No:
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material by graphically representing the objective responses.

Within' the body of this paper (pages 92-93) a table is

included which represents the averaged objective responses

by campus. Appendix A includes in its five tables all of

the numerical responses by campus.

141
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Summary, Implications and Recommendations

Summary

The preceding findings represent, by means of two

parts of a questionnaire, one objective and one subjective irk

nature, what selected and available faculty members at five

South Florida community colleges believe are valid and

invalid approaches in'the areas of curriculum and instruction.

The findings of the present. study clearly indicate

that, on the average, perhaps three-fourths of the respon-

dents at the five campuses under study believe that a more

moderate approach to further innovative efforts in curriculum

and instruction is needed. These respondents believe that

n varying degrees the heroic efforts which many community

colleges employ in dealing with underprepared students should

be reduced. It appears that this negative response was not

because they were opposed to innovation and change in curri-

culum and instruction per se; rather, they apparently believe

that such programs should be more carefully tested before

they are put into general use. The disappointing results of

some innovative prograMs theyilave tried were a major reason

for this negative response. For the supporters of these

programs constantly to blame improper application of these

innovative techniques for their failure is hardly the solution

to the problem.



Most of the participants in this study disagreed that

the prime aim of most community colleges was to accommodate

the underprepared student. Also, approximately three-fourths

indicated that community colleges, in their effort to accom-

modate the disadvantaged and underprepared student, may

have overemphasized accommodation at the expense of cognitive

learning. Oral'additions to this question indicated that

the time may have come to call a halt to the continuance of

reduced academic standards in the name of accommodating

the underprepared. Some respondents said that a sizeable

number of the underprepared students are simply unwilling

or unable to put forth the effort that minimum college

achievement demands. A few respondents disagreedowith this

position.

A majorittof the respondents called for a reduced

rate of more innovative programs. Apparently, for some

people, the term "innovation" has a positive connotation,

almost regardless of the type of innovation being considered.

Yet the majority apparently have come to question some of

these programs and many see a,number of those already employed

as a threat to academic standards and good education.

A sizeable majority, of the instructors who participated

in this study indicated by their objective statement responses

that the trend toward reduced or altered general education

course requirements for degree students is invalid. While

their responses may have indicated the need for some
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relaxation in this area, the majority were definitely opposed

to condoning increased numbers of elective courses at the

expense of previously required ones. At Broward some people

were opposed to the practice of allowing "esoteric" courses

in English literature to substitute for a survey of literature

course in satisfying the humanities requirement. At least

three-fourths of the respondents saw a definite relationship

between student evaluations of their instructors and academia

grade inflation. A sizeable number were quite outspoken

about this problem. Although there were a number of studies

in the late 1960's and early 1970's which claimed that the

influence of student evalUations of instructors on academic

gtade inflation was relatively minor, more recent studies

have indicated that the effect is considerable. In any
0

event, the participants of the present study were in agree-

merit with the latter position.

The question concerning the state of Florida's recently

-introduced instructional accountability plan for higher

education received mixed responses. Those supporting this

development probably saw it as an effort to obtain better

education; those opposing it may have done so because they

believed it would introduce more "red tape" into the educa-

tional system thahit would good educational procedures. Both

positions have been supported in professional periodicals and

in the press. It is possible that if more,of the
AP
respondents

believed that an accountability system could be devised at the

e

144
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state level which could really heip to insure better educa-

tion, more of them would have voted affirmatively on the

statement. It is entirely possible that in the future such

a format will be devised.

A very high majority of the respondents at all of the

campuses strongly deplored the seriously declining college

entrance examination scores as reported by the nation's two

best-known testing services and widely written up in the

press. The fact that the number of students now scoring high

on the College Entrance Examinatioh Boards has declined

sharply in recent years was of serious concern to the respon-

dents. This unhappy situation coincides with the declining

Florida Twelfth Grade Test scores, which have been evident

in the past few years. While this problem is derived directly

from the publiC schools, it is also one of serious concern

for the community colleges.

A sizeable majority of the participants favored

structured teaching formats over non-structured ones. Yet

most'did not agree that educati9nal "hardware" should take

over the duties of the instructor in a fey years so that he

will become more of a "facilitator for learning" than an

instructor as the term is presently understood. This would

indicate that the participating instructors did not neces-

sarily equate structured teaching formats with eduoational

"thirdware" or programmed instruction.

1.45
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By close to a two - thirds majority the respondents did

not agree that the trend of the future in community college

education-should include much more individualized instruction,

which would allow Students to study at their own rate in

most classes. St. Petersburg voted in the affirmative on

this question, but Broward, Miami-Dade and Edison disagreed

by wide margins. Manatee took a middle position.

In reference to the first of the six subjective,

open-ended questions, a majority of the respondents supported

the use of the College Level Examinatioh Program (C.L.E.P.),

_butiniost of the supporters asked for changes in its format.

For example, a very substantial majority of the participants

asked for a higher passing grade and a composition or essay,

\\,k. part to be added to the objective section, especially for

the English composition test. While the C.L.E.P, recently

added an optional writing section to its English composition

test, many community colleges, inpluding_Miami-Dade, Where

large numbers of students receive college credit through

C.L.E.P.., still do not require this part of the test; this

information was verified by the Miami-Dade Testing Office.

On the other hand, Browara now requires that student ,taking

the C.L.E.P. in English composition include the writing sample

format. It is interesting to note,. according to its admissions

office, that at Broward less than half of those passing the

objective part of the English composition C.L.E.P. also
'

succeed in the written part. This might also prove to be

146
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true at Miami-Dade if the written section of the test were

required at that institution also. In any evente.,this

information is a clear warning that a written part should

be required for this examination at all institutions, and

is an indication that the writing ability of community

college students may be quite low. Ordinarily, only some

of the academically superior students take these tests. If

many of them cannot succeed in the composition section of

the examination, the remaining students may prove to be even

less successful in English composition - -at leaSt until they

take a course at the community college level.

The respondents were rather mixed on their opinions

of individualized instructional formats, although the majority

were hesitant, in supporting them except for special types of

classes. RecOgnizing that there are greater differences

Among student abilities today than in earlier years because

more people,rs attending college than ever before, the

concept of indiVidualized instruction at first glance appears

to be a good one. Indeed, under some circumstances it may

very well add to the learning opportunities of highly diverse

student bodies. Some approaches to individualized instruction

have included multiple tracking and ability grouping; inter-

disciplinary and student designed majors; programmed instruc-

tion and learning contracts: and alternate paths to meeting

specific degree or competency requirements of individualized

instruction. Others include independentiiiidyi-directed

1.4';'
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reading, and individual or auto-tutorial-techniques, in,.

eluding programmed instruction.
101

In recent years so- called learning contracts have

been employed at'some instituti ns. These are written agree-

ments or commitments between a s udent and a faculty member

regarding a particular amount of tudent work, and the insti-

tutional reward or credit for s work. 102 While the pro-
.

ponents of learning contracts p se them for getting students

involved in their individual learnin program, they have a

number of weaknesses. Some students become quite anxious

and feel under pressure. They seek relief through performance

in a competitive manner.1" Also, contract learning has not

brought the educational "drama" that some,had predicted.

Further, contract learning demands strong motivation by the

students also, while contraots allow for increased creativity,

they neither insure nor create it. It is also possible that

the individual curricular approach may cost much more than

traditional curriculums, a real problem in a day of economic

recession. While individual instructional formats have certain

a advantages in accommodating seriously underprepared, and, on

occasion, superior students, their use on a large scale is
4.".

debatable. In fact, this is the position which the majority

of respondents took in this study. Perhamthree-fourths

preferred the lecture-discussion format for the typical

classroom situation, although a certain amount of individualized

instrudtion for special classes, already noted, was supported.

1.43



As for the use of behavioral or learning objectives

in the instructional process the responses were again mixed.

If the term "'learning objectives" were to refer to broadly

based objectives which woul insure that a substantial part

of the projected course we e actually,opyiered by the*class, a

majority of the respondent appeared to be supportive: Ori

the other hand, if the to referred to a detailed, "mandated

from above" type of fo a substantial majority were'in

opposition. At Browardlifor example, few of the participants

used learning objectivesin the narrow sense, probably to

some degree because Broward's administration has not required

them. Moreover, at least three-fourths of the participants

at Broward opposed their use in a formal sense, although

many, did support the general concept of objectives. On tfie

other hand, at Miami-Dade and at Edison, where the administra-

tions did require their use, their suppoitwas by considerably

less than a majority. Some respondents, in supporting them,

pointed out that behavioral objectives reduced the amount
;

of marginal learning activities and nonastructured glass

activity that often take place in some classes. Others said

that behavioral objectives offered mechanized learning, and

often took the human factor out of classroom activity. At

St. Petersburg they received a majority support, while at

Manatee, support for them was mixed.

--The use of the _lecture and of class discussion were

still very much in evidence at the five community colleges



under study. Although audio visual materials were also

to some degree, perhaps as much as 75 percent of

instrustiana ied:the_lecture-discussion format.

Other methods such dividualized instruction and group

dynamics- were used, but only to a relatively small degree.

Many participants supported the lecture-discussion because,

they,felt that, in many ways, it was the most efficient and

practical method to teach in most community college situations,

where fairly large classes are the general rule. A sizeable

number did concede that otheis formats are useful tinder special'

I
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circumstances. While some writers in the community college

field have been predicting the-decline and even the demise

of the lecture-discussion format, it is still very' much in

use by a strong majority of these respondents. A number of

them indicated that they had at times tried alternate teaching

techniques, including individualized instructional formats,

but for the typical classroom sitmation'they had found that

the lecture-discussion method *a best.

Almost all respondents on, the five campuses maintained

that there definitely.haS been an overuse o the objective

test format in classroom tests. Many pointed t that this

practice was mainly the result having large num s of

students in their classes; that written tests required

instructor to spend too much ti e grading. Many admitted

that most of the teachers on th it campus, except perhaps

those of English composition courses, used objective tests
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almost exclusively., Some did admit that.a combination-type

test of objective and subjective questions could gi4e students

training in writing and organizing substantive material and

at th0 same time would not be too great a burden on the

instructo4,Ao graded them. Perhaps only 30 percent of the

test need be of the subjective or written format. Another

plan might alternate tests between objective and subjectae

/designs. If a campus administrator were to suggest this

plan at a faculty meeting,..with valid reasons for its implemen-

tation, it is possible that both an improved evaluation

format and better education for students might result. This

change might truly offer ore "relevant" education, to use a

4
popular word of the day. Employers have for a number of years

,

deplored the writing an analytical skills of their college-

ecated employees. The

improve this situation.

above suggestion might help to

The-problem of academic grade inflation has been

41
widely publicized in the popular media. Most of the respon-

dents were weal aware of its existence, although a few either

doubted it or Said that even if it were prevalent,-it was of

little concern to them. The vast majority gave numerous

reasons why this phenomenon has developed, not the least of

which being the recently ubiquitous practice of student

evaluations of their instructors. A number of people ex

p).ained that instructors have been giving inflated grades.

in order to be well-evaluated in turn,by their students.

4 r-A
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Other reasons for academic grade inflation were that many

community college students were underprepared, causing

academic standards to decline; as a result, grade inflation
.

had'occurred. Another reason given was pressure from adminis-

trators on instructors to grade higher in order to reduce

student withdrawals from classes. Many other'reasons were

stated to explain the phenomenon of academic grade inflation.

Finally, a solid majority of the respondents did 40

agree that many adjustments made by community colleges to

accommodate underprepared or unwilling students did indeed

threaten academic standards. On the other hand, many approved

of adjustments such as special classes for the seriously.

uerprepared student, including individualized instruction

of various types. Yet many respondents pointed out that

ga-j-istments have been employed to too great an extent in

"typical" classes; that many instructors have graded students'

_ higher or reduced their class assighments in order to insure

their teaching positions.. A number of participants pointed

ut that when adjustments by the instructor are made which

simply "water-down" academic standards and requirements,,

such a practice can be deleterioub to both the college and
4

Students. When such adjustments are made in order to teach

basic information in special classeg to seriously under-

prepared students, they can be useful--provided that such

olaSses really demand that these students apply themselves

to their studies. Otherwise, these classes can simply be a
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"cop-out." Some respondents did say that they have rarely

seen beneficial results from such classes; others simply

said that they were in no position to judge their value but

were willing."to give them a chance."

Implications

A United Press International article reports on "The

Grade Crisis," explaining that there is a credibility orisia

in the grades being passed out in the nation's colleges. It

explains that grades go up as national test scores go down;

a belief already noted above, and corroborated by many of

the participants in this study. This news report says that

A and B marks are increasingly common and thati

Sometimes-under pre'ssure from students
going over a teacher's head to the dean,
C grades are changed to B and the D grade
is rare; the F grade has practically dis-
appeared. Puffed up grades at many schools
do not honestly reflect a student's per-
formance . . . while colleges have been
undergoing a period of inflating grades,
scholastic aptitude scores on college
entrance examinations have been going
dolln.105

It is interesting to note that during the recent decade of

de'clining college entrance scores, many of the newer and more

nnovative teaching methods have been widely employed in the

ublic schools as well as in he community colleges. While

there are other causes that may play an important part in

these declining scores, radically innov tive teaching tech-

/7
niques and curriculums, which hav ot been sufficiently

proven, may be an im o tlactor. At least many of

the respondents in t
.4

se study believe this to be
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true. Apparently there still is a wide gulf between some of

the educational theotiets and writers, who support radically

innovative progas, and many of the practitioners, who

attempt to tee them. Again it must be pointed out, however,

that a moderate amount of curriculum innovation for a changing

world is in order, and some of this has been supporte

many of the respondents. It is the degree and method of

innovation that continue to fire the controversy.

In reviewing the literature on thege topics in Chapter.

II, it was ascertained that a moderate amount of innovation

is necessary in a changing, world. Yet the majority of the

writings referred to or quoted in this study maintained

that curriculum and instructional changes that have been

occurring at many community colleges in recent years may be

too radical - -at least in some important areas. The economic

recession, which has reduced public funding for community

colleges in many States, including Florida, may have had ah,

'Impact cm some highly innovative programs. Since many of

these changes sometimes stress affective rather than cogni-

tive learning, and interpersonal relationships rather than

subject matter, it is possible that some legislators may

have shown their disapproval by voting for relatively lowered

funding for community colleges.

Many educators are sharply critical of legislators

who are voting for reduced funding for education, including '

community colleges, in this day of recession. This criticism

Is understandable. However, the chaotic disciplinary

1.54
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conditions which exist in many public schools, which for

years have been employing innovative formats such as open

classrooms, all-objective testing, and televised classes,

combined with drastically lowered student achievement scores,

are not likely to induce legislators to vote for higher

funding. Unwilling students, whether in the public schools

oin community colleges, can be induced to become more

interested in their studies only up to a certain level,

regardless of pedagogical method. If excessive "accommodation"

of these people continues to increase, with still"more

unproven methodology which is supposed to "Change" them,

It is possible that educational standards will continue to

decline. Changing the standardized tests to accommodate

the student will not solve the problem. The concept of

salvaging,underprepared, unwilling and disadvantaged students

is a most commendable one and should be supported; yet

there are limits to its effectiveness. Perhaps those limits

have already been exceeded in Some areas--if quality education

is to be of prime consideration. For example, students in

the community colleges who make little effort in their

studies and have high class absence records should not be

condoned. Unfortunately, many community colleges do little

to correct this situation. While Class attendance policies

were not specifically included in the questionnaire, this

problem was indicated in verbal discussions with some of

the participants.
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Kenneth B. Newell of Virginia Commonwealth University,

writing in The Chronicle of Higher, Education, says that what

is needed is;

an evaluation system that compensates for
the variable advantage of high grades over
low concerning student evaluations of
their instructors7, a system in which
sLatisticians relate to grades the evalua-
tions submitted by students and calculate
a modified average eva;uation proportional
to the relationship.100 -

Newell maintains that until such a system is developed and

adopted, "teachers will continue to give higher grades for

their own protection, and inflation will continue to soar. "107

The present study recognizes the serious problems

confronting community colleges, and the large numbers of

ethnic, underprepared, and disadvantaged students with -whom

it must deal. Certainly many accommodations'must be made

under these circumstancesacoommodations which were not so

necessary a generation ago. Yet educators must not become

so caught up with accommodating students that they lose hei
sense of perspective about what is and what is not good

education. The problem is not simply one.of accommodating

underprepared students who, for whatever reason, do not t

forth sufacient effort to succeed in their stu es. I

has also spread to the so-called "traditio student - -and

on a large scale. -Ekmice the serious d ine in abs

numbers of students who now score

on the College Entrance Exami

lute

ove 700 and ab.ve 600

tion Board tests, and on the
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Florida Twelfth Grade Examinations,. cited above. The entire

educational proceSS may be in decline. Explaining away the

problem by saying that lower college entrance scores are of

little consequence in today's changing world, and that reduced

ability to write the English language does not matter., as

some educators have maintained, does not help to solve the

problem. Not until there is greater emphasis on basic edu-

cation and more stringent demands on students, both in the

public schools and in the community colleges, wilX real

headway be made. Open, classrooms, objective testing, ethnic

studies, interpersonal relationships, understanding diverse

students, implementing more innovative inst

dualized instruction, and learning contracts

on, indivi-
.

all have

some value in specific situations. However, hese innovations

and accommodations must not be so extensive to weaken0

the educational process rather than strengthen it. Education

includes a certain amount of basic, substantive knowledge and

skill, effort on the part of the learner, and his preparation

for a competitive world. The ability to obtain and use

factual material is a major feature of ecti;Cation. The average

student will not achieve these by means of more academic

grade inflation andmore liberal class attendance policies.

Method, systems, and accommodation must not be substitutes

for effort and academic achievement. This argument is

especially valid by the time the student reaches the community

college level in his studies.

1.57
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William Raspberry, the noted black columnist of the

Washington Post, cited above, deplores the practice of

colleges' "passing" students who come from disadvantaged

educational badkgrounds. He says:

' Few 5olleges7 have been sufficiently "cruel"
- to flunk out large numbers of students

whose academic backgrounds rendered them
incapable of handling college work, and
still fewer have been "mean" enough to
force their low-income students to spend

. an extra one or two years tuition to make
up for their educational shortfall. Too
often, they try to 'achieve academic excel-
lence by declaration, leaving their graduates
to blame it on "racism" when they find
thems4ys unable to compete in the real
world.u°

Since so much criticism of certain innovative teaching

and curricular techniques has been appearing for a con-

siderable amount of time in the popular media and elsewhere,

it might be good for educators to heed some of this "advice

of the.people" and to put it into practice. Indeed, this

plan is already being implemented in a number of public

school systems throughout the country, inclUding Dade and

Broward counties in South Florida, the scene of this study.

Both school systems are soon to start pilot basic education

programs for a few of-their schools. These will be voluntary

in that both teachers.and students may request that they be -

included in t*e experiment. Under the Dade County formats

Studehts will be expected to keep quiet,
be neat, courteous, line up quickly, use
good table manners, do homework and get to
School on time . . Students will work
for better grades and won't be promoted
until,they pass. They will study in self-
contained classrooms under one teacher.

1.555



Tyler's plan-g Dade _School Board member7
was a rejection'of open classrooms, team
teaching, non-graded prOgrams and other
innovations for "those students who feel
the need for a more structured learning
environment." He callecthis approach an
experiment to halt declining Dade reading
and math achievement test scores. He
urged that a special staff. committee be
set up to evaluate the "basic skills"
schools.109

u.

1.54

The results of the above plan for Dade County, Florida,

which is similar to one now being introduced into Broward

County, should eventually have an effect on both Miami -Dade

and Broward Community Colleges. Reports of excellent results

from newly established "basic schools" in Pasadena, California

and elsewhere have already been reported. While the "wave

of the future" will undoubtedly include continuing curriculum

and instruction change/to some degtee, it may also include

a greater emphasis on what often have been considered tradi-

tional education "basic skills." Alternate schools to

accommodate students who prefer different approaches to

education may be part of the answer. In any event, something

must be done to improve the quality and academic standards

.of our public schools and community colleges, and the answer

is not necessarily a financial one. Textbook companies

reporting that 441 numerous occasions they have been forced

to downgrade the reading level of their*flivt-year college

textbooks from the twelfth grade to the ninth grade (due to

the inability of college students to comprehend at the higher

somerillinking people are beginning to 'believe that.
,N;
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higher education's problems are reaching crisis proportions.110

The principle impetus forthe lowered reading level for

textbooks, incidentally, has been the community college.111

The findings in the present study indicate that the

majority of. the teachers who were queried was concerned

about declining academic standards at the community college

level. Innovation at the community college may still be of

benefit, but there probably should be a reduction in the

rate of introducing more innovative programs of the type so

much in fashion in recent years. Change should include a

combination of more basic education and substantive education,

together with some of the best innovative procedures.

Educational "hardware" can be useful, for example, but the

machine should not be allowed to negate the all-important

human factor in the teaching process. For example, computer-

graded tests can be used profitably so long as classroom

testing also includes a generous amount' of instructor-graded

written material. Accommodation for the underprepared

student should certainly be made; but this should not allow

people falling into this category to come to class at will

and to make only a half-hearted effort to study., It should

be realized by now that not all people have the interest

or ability to undertake college level or even remedial studies

of a meaningful type. The argument that virtually every

American citizen should be offered a community college

'* education if he wants one is sound. That everyone should

11.6C
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actually attend such an institution, regardless of his

desire and will to study, is not a valid position. No

teaching methodologies, regardlesa 4i. their innovative eon-
/

cepts, can make the college experience worthwhile to the

unwilling student. In this period of history, when college

graduates in large numbers are unable to find jobs suitable

to their education, alternate approaches to the college

experience may be a better plan for many people not willing

to put forth the effort required in academic pursuits. Non-

degree and on-thejob,training programs may be better for

them. Cooperative, education programs may be the answer for

some people; yet these and other programs should not be of

degree-granting status unless they truly represent a commit-

ment to study. Apprenticeship programs of various types,

for many ybung people may be more valid than degree-granting

studies.

Legislatures, including-Florida's, are reducing the

percentage of state funding going into higher education and

into community colleges in particular. Legislators hear

about high school and even college students who can read

and write at only fifth and sixth grade leVels of ability.

At the same time they know that vast alibis are being spent

on education and that there was a time when this problem,

under somewhk different circumstances, was far less serious.

As already entioned, while there are other possible reabOns
.

for the pr sent situation, many lawmakers are becoming



critical of some of the above mentioned curriculum and

instructional approaches, which have promised far morathan

they have delivered. Basic learning skills and a disciplined

mind are as important today, if not moreso, than in previous

decades. An editorial in the Miami Herald, "Higher Education,

Lower quality?," explains the problem succinctly in sayings

As the Regents gloiida Board of7 begin
to face up to basic problems, the issue
of "quality versus quantity"should be
high on the agenda. And if inadequate
state funding forces a choice, we hope
the Board opts for quality, even at the
cost of limiting access to college.

The state and the university system' do
Ono one a favor by cramming college class-.

rooms with academically unqValifi6d, semi-
literate students whose sheer persistence
is eventually rewarded with a diploma so
devalued that it signifies nothing.112

Both outgoing Florida State University Chancellor Robert

Mautz and'incoming Chancellor E. T. York in the same article

back up the above, position.113

Recommendations

Perhaps the day has arrived when community colleges

should stress quality education in fact and not just as a

slogan. This does not, as already noted, necessa mean

further expenditures of state and local monies. Unless

academic standards are raised at the community college level,

the value of the college degree will continue to decline.'

Certainly a community college is not a selective liberal

arts college and should not try, to be one. Yet it shquld
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still have academic standards which are more concerned with

producing an-educated and trained citizenry than simply in

"accommodating" everyone at the lowest. common denominator.

.'Unless, academic standards_are raised to a reasonable level

o achievement, the underprepared and disinterested student

Mill continue to drag down the''aoademic climate of the. entire

institution. This does not apply, of_course, to courses not

offered for academic credit. K. Patricia Cross has.daid,

as noted above, that the
)
community college's functiori is not

to simply put credentials into the hands of the underprepared

student; this would be a disservi6e both to the student and

to the institution.

'.,What is suggested from the present study are moderate

changes in the community college curriculum and instruction 1

formats, not a drastic overhaul of'the entire structure. The

community college had contributed to a great deal to American

education; let this contribution be even greater(inyearr to \

come. In recent years it had not reached its full potential,

to dome degree because of the reasons cited in this study.

Comm ty college courses -which are offered, for college credit

should stand for'something.. Doing away with grades will not

solve the problem,lem. Doingaway. with competition in college
4-

does not preclude it in one's post-collegiate aetiiities.

l'he above study could.be'a model fdra much more',
.
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question to b ered in a larger study might ask if the

community college sometimes makes too strenuous an effort to

recruit underprepared students for its college-_-,level programs.7
Still another might ask if the libe;;:tiClass atten, cep`-----

----ZZIT-----policies at many community colleges should be made more --,,,

----------------z----____stringent, especially in this day of non-punitive grading.

It might further be asked if liberal attendance policies

reduce academic achievemott, which is often compensated for

\by instructors who give passing grades to almost all students

as result of what they believe is administrative pressure

to do sp.

The- above findings and recommendations do not neces-

sarily mainta3 that there be a downgrading of affectiv'e

learning in favor f cognitive learning at the community

college. Interpers 1 relationships and learning to live in

society are valid aims ferhigher education. Yet the prime

purpose or attending c011ege-.1. to obtain an education..

Substantlie learning in preparatih-for professional and
M.--career education must not be allowed to decline as a result

of an overemphasis on affective learning or n accommodating--

..sstudents who are unwilling to put forth a minimum,amount of'\

'effort. Encounter groups and group dynamics may, under

certain circumstances, have a favorable effect on an indivi-

dual's perso y and well being, but they are not in

selves a substitute for education.
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Finally, it

respondents agreed

of the respondents

160

should be pointed out that)hot'all of the

with the major findings of the study. More

at St. Petersburg supp rted innovative

:instruction and accommodation at the pre ent rate of increase
/

than did those on the other four campuSes. Even at St.

Petersburg, however, the overall r Oonses to these questions

were mixed. At the other .campuse especially at Broward,

Miami -Dade and Edison, there w a clear call for a reduced

rate of more innovative teac ing- and curricular adjustments,

and a strong call for mor substantive lea/413ns and basic

educational skills.

While/,,,t is t that a number Of community college

students who transfer to four-year colleges- and,uni ersities

appear to d'o reasonably w911 in their studies at. the upper

division institutions; this does not tell the entire story.//
Conversations with several faculty members/and,a dean at

Florida State University indicate that that'institution,

for eiAmplej,a4Sdemic standards have een lowered in the past

se4etial years to accommodate the s udents now entering from

'both secondary schools and the community colleges. This

information coincides with the Miami-Herald editorial-quoted

"Higher; Education, Lower gualiy?.'"

Basic academic skills, such as the ability to learn

substantive material and4to write examinations and papers,4r
-were perhaps the mo critical Weaknesses in college students'.

,.--

ca\tion todsY Fbrmer students at.Broward Who have transferred

. 1
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to a four-year institution have repeatedly told this writer

that the community college does not demand nearly enough

academically in preparing theM for the univ sity, although
49

a number of them did say that some of their community co ege

instructors were fine teachers and sometimes more con erned
..----,.,

with student yelfare than mOy of their university counter-

par . Community college faculty members too o ten reducepar

a mio standards in their classes ix order o become more

popular with students, and to compete with their colleague

for more studbnts. Perhaps faculty members of all d tments
Ai

should cooperatively set up guidelines so that cart n minimum
t

academic standards for all classes are Apheld.

The findings of this study Yipl be pres

'Broward Community College administration, including academic

deans, division chairpersons, department heads, and faculty.

Further, a summary of these findings will be presented to

the administrations of the other four South Florida community

colleges which participated in this Major Applied Research

Project, as well as to each of the cooperating faculty members

who helped to make this study possible.

A copy of this study will be sent to ERIC, The

Community College Clearinghouse, where,i.is hoped, it will

be read by many community co1hege administrators and faculty

members, and other Interested persoks. .

In recent months some o,f the findings of the above

study have been presented to the Commuhity College Social
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Sciencfi Convention, meeting in Dallas, Texas, and to the

Florida Political Science Association, meeting in Gainsville,

Florida. In both instances the presentations were enthu-

siastically received, and were the bases for much serious

discussion. Also, shorter papers, in the form of practicums,

based on some of the above material, have already been

published in ERIC, The Community College Clearinghouse,

(March and May, 1975) and in Improving College and University,

Teaching Yearbook (1975), published by the Oregon State

University, Press. Still another article appears in the

Community, College Social Science, Quarterlv (Winter, 1975)

A follow-up investigation (witte two years) is

planned-at Broward Community College to ascertain the effect

which this study may have had at that institution in the

areas of curriculum and instruction. The format for such a

study will ask how the present investigation helped to

influence administrators' and faculty members' viewpoints'

topics such as evalUation, curriculut, instruction and

the like. Other questions and topics, yet to be devised;

will be included in the follow-up study.

In the last analysis, community colleges as well as

public four-year institutions will upgrade themselves only

when the pedple, through their legislators, call foileimproved,

academic -standards and curricular and instructional formats.

The powers of college administrators and academic boards

are limited; they are eventually responsible to the repre-

sentatives of the people and to the people themselves. In

1.67
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recent months there does seem to be an impetus from the press

for change of the nature indicated.in this study. In a

democratic society activity of this kind often develops

slowly; in this instance it cannot come too soon. In many

respects the comunity college has been doing a good job in

trying to teach people of varied abilities, interests,

ambitions, and backgrounds. It can do an even better one

if some of the findings and suggestions made in this study

are examined and considered for possible implementation.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B

Contingency Tablas, o Responses
To Objective Statements With High

Chi-Square ValueS (2.<.001)

Question 1 (stow) Versus Question 4 (Colunn)

Agree' Disagree Total
Agree 10 5 15 ,

Disagree 14 39 53

Total 24 44 68
.Observable Values

Agree DWgree Total
Agree 5 '.1.0 15

Disagree 19 34 53

.

Total 24 44 "68
Expected Values

- ./.

041-Square = 8.2943
Probability of Chi-Square = .0044

Agree
Disagree

Question 1 (Row) Versus Question 6 (Column)

Agree
4

37

Disagree

9

10

Total

13

47

Totall 41 19 60
Observable Values

Agree Disagree Total
Agree. 9 4 13
Disagree "32 15 47

Total 41 19 60
, Expected Values

Chi-Square = 10.8220
Probability of Chi-Square = .0014

1 ..,v5

,N3



Agree
Disagree

Total

Question I (Row) Versus Question 10 (Column)

Agree Disagree Total
11 3 14
17 33 50

28 36

Observable Valdes
64

Agree Disagree Total
Agree 6 8 14
Disagree 22 28 50

Total 28 36 64
Expected Values-

Chi-Square = 8.8294
Probability of Chi-Square = .604'

Question 2 (Row) Versus Question S (Column)

Agree Disagree Total
Agree 11 23 34
Disagree 25 9 34

Total 36 32' 68'

Observable, Values

Agree Disagree Total
Agree

.
18 16 34

Disagree 18 16 34

Total SI 36 32 68
\txpected Values

Chi-Square = 11.5694 ,)

Probability of Oii-Square = .0011

1EG
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Question 2 (Row) Versus Question 9 '(Column)

Are Disagree Total
Agree 13 16 34
Disagree 3 - 29 32

Total 21 -45 66

Observable Values

' Agree Disagree Total
Agree 11 23; 34
Disagree 10 22 32

Total 21 45 66'

Expected Values

Chi-Square = 14.4225
Probability of Chi-Square = .0004

Question 2 (Row) Versus Question 10 (Column)

Agree Disagree Total
Agree 22 11 33
Disagree 7 23

Total
T

29 34

130

/63
Observable Values

Agree Disagree total
Agree 15 18 33
Disagree 14 16' 30

Total 29 34 . 63
Expected Values

(ii- Square . 11.8780

Probability of Chi-Square = .0009

1S7

w
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' I

Question 3 (Row) Versus Question 7 (Column)

Agree Disagree To cal
.%r.;r2e 46 4 50
Disagree 6 - 6 12

Total 52,1 10 62
Observable Values

.

Agree Disagree Total
Agree 42' 8 50
Disagree 10 2 12

Total 52 , 10

,

62
Expected Values

Chi-Square = 12,6194
Probability" of Chi-Square = .00Q7

Question 4 (Row) Versus Question 10 (Column)

,

,

Agree Disagree Total
ree 15 8 23

Disagree 13 , 28 41 1

Total 28 36 64

` Observable Values

Agree Disagree Total
Agree 10 .13 23
Disagree 18 23 41

Total : 28
.

36 64
FiVocted Values

,.. ..
. ,

Chi-S4uareo.7233
;

.

Probability of Chi-Square =4095

1S8



Question 5 (Row) Versus Question 7 (Column)
/

Agree' Disagree 'focal
Agree 33 2 35
Disagree 19 9 28

Total 52

Agree
Disagree

11 63
Observable Values

ree Disagree Total
29 6 35
23 5 28

Total 52 11 63-

Expected Val Ues

J-Chi-Square = 7.5391
Probability of Chi-Square = .0063

Question 5 (Row)-Versu.g.- Question 10 (Column)

Agree Disagree Total
Agree 8 , 26 34
Disagree . 20 9 29

Total 28.0 35 63
Observable Values

'Agree

Agree 15
Disagree 13

Disagree
19
16

Total ,/ 28 35

ected Values

Chi. Square = 13.0856

Probability of Chi-Square = ,0006

"E9

Total

34

29

63
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.

.Zuestion 7 (Row) Versus Question 10 (Colton)

.1(b5

Agree Disagree TOtal
Agree 16 32 48
Disagree 9 1 10

Total 25

Observable Values

33 58

Agree Disagree Total
Agree 21 27 48
Disagree 4 ' 6, 10

Total 25 33 . 58
F.

. Expected Values

Chi-Square = 10.8360
Probability of Chi-Square = .0014',

Question 8;(12m) Versus Question 10 (Column)

.

Disagree .TOtal .

Agree '

Disagree

Total

15

14
----7-7-

, 29
.

28

2
43:
16

30

Obserftble Values
50

Agree ,
.

Disagree Total
Agree 21 .22 . 43.
Disagree 8 8 -,' 16

Total 29 p 50 59
. . Expected Values

Chi-Square = 12.9170

Probahility of Chi-Square = .0006



APPENDIX C
wm.

Representative Sampling of the Subjective Responses.to the
Six Open-Ended Questions of Part II of the Questionnaire

(Some responses have been omitted or occasional/y abridged
because of redundancy, overly long answers and space ilmi-
'tatabns.)

Question 1
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Do you believe that the use of the College LeveZExamination
Program (C.L.E.P.), which often allows a student to'pre-empt a
course if he scores at least in the 50th percentile, is'a proper
substitute for taking a course? Should the percentile re-
quirement for passing be higher? Should some subjective or
written responses also be mandatory as well as the objective
ones now required?,

Responses

Broward Community College (Central Campus)

(a) No. .In addition to the-pe-T-antile needing tole higher,
objective tests indicate recognition without application.
Subjective and written responses would better reveal
how.well a student's thought processes can apply a
given set of data-solving problems, for instance.

(b) It would,' of course, be nonsense to require a student.
.tNtake a course, the content of which he has already
mastered (hence placement tests, C.L.E.P., etc.). I
see no objection to allbwing a student to "test out,"
of a course. But must we grant credit for it? In
MFL (Modern Foreign Languages) we have students who
skip the first year courses because they have had two
years of a foreign language in high school, but they
get no credit for the exemption. Certainly writte4
answers should be required in a course whose objective
is to write clearly (e.g. English 101).' I

(c)- The percentile of 50 is too'low and written work should
be required. Also, the test should reflect the course
being pre-empted.

(d) This type of test should be avoided at all cost. Of
- course I/believe there should be_written 'answers and

oral. But many 5tudents7 can neither write nor talk.

(e) The percentage/for passing should be raised and there
shoulebe some subjective material (written) required.
CbjectiVe)e-a:bs mainly test recall- -more .than that is
Heeded to' understand a subject so that credit can be
received.
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(f) The C.L.E.P. test passing grade should be raised to
70% and should include some written as well as objective
responses.

(3) Some subjective or Nritcen responses should be mandatory
for C.L.E.P,

(h) The C.L.E.P. percentile is o.k. but let's have some
essay--especially in the non-physical science areas.

(i) I do not believe C.L.E.P. is a proper substitute for
taking a course. I _believe the C.L.E.P. exams should
be eliminated.

(j) C.L.E.P. is not and cannot be a satisfactory substitute
for actually taking the course in some disciplines. The
fiftieth percentile is too low for passing. While
requiring some written work in lieu of all objective
work is certainly desirable, it is not perhaps very
feasible. We live in a computer age and the administration
of C.L.E.P. might become too cumbersome. X would recommend
requirements or perhaps even. total discontinuance.

(k) I think C.L.E.P. is a good idea. 'However, I was unaware
that the 50th percentile was acceptable. I would
definitely opt for 75% instead. Written responses
would not be necessary provided objective questions are
designed.

(1) The percentile should be at least 70%. Also, some
subjective or written responses should be mandatory.

(m), I firmly believe in the C.L.E.P. test. But that per-
centile should be raised to about 70%i I understand
that the institution can choose its own figure. I
don't, believe that subjective or written espouses are
necessary. Considering'that most inspruc ors do not
come close to finishing the course material, a 70%
response on a C.L.E.P. test would be entirely adequate.
This would free a student to take advanced istory courses
or follow other interests. I'm firmly oppos d to
locking students into a class to create jobs r in-
structors. These comments ap y only to basic. ourses.

(n) I think C.L.E.T..is sat actory now. I see no reason
1

for taking a °curs less the student demonstrates that
he doesn't gr the material covered in that course.
Subjective-br written responses become uObersome in a
large school system and are scored too subjectively. No
two papers are soored.identically. I'think the present
system works--if no rfectly.
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(o) C.L.E.P. is a good idea - -if (a), the passing requirement
is raised to, say, 75% and (b) a written)Dart (at
least 25% of the test) is included to test the student's
ability to communicate correct' effectively in his
native language. As C.L.E.P. I now, it's a riqlculguS
sift to the student.

(p) For some courses C.L.E.P. may be all righltif t
phases of nursing, music, 'physical exerci es
perhaps, even foreign langlages. But for his
English, mathematics the score should be much
At least some written material (up to 75 respon
perhaps) should be a part of the test.

V
ng,

and,
ory,
igher.
es,

Miami-Dade Community College, (South Campus)

(a) I do not believe the C.L.E.P. test for freshman com-
position is a valid representation of what a student
needs to learn in a composition course. Thus I do not
think that passing such a test at the '.50th percentile
is a substitute for taking the course., Either the
"passing score" should be raised and written material
be required, or the whole thing should,be dropped.

(b) do not think the C.L.E.P. test is a per substitute
for taking a course, particularly one in English com-
position. I thought that the original purpose of the
C.L.E.P. test was to provide the mature student, long
out of high school, a way of translating his experience
-into credits. I think using it to give credit to high
school graduates is a kind of vitiation of its purpose.
I think the passing percentile should be higher. At
one time it was the 75th percentile at the University
of Florida. I prefer that the present figure be raised
or the test not be used at all. I do not know how .

subjective or written responses could be used or made
mandatory.

V
(c) It depends on .the course. For courses abundant-with

cognitive input, C.L.E.P. is fine. However, for courses
having to do with process, such as human relations, the
idea of giving credit or C.L.E.P. is absured.

(d) I believe in the use of C.L.E.P. The requirement for
passing might be higher--in the normal range of about
75% and up.

(e) The C.L.E.P. test is a good idea for ei "skills" course
such as math, but for freshman Englis}1 it should be
abolished. Too many things not readily measurable take
place in the classroom. Writing several themes and

c`



exchanging ideas with other students is essential to
freshman

(1) No,, 30th percentile or near it is not sufficient
4,-<1rimy opinion; it should be raised tt about 65X. 1

fe-41-jt would have a more valid te t if it did Include
several-esay questions--perhaps a hoice of three out
of six for purposes of revealing h w capable'the student
at this level is in expressing hi herself.

(g) The C.L.E.P. test is not a valid substitute fortaking
a course. The student's background should be eval ted
by the appropriate faculty member. If the stud is
deemed, to have an adequate background, a written
ject e test should be *ministered to determin

e 'for the course.

The'percentile score of 50 on the C.L.E.P. test reflects
D level competency, which is passing. Pass-fail grades
do not indicate the level of competency and thus are
-often not transferable. I believe that-i several
courses are permitted undei. C.L.E.P.c/t competency
level should be C. I believe some 2: .E.P. tests do
hav* mandatory written responses. is is essential
Inian area such as English compos ion. Where the
inOtitutIon requires essay test: or.term papers for
`course work,1 believe they ould be able to insist
upon written responses in e C.L.E.P. tests.

'(i) Nothing could replace e classroom experience. However,
is a worka e alternative. Yes, the perwitile

should be consid- ably higher-75. While mo fficul$
to grade, any ort of written response ould show deptht
of knowledge as opposed to know166-ge per se.,

/ (j) A C.L.E.P. test is not 4/substitute
basic ingredient is lac ng7,!!...tatiaty

Rather, than broaden its-use by addi
rjic-tive_c_r written responses, I

7" the C.L.E.P.-test to cases
fruitful maturing procesS
studies.

--=--
) C.L.E.P. is not a proper s

now stands. The percentag
choice exam is of no conse ence. It should.be an essay
exam administered by 9-ace emic departments. !

(

cation. A
dent relations.

additional sub-
ld limit d restrict,;

e students, ving had d
now irinsed of accelerated

7/
bstit e for a course as C.L:E.P

ired based on a multiple-.

(1) From what I know .of the
requirements are too low as a
or courses .being pre-empted.
are rather far remotred from the

.P.7 test, the score' ;

ubstitute for the coukse
ten the C.L.E.P. test's
objectives of the 1,.;

E,
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__Courses being pre-empted. Probably s me written responses
be required, but thatis the 1 ast important

f4Ctor as often the courses being pre- empted are tested
by objective tests only:

(m; C.L.E.P. test requirements are\too low. They cheapen
the quality and intent of the cademic procedure.

7 (n) The C.L:E.P. test does not measitre.the student's ability,
to write an English sentence. One.of my students last
term had failed English three times at the University
of Miami and was making two D's here with two different
instructors in two courses. He "clepped" the courses.
The C.L.E.P. is not a substitute for the experience of
taking the classes.

(o) The C.L.E.P. test is not a valid substitute for taking
a course. The student's background should be evaluated
by the appropriate faculty members. If the student is
deemed to have an adequate background, a written, sub-.
jective test should be administeredto determine his
grade for the course.

St. Petersburg Community College (Clearwater Campus)

(a) It'depends on the course. For a basic math or English
course the C.L.E.P. test at the,75th percentile seems
appropriate if some subjective or written responses are
required for the English course. Probably any tntror
ductory Social science or humanities course could
profitably be "Clepped" (I) if the test were adequately
devised, the percentile requirement for passing were
higher, and written responses were included. But I
don't believe there should be C.L.E.P. tbsts in Courses
where class parttcipation leads to neW insights or where
thex;e is a possibility of real intellect or personal
growth.

(b) I do not see the C.L.E.P. test in terms of a "substitute
for taking a course,".whether proper or improper. I

see it as an indicator of the probable value of the
course to the student. I feel that'it works reasonably
well, is certaily to the advantage of,students, and
admits the possibility that the 75% of life spent outside'
of school might have som= educational value.

(c) I do believe that t .1.E.P. is a proper substitute
for taking a course. I like to see the percentile
requiremet raised to the 75th centile, however.
I do not elieve.that it is necessa to have subjective
or written, responses as part O C.L.E. . Who would

. v,
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have time to read all of these? Besides, if the per-
centile were raised, as I suggested, the need for the
written responses might be obviated. Let's try that
approach first.

(d) No--it is .not a proper substituce for taking a course.
'N.. It should have a higher percentile and include some

written material.

(0 I have no objections to C.L.E.P. at the 50th peicentile.
Of course, it may not be a substitute for taking a
course, say in composition; but let's free up the student
to get into the work he wants to get into. Be can
always come back and take. a mini-unit in somfthing he
finds he needs in the future. No new responses are
needed.

(f): Absolutely not--regarding performance courses such as
freshman English. The C.L.E.P. test involves "decoding,"
so to speak, while course work involves "encoding"--two
different processes. Regarding "content" courses, 50%
is far too low. Further, the C.L.E.P. test for "content"
courses should contain an essay question worth 25% of
the test) score, with "passing" being determined by a
students having achieved at, least 85% of the "objective"
section and at least 80% of the "essay" section.

(g) I believe C.L.E.P.-ing "elementary" courses is permissable,
but I definitely think that,a score at the 50th percentile
is too low (recommend at least 75). I also believe
there should be some subjective or written responses as
well as objective ones, especially in English.

(h) Percentile not high enough. There should be sub ective
material in the test. The test as it is is not a proper
subStitute as credit for a course.

(1) I do not believe the C.L.E.P. test and its present use
are justifiea:.Fi.rst, paper and pencil tests that put
their emphasis on facts and skills shoUld be downplayed
by every educator. ,k1so, testing out of a course can
be much better handled if the instructor or institution
devises its own learning s stem for each course, pro-
viding for instruction, testing and progress at the
student's pace. The change of the percentile would
not affect my views, nor would the inclusion of sub-
jective or written responses.

Manatee Community Coll e

t(a) Yes, I am in favor of C.L.E.P. Res arch has consistently



shown that the majority of those "C.L.E.P.ing" courses
are in the upper 25% anyway and go on to pass, equally
high, more advanced courses. But bhe percentile on
C.L.EN. should be raised.

Co) I have mixed emotions regarding the C.L.EJ. redit.
As the parent of two children in college at -tthe same
time, the financial benefits derived via the C.L.E.P.
test is appealing.( -'As a teacher of the English language,
I fear that the C.)L.E.P. test credit often denies the
student the, opportunity to learn specific, efficient
techniques for developing 'research papeis which will be
required of him in many academic areas and, therefore,
renders an injustice to the student. Furthermore, I
sense that a student who has "Clepped" most of his
freshman year, particularly if he is a freshman student
at a major university, is meted out.a more difficult
adjustmentAperiod from the standpoint of emotional and
mental set/than he would have had under normal cir-.
cumstances, since he is expected to operate academically
at the sophomore or junior levels sags the benefits
of freshman course experience.

(c) I believe that the C.L.E.P. test is a "proper" sub-
stitute for course§ which primarily emphasize recall
and understanding of factual knowledge. I think that the
50th percentile is an adequate score for credit. I do
not think that subjective or written responses should
be mandatory.

192

(d) The norms are appropriate (50th percentile). I do
believe some written responses would be appropriate',
particularly for the English exam. The current test
does not in any way measure the student's ability to
communicate effectively in written form.

(e) Am for C.L.E.P. with some reservations'. The percentile
requirements are probably reasonable. If applied com-.
munications Skilld and Cognitive abilities could be
measured against some common standards. I believe it
would be helpOul to have subjective, written responses
included.'

;f) I do believe the C.L.E.P. requirement is far too low
and is not a substitute for taking a course. I've had
"C.L.E.P. students" who were unable to handle the next
course sequence--4tea number of times.

(g) Yes, it is a proper substitute for. the general education
requirement. No, the percentile should not be higher. No
subjeotive.evaluation should be required.
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Edison Community College

(a) Yes, C.L.E.P. is an acceptable alternative as a means of
acquiring credit for the student who is capable of
demonstrating proficiency equal to or better than What
would be earned from classroom experience. C.L.E.P.
is best suited to skill courses or to those that are
highly factual in content. The-percentile requirement
should be considerably higher than the 50th. I feel
very strongly that written responses should be mandatory.

(b) (a) I think the C.L.E.P. is a good test.
(b) The score might be raised to 60th percentile.
(c) No, the subjective answers would be too time consuming.

(o) No--I am against the C.L.E.P. test. Because I
college should set attitudinal or emotional tones Fla--these get by--passed ih7C.L.E.P. Society is not just
facts. Studies 'are needed; to see WIlsryind of student
we are turning out with C.L.E.P. exams.. I don't know
about higher percentiles.. Subjective an written res-
ppnses are a possibilitY.

(d) Logically, the C.L.E.P. program46ught to be a p
substitute for the taking of a course. This woul
true if one assumed that the only reason for taki
required course would be to learn some facts c cern
a particular subject, which could be measur _Object lie
Of course, anyone who teaches knows that this is a f Ise
assumption. The validity of studying any subject al00
depends upon the student learning to see relationshiPlp
to think,, to have the personal experience of hearing la ,

creatiVe instructor or becoming involved in lively c ass ,
discu6Sions, etc. The C.L.E.P. test does not do thi.1
of course. The percentile requirement sIpuld definitely
be higher and there. should be a limit to the number of
cour4es which can be exempted for the student to be
considered eddcaed. It would be more desirable for
the student to have some written responses required if
a qualified person would be grading it.

(e) In my opinion the u e of C.L.E.P. test scores, which
allow credit fgr ores in the 50th percentile, is'
academically dishoneft. In my opinion no score under
the 75th percentieshould be accepted. Further, I'
would allow only subject matter tests but not general.
ones to be used for pre-empting purposes.

(f) I regard C.L.E.P. tests as suitable substitutes for. ,,z,

courses to establish proficiency in certain fields.
Criteria for passing should be the 60th percentile

A_
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rather than the 50th. Some written responses should be
required on C.L.E.P. tests in the social sciences.
These should carry a weight of 25% of the total.

(g) Generally I do not think the C.L.E.P, test is a proper
substitute for taking a course. Specifically, if a
person's background and experiences have gotten him far
more knowledge and expertise than is tested for on the
C.L.E.P., then I think the C.L.E.P. is a beneficial
device for assisting tlie person in not having to prove
himself in a full course. To prevent a person Trom
"lucking out" or just skimming through, I believe the
percentile passing requirement should be much higher,
sayP0%. I am not familiar with C.L.E.P.test forms,.
but would say that if they do not already include
subjective or written answers, then they should be
mandatorially required. Objective testing simply does
not elicit enough information from the person taking
the test. ..Too many unlpowns can be only lightly touched
upon or skipped completely.

(h) I believe in the C.L.E.P. program as I believe that it
is a waste of time and energy to repeat courses of
which the student already has the knowledge and skill
taught in that course. I believe that the 50th percentile
is to low, however.

y`



,,, Question,2

Comment on the use of individualized formats (gtudy at your own
rate, etc.) for classroom learning. What do Yduitillnk of
learning and beha7toral objectives slo-p4ms as an instructional
format? What experience, if any, have You had with them?

Responses

Broward Community College (Central Campus)

(a) From a philosophical standpoint, indiviflualYied instruction
seems ideal in areas of study where skills are involved.

-,..:42wever,-in disciplines that involve ideas and concepts
the exchange of ideas among stwients and instructor is
very important. A combinatioff-W,both individualized and
a more conventional approach miOt be good if it were not
for the'practical Amitations of large class loads and
."productivity", goals. FiOm a practical standpoint this
approach would work only if the instructor were willing
to devote many hoUrg:;to this methods.

As for learhing objectives, they probably are useful if
they are set up in broad and flexible form. Rigid learning
objectives in my opinion, are detrimental to the liberal
arts (non-skill) type of course, and tend to fragment. -'
education into "pieces" of learning. "

(b) Individualiked forms of instruction tend to bore me--I
prefer the interplay of ideas and personalities. However,
I have had little experience in this area.. As for learning
objectives, I have mined feelings. Detailed learning
objectives can dehumanize education--make it mechanical.
General and broad objectives could be useful since they
would help to guarantee that the course is covering a
representative sample of the material.

%ow.

(c) All instructors should have definite learning objectives
and some direction in behavioral objectives. Most students
prefer a structured course. Individualized formats shoUld
be saved for exceptionally capable students and for indi-
vidual study courses. Special classes for the underprepared
might find this method useful. For regular classes I do
not favor individualized instruction.

(d) I think learning and behavioral objectives are needed., I
do not favor individualized instruction except for special
classes. In foreign language teaching refer the "give-
and-take" system where ideas and' information can be
exchanged.

8; rt .1144 Lir
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(e) Individualized inst Lion is advisable only in honors
courses or with superior students in regular classes. It
is neither practical nor wise for the majority. The
good student, however, has the personal discipline to mAke
good use of the added responsIbilitf such a format pUts
on him. All instructors should have specific objectives
in their teaching. But I'm against what is sometimes
classified as behavioral objectives-- mechanized require-
ments which are not very different from the se of "work-
books" in the secondary or elementary scho of a by-gone
period. If the objectives are clear and omprehensive--
fine; otherwide learning becomes rolte emory and com-
puterized--similarto old-fashioned workbooks, in some
respects.

(f)

!.

(g)

No doubt individualized instruction is effective in many
instances. However, I think the interaction in a class
is essential to education. By this I mean the Socratic
method of teaching, with discusSlonand explanation of an
issue. I think the setting of objectives is important,
lout often only academic objectives are set--with no room
or',concern for personal ,objectives in the course.

Learning at one's own ra eis 'lane. However, the busineSs
of educating the larger. ublic.is not the proper place
to be using individualized instructional-formats. If this
must be done, auditing alcourse rather than taking it for
credit is the proper way for those in need of individualized
instruction to gat their leducation. I do not approve of
"learning objectiVes" asIsuch as a useful teaching method,
although, it is true, teetching should have objectives.

(h) I believe strongly in individualized instructional formats
for-classroom learning. try to give every unusual or
tinderprepared student such an opportunity. This is
extremely difficult to doc:when one is teaching over 100
English composition students. Learning an&behavioral
'objectives ate important adjuncts to teaching, but they
should not, in my opinion, be the only determinants-of
what goes on in the classtoom.

Yes, I use behavioral objectives,.especially in 8.P.A.N.S.
(special classes for the underprepared) and also in my
other courses. With more advanced classes a teacher's
objectives can be mote-general; with basic classes very
specific objectives need to be met.

(1) Individualized instruction is practicable only for the more
mature student-4-not generally indicated for 17-19 year olds.
Too much temptation to "goof off." The instructor has
important things to say and to discuss with the group.

-e,



Learning objectives are useful only if properly applied.
They should be used as guidelines rather than as minute
particles of information to be learned.

(3) I've had little if any experience with individualized
tristruotLon in the classroom. However the present system
of allowing students to work at their own rate both in and

if allowed to set their own pace, will make little progres

out of class is not satisfactory. The majority-of students,'

in the classroom and probably even less outside the class.;room.

(k) I have had no experience with the use of individualized
instructional formats. However, I am inclined to think
that in a class of students of various abilities the
better students would tend to be neglected, as piob bly a
disproportionate amount of the, instructor's time wou
probably be spent on the poorer s. However, if all
students could receive equal instrUo., onal time, some
courses might advantageously use indi alized instruc-
tional formats for the benefit of studen of various
abilities. I am a bit he'sitant about endo g the
academic conceit of behavioral objectives. 'reaching, as
well as life, cannot constantly mark out with_"feed back"what to learn or what to do. The student himself-should
make certain judgements about what should be learned inhis reading. On the or hand, if learning objectives

**---are reasonably broad,-they may be a good teaching method.

(1) I 65-not have experience in individualized instructional
formate, I have, among my students, young people who come
from Nova' Lgigh School /'where this system is at wor .
Even the brightest claim that it is wonderful; I eve-r
heard one say that it is unsatisfactory.

.(m) With unlimited resources I could philosophically agree withtotal individualization. Since we will always have limited
resources, I have to take a practical viewpoint and com-
promise. Instead of spreading out the work for a course
over a longer period of time for slow workers, I would
like to see these people end-mord time'each day on a
class, perhaps takin felter classes. Logically, you cannot
Lecture etc. when each student is,at a different place
The slow workers are exactly the'students who also cannot 1
work independently through self-help types of approaches.

(n) I dd not believe that the individualized instructional
formats are desirable for the average student. Only "honors"
people are capable of using such teaching'methodology. I
have had some experience with this. Sometimes classes for
the seriously underprepared find them useful. Behavioral
objectives formats can be helpful if they are not too
detailed. -



Miami-Dade Community Colles.RJSouth C66-1

\\ (a) I have written behavioral objectives for three coursers. I
, think they. can help organize and structure a coarse when

they are used as :;oAething to teach toward, Exclusively,
they become dangerous to education. I an not a supporter
of individualized instruction formats except in special
classes.

(b) Individualiz instructional formats'can be valuable,
.

particularly w =n so many Wide differences exist in motiva..-
tin and ability. Behavioral objectives made-by the
teacher for his own, asses can be valuable, but those
handed down from "abov " can be destructive. I have been
required to set them up 1. minute detail, but have no
intention_of utilizing-them.

(c) I have had extensive experience writing and developing
behavioral'objectives, and I think such objectives are both
valid, useful and even necessary, in college teaching. As
for individual instructional programs, some that I've seen
are excellently developed and administered; others are an
abomination, a parady of-learning.

Id) I- -think any good teacher, without so structuring them,
uses certain kinds of individualized formats in classroom
learning. I think the formalized naming of learning
Objectives and behavioral objectives is, a kind of game
by which ate are trying to find names to label.those things
whiCh Will`take place anyhow.' I think-we need to stress
content, and\all these other things will come automaticallY.
My experience th objectives has me think they are
"gimmicky."

(e) I db,not believe in ehavioral objectives or in indivi-
dualized instruction. MICKEY MOUSE!

(f) "Study at your own rate" is not conducive to discipline
and academic excellence. At best it allows the Pslow" or
poor student an excuse for falling behind.' This goes for
most individualized instructional formats. Learning and
behavioral objectives promote a lock-step methodology-
but at least they prevent an instructor from teaching the
same course for history and political science. ,/ have
writtenobjectives and still am writing them. Unpleasant!

(g) Some courses, ch as English Composition or Developmental
Beading, are difficult to teach on an individualized basis--

less they are "programmed." The interaction of the class
is important to the instructor in communication with the
students. Stimulating ideas can be contagious.

e7"
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(h) instructional formats have always seemed
well based from a philosophical aspect. In reality, I
have never used the format nor have I seen it in use. Iwould tend to be suspi,cious of tha procedure until it was
exhaustively tested.

(I) Time is a reality In the job world. indivIdualzed'In-structIon is what the instructor is for, but within limits.
Behavioral Objectives are O.K.- -but they shOuld be usedcreatively and not in order to limit what is taught; theycan be an excuse for simplistic teaching and evaluation.
All my classes have them. I have written them for threeA courses! They are required!

-

(0) I think behavioral objectives are an exe llent idea and Ihave approved of them since we have ins tuted them at
Miami-Dade (South) in social science. 0 jectivesmake
the course clearer for students and avoid excess garbage
included at the arbitrary will of the instructor. Behavioral.objectives are a bit more difficult to measure and to dealwith, but again I believe they have a positive valie.
"Study at one's own rate" presupposes a system that can

r

allow for the time and measurable success for such a prograd
without padding the -results for the podrer and slowerstudent. It has merit, but in a public institution, wheretime is of the essence, it is &bit:hard to do.

.

(k) Individualized instructional formats work with well-.
motivated students and weekly supervisiont.and tutorials
individualized formats are the only Solution_I've seenfor underprepared students. This counteracts the frustrationof failing when success can be seen. The "study-at-your-
own-rate" idea works over a time plan,,nOt in instructionbut in student product.ObjectIves have helped to clarifywhat is taught, but they often-- ,omit unmeasurables or long
range effects on students. The behavioral objective formatis awkward and the language is reStructiveg-inflated and ,abstract. I have worked with them, written them,-and_workedaround them.

(1) For an instructor with rive or more sections, individualattention for studerits may be difficult. Students Studying,at their own --rate is nothing new unless they individually
ask Ato.be-tested whenever they feel ready for an exam. r .-----obviput reasons, this would be difficult to, comply-1d

. Stlidents who complete units befo-re-citherrs-Aght be en----couraged to investigate other materials which could facilitatebroader comprehension of subject matter. Slower students--in fact all students experiencing confusion or difficulties--are usually encouraged to seek help from the-instructor.We have employed both cognitive and affective objectives

E04
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in the eduC tonal program. They have been hcpful insofar
as clarifY g what students are expected to kntpw in ful-
filling rse,requirements. Such objectives also help
in,atru ring courses for the instructor.

/.1) A cer %: n amount (as much as the instructor cari, manage; of
.

IndiVi ualized instruction is necessary to the t aching of
comp/0 ition. Most behavioral objectives I have seen are
so clumsily worded or incapable of objective measurement
that I find them worthless; \

//

(n) When feasible, the student should be allowed to learn atV
his own rate. Behavioral--oblactiNws-as a,format for aR s-
room instruction stink! They have recently been inj oduced
into the courses I teach. They do not allow enough freedpm
of instruction for the professbr or enough freedo in
learning for the student.

(o) I don't see ho#0411yona'can accomplish anything wi out a
firm set of objectives. I have taught four courses for
which there are- departmental cogniti,Ve and affective.

4,
objeb\tives. These are not necessathily my objectives, and

.
in most cases were written to co rdinate with a particular
textbook., As such, they are $e-work.eI believe that any

r-- college instructor thouldbe able to present his objectives
for his courses And suppor them with evaluative instruments
and data. However, I do not believe that the objectives
need to be the same fo each person, if several instructors
of one course are asic agreement on its content. Nor
do I believe that prescribed form for objectives is
necessary as lopj as'they are clearly stated.

At the colt e level, schedules and the number of students
make i d ficult to individualize instruction under normal

1 circu stances. It is possible to use programmed:texts for
som urses, permitting the student to work at his own
s ee4 4 Th 'ese are most useful for courses suc as math,
wh e cognitive objectives predominate' and s 11 is the

sired:goal. I have found that offering tions, such as
,ariable work for A, ,B, and C grades is desirable for
the students. The pOor student, or.the interested ones,
may be relieved to Yilave onIy'a minimum ii unt of work to
:Ss the course. The better students/4! *that they do not

fee ....: llenged to work up to maxi m,ca ability under
ariable sur.:h as having to d a term paper in order

et an. A/-d?' e they have ades on all other work. .

I th k in. -4 alize truct on is sse tial for remedial
work, s pg - is t hand :t the co, ege level by
special Wr8ions. An vidual '4 ititgram for a few
especia 7' ca-11e students . e: :*,e ed by an instructor
with a normal lo = Otherwise, lets the r itution
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is willing to establish honors programs with independent
study credit, with sufficient instructor time permitted,
such ideas simply are not feasible.

(p) IndiVidu'alizea formats miht have:a purpose in one
courses, but I feel they would be less than useful in
my classroom. Objective systemscan be helpful to instructor -

and Student alike, but only if used with a certain amount
of flexibility.

(a)

St. Petersburg Community College (Clearwater Campus)

I am preseptly in my second year of experimentation with
the use of individualized instructional formats for Englishcompattion ( a skill.). The learning objectives and
behavioral objectives are part of this format as ;use it,
and understand that it is being, used around theA'Untry.
Since I have begun to use these methods, I have found that
there seems to be less confusion in the minds of my
students as to what I expect of them. Perhaps my enthu-
siasm is distorting my perception. I hope not.

(b) I have had no experience in writing behavioral objectives.
But I do not think behavioral objectives and goals make
much practical sense as an instructional format.

(0) I have used behavioral objectives extensively in composition.
I consider the format. quite successful, and for my own
teaching style prefer it to the lecture system. The student
needs to know what is expected of him. Behavioral objec--
tives, when criterion referenced, prevent teachers from

. being capricious (such as the English teacher who flunks
the paper because of spelling errors). I have taught at
least10 sections of composition using behavioral objectives.
However, I amot suggesting that they are the only way
to go. Alternate modes are also needed to fit the learning
style of the teacher.

?

(d) Given "open-ended" semester, O.K. Learning Objectives/
Behavioral Objectives--such systems force "content orienta-
tion" at the expense of other meaningful, truly educating
experiences. I have had experience writing them and have
witnessed them in action. I believe that the "necessity"
of writing them is often used as a means of "putting down"
teachers, and that in some systems, especially in secondary
,schools, the evaluation of one's "behavioral objectives"
is used. more as 'a means of intimidation and "punishment"
than as a potential means of improving education.

01.



-(e) Individual instructional formats are needed in order to
help _some students learn, especialIy'since we now' have such
a wide vartance of abilities in ,the classroom. Setting
up learning objectives is an ideal way to approach
dualtzed instructlon. However, it requin.ts a great decd.
of preparation time for the t,,!,Aohqr to set up, a good
deal of expense to get the suitable "hard" and "soft" ware,

\ and continuous monitoring and revision to make it work. I
have studied under Dr. John Roueche and worked out a unit
of study for a three week period. Other teachers who have
(pethaps half-heartedly) tried it complained that there was
not enough time to go into the subject on such a detailed,
step-by-step basis. I am going to try it again with two
groups (one deaf and the other normal) to see how it works
oUt.

(f)

(g)

I am strongly in,favor of individualized instructional
formats. I prefer to interpret "individualized" as meaning
more--t just adjusting time. I think of behavioral
objectit s systems as a great aid in learning and hence a
desirable instructional format. I am currently teaching
four sections of individualized composition.

I believe every course should be developed on an indivi-
dualized study, system's approach. Learning objectives,
behavioral objectives or performance objectives are
extremely important to the process, but stating or writing
them, under rigid standards does as, much harm as good. I
favor "goals" as Mager describes tem. I have had nine
years experience teaching, writing and developing visuals
for a system's approach.

(h) Self-paced instruction is very effective with respect to
poorly prepared students and for high achieving students.
It has saved many students from failure. My experience
has shown that'more topics can be learned than with lecture
presentations. p

(i) The use of individualized instruotion is becoming more
widespread and has been used in our departtent in many and
varied courses. It has met with a variety of responses

a 'from students and teachers alike. The biggest problem
seems to be that students procrastinate and really feel
the need for some deadlines, or else they never complete
the course. AlsoteSome prefer the lectute method. Ideally,
both methods should be available so the student could have
a choice--to choose the one that would benefit him the most.

0

Theoretically, individualiZed instructional formats are
greats but at our college they don't seem to have worked,
according to the feedback I have received from students-and
some faculty members who have tried it.,

07(V,ht.P.
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I have found lea ning objectives and beh vioral objectives
very helpful as an instructional format. IAse them for
every unit,I teath'I,Etychology and Anthropology) . The
students universally endorse them and t' (study

.
allow me to gtve more stimulating lect res or lead fruitful
discussions rather than being chained"to the t xtbook or
to handouts. The students have tha security o knowing
what material they will be tested on, and so on enjoy .A

the illustrative and extra material presented in class. \

There is more,time for discussions.

(a)

Manatee Community College

Individualized instructional unitS--,are a mea
They should not be used to exclude the tea er
completely. Instructor approval can be a motiv
even at the college level. Behavioral objective
They are goals or aims that have always been a
planning but are now more visible oridescriptive
the teacher actually expects to achieve with ins

Ir

o an, end.
onta ?t
tingfactor
s are good.
rt- Of
of hat
ruc ion.

(b) I firmly believe that each person should be able to earn
at his own rate. In the absence of this ideal, the nimum
requirement for a learning situation would be a set o
behavioral objectives. I have developed these objectives
for each module of each course I teach and find that,ias
expected, siudents perform better when they are appraised
of what one expects them to have accomplished.

(C,) This (behavioral objectives format) is fine for the right
teacher or team of teachers. For the traditional teacher
this "bugs the hell" out of him: The learning'and be-\
h oral objective format may be another educational
"g niblick," not needed if the instructor is doing a good
j of teaching. I've had no experience in it, but all
our course syllabi now must be so written.

(d) The theory of individualized instructional formats is an
ideal one. Learning or behavioral objectives are essential
to the success of the individualized format. It has been
my experience that in practice individualized instruction
requires assistants in the classroom, smaller classes, or
both, iri order to be successful.

(e) I think that well-constructed, individualized instructional.
formats are valuable for classroom learning. I use the
term "individualized" td mean offering a.choice of learning
activities and "rate" to the learnernot as synonymous
with ,"independent" study. In some subject areas, such as
writing, small group work is essential. Large group in-
.struction is useful for selected situations in almost any
subject area.
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----7(?) Individualized:Iat-ruction is desirable if, class numbers
are low. With the current economic trend tow rd larger
classes, the mechanics of individualized il,truction become
overwhelmiAg.

////(g) r think that learning objectives are crucial. in ares
where behavioral and performance skills eari be measured.
They are also important in the inexact disciplines, but
are more subject to interpretation and seat-of-the-pants
judgement (usually very non - uniform). I think that well
thought through progressions of objectives makes for a
good learning format. I have had considerable experiencewith them in tworcourses._

(h) "Different strokes;,for different folks." The way I learn
something probably-is not the most effective way the next_
person will lear4.;, I'm in favor of different formats forthe same course-=cOncerning individualized instruction.
Behavioral objectives are a tool and should be used assuch. They do allow for a solid base from which to build
individual instructional formats in that they put learning
on a .competency basis: I have developed behavioral
objectives for the courses I teach.

(i) If individualized instruction means establishing an in-
dividual learning program that corresponds to a student's
learning style, I am, all for it. However, many institutions
and administrations interpret it to mean independent study.This I amagainst. The statement of performance objectives
promotes better learning.' I use this format in all of my,/
courses,

/

Edison Community College
//7

et,

(a) Some courses may lend themselves to an Individualized
instructional format. However, as a social, science teacherl
I believe that much would be lost in classrobm teaching if
class discussions were eliminated. 'It is, my belief that
all students can, learn a great deal about'their fellow manby sharing their ideas and.beliefs. The comments made by
a slow learner may be as valid as or even superior to those
made by higher achievers.

Good teachers have always established goals for themselves
and their stpdentt. Teachers and students should. account
for their abtions. BehaVioral objectives have for a long
time been a part of a gobd ltssbn plan. .vHowever,sit is
my belief that educators have gone overboard on the be-
havioral objective syndrone. The day-tb-day management
of the classroom needs to remain flexible to allow fop

07 el Obi
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differences in needs and experiences of the students. Tite
students can be the best judge of what adjustments need to
be made, and the teacher should not be restricted by too
detailed beha7ioral objectives, which were planned long
before the first class me.ItIns5.

For some courses individualized instruction is ideal, in
theory at least. For such skills as typing, foreign
languages, and reading it may even be practical. In courses
that,deal with'controversial issues, where discussion,
debate, etc. are essential it is almost impossible to use
profitably. There are any number of bright, well-motivated
students who have the self discipline that is necessary
to profit from individualized instruction. On the other
hand, there are Par more who don't and can't. The real
:problem, however, lies in the extra burden that falls on
'the institution. An instructor at a community college, who
carries a 1,5-15 hour load withelasses composed of 35+
students simply does not have the time to provide quality
individualized instruction. I find the use of behavioral
Objectives to be a helpful tool--but I do object, strongly,
to the coercion, the mandatory requirement that they must
be used and must be approved by every level of administration.
I take particular exception to thib as an obligation to
the state. I feel that this should be a matter of policy
at the individual institution, and that exceptions should
be granted when appropriates When policies of this nature
are dictatorial, abuses result. I have been told that in
some classes course outlines are distributed on the first
day, and students are invited to drop the outlines into
the wastebasket as they leave the room!

I've had the dismal experience of discovering that,one of
my'previous Division Chairmen has presented part -time
instructors with copies :of my course outline!

(c) I think that perhaps in some disciplines and with some' ,

students that individualized formats can be used successfully.
But I must temper this statement by stingent limitations
on both disciplines and students to the few and the gifted.
Generally, I do not agree with the philosophy of indivi-
dualized instructional formats. If human behavior could
be so easily channeled, then correspondence schools could
qst as easily replace conventional colleges and universities.

I believe. instead, in the carrot and the stick philosoPhy--
that is, learning'.0otivated by a combination of reward and-
punishment.

In recent years I have changed my attitudes toward both
learning and behavioral objectives; I now believe that they
have a valid place in the learning procless. But.I.must say
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that the rigid taboos imposed on such words as "appreciation"
and "judgement" have hindered imthet than aided the tran-
sition from the old to the new methods of teaching. I
accept It but do pot.wholly approve the strtctly behavioral
method.

(d) We use behavioral objectives at our college and have for
almost five. years. I find them helpful to some degree,
but what good are they if the students ignore them? Flirther,
if they are too detailed, each instructor might as well
write a complete text for,his courses. In the case of
individualized instruction, such a format bases a tendency
to fragment the instructors, teaching, even when, as in
my case, laboratory.(language) or tutorial services are
available.

(e) Individualized instructional formats, from the students'
point of view, are invaluable for skill courses such as
reading, math, etc. It-is difficult to use them for con-
ceptual 'courses; since it seems that the best method for
thewshouidinclude class discussion. rhave had much
experience with the system of behavioral objectives, and
feel that they are valid only to a degree. Certainly
there are .some facts which a student ought to retain,
and these can be included in the objectives. There are
tasks (papers, etc.) which can be learned in this manner.
The tendency, though, has been to omit the idea of quality
of a student's work and to consider only quantity. This
is highly dangerous, not only from an academic point of
view but also from the student's. This is especially true
when he id later expected to perform quality work op the
job or in.graduate study. The greatest mistake being
made in the behavioral sciences is when administrators
require instructors to use this method of instruction for
al urses. While some courses may work all right this
way, othe do not. I really believe that the motivation
behind- is idea is to prevent instructors from making
value judgements about ideas and to water down higher
education into a quantitative kited of occupational training,
not dealing with "dangerous" ideas or values.

I have taught courses in humanities and art history using
behavioral objectives and this experience has born out my
feelings. Students become more concerned with grades than
with learning, and many students, particularly those with
maturity and insight, object strongly to them Lbehavioral
Objectives7.

(f) I think we've gone overboard in this area--a fad which has
become an administrative bible in some areas for certain
books, words etc.' It has become an intrusion in some:areas

academic freedom in the use of methods. It is a complete
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denial of using the intuitive method for learning, and,
therefore, a dogmatic proach to learning. It is a demand
that everyone use the s lentific, empirical, pragmatic
approach to learning. learning always supposed to be
stnipie and all spelled oat? Is 11fe this way? This is
not a rejection of objectl.ves, but a concern for other
types of objectives. It LS a type of state and institu-
tionally formed objectives demanded in a dogmatic way.
NO discussion!

(g) Learning and behavioral objectives do not work in certain
courses due to the nature of the course which requires
extensive work in the classroom.

(h) Individualized instructional formats are suitable for
some students in certain courses. The option should be
available. An across-the-board policy, however, is un-
sound. In some fields of study--especially in, the social
sciences--the learning situat on shoutd<be\\a social
situation; otherwise, the lea ing has ltOtle validity
or justification on any ground for support by the
ciety.

The emphasis on learning objectives is aPpropriate. A
cent: n degree of extremism is to be expected, but it should
be re sted. elElahavioral objebtives are a step in the right
directi if not pushed to silly extremes more suited to

\courses learning how to operate machines. In several
Years expe once with this approach, I am still discovering
new, more s table behavioral objectives. 'However, the
demands on on vs time tend to lead to overemphasis on the
text\as a source of authoritative data.

Question 2

Comment on the use of the lecture and class discusSions in the
community college classroom. To what extent do you use each
and why?

Responses

Broward Community College (Central Campus)
.;!--

(a) I believe in class discussion only if it is structured
and prepared for by students. "Pooled ignorance" is
useless. I think much can be'learned froma good lectl&e,
and feel it's a shame that "lecture" has come to be.a
dirty word.



(b) I use the lecture extensively, and discussion to the extent
that it proves profitable--this, varies from ohe class to
the next. I lecture to supplement assigned reading and to
produce questions and discussion. I__try to challenge the
student to think and to check on how well he is rasping
the aselgned readln.s.

(c) Lecture, 3P4--discussion, l/4--very little else except
on occasion.,

(d) In foreign languages the instructional process is both a
give and repeat process,nespecially'on lower levels. On
higher level , perhaps, as related to the junior college,
the effort i to apply structural patterns. Lecture and
discussion e quite helpful when treating literature,
history and cultural aspects.,

(e) Most my ourses are lecture- discussion: I explain new
materials irst and then have discussion to get various-
viewpoints and points of interest. Occasionally I might
show a fi concerning the topic at hand.

(f) In the c unity college "parallel" program and lecture
method i in most cases the preferable one. Freshmen and
sophomo es are still only acquiring basic knowledge to be
applied in the upper divisions. A small amount of dis-
cussion may fit into the course, but there can be a great
waste of time with students talking on subjects about
which they have not yet acquired sufficient background
knowledge.

(g) Both lecture and discussion should be used during the hour.
I find that a fifty minute lecture ( on some point of
grammar_or liteiary:-Tttirk) bores the student. They really
prefer discussion (in foreign language) of a question and
answer format. But there is sometimes an impatience to
sit back, listen, and take notes. These two formats are -

the main bases for my courses. However, I show four films
per term in each class; and, of colirse, students must also
attend the language lab.

(h) Lecturing is necessary in a classroom. Students listen
and are relaxed and resting. This, I believe, is what
they like and want. Discussion may be interesting for
some but not for all, i.e.--in an English class. In a
foreign language class it is difficult to have studentS
talk unless they know the language fairly well. I do not
approve of "learning instruction packages."

(i) Lectures, unless you are emulating Winston Churchill, are
a 'bore. Iiaci very little lecturing. I .try to have class
discussion that is kept',orderly and intelligent. ,"Rap"



sessions are a waste of valuable time, teach very little,
and are a "cop out" for the poorly prepared instructor.

(j) I use lscture and discussion. Both work well, but
never lecture for more than 15 minutes at any tame --I
teach French.

(k) I teach history and use lecture/discussion almost ex-
clusively. If a community college is to prepare students
for higher education, this is the only meaningful way,
probably, to present a course. °AV" aids can be used,,
but overuse of them is a step towards regression into the
past, when many secondary school "history-government"
teachers were coaches first and teachers third (receivers
of pay checks being second).

(1) In my French classes I lecture not over one third of any- '
normal class period-. Rarely will a community college
student prOfit from a class deVoid of participation:. On
a'rare occasion I may use a film.

(m) Lecture and class discussion should bOth be utilized and
both are the basis for my classes. If the class is any_both

one, probably more lecture is necessary
(75 %). If'it is a second or third sequence course,
possibly 60%-lecture.

(n) Lecture and discussion are the best methods for academic
instruction in the community college. By the time the
student has reached college age,. he should be self disci-
plined enough not to bedome too bored.,On occasion
use "AV" jUart enough for change of pace:-

(o) Each instructor should use the method which achieves his
or her objectives. My classes are about 50M depending
on the subject, the particular grdup Composingreach class,
and how I happen to feel. Some background is necessary
before meaningful discussion can take place; some discussion
5.s needed to make a lecture clear andt therefore, meaningful.

I prefer lecture in basic courses and use diScussion in
the more advanced. I feel instructors at all levels spend
too much time "discussing" and never care enough to give
students the "basics." Discussion is very nice,for the
coffee shop.

(p)

(q) In one of myclaSses (the use of film in literature) I do
not lecture at all. I believe constant dialogue is
preferable, although a certai\ amount of lecturing is
necessary in literature courses. I use films a great deal
for my classes in,"The Film as Literature."
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Miami-Dade Community College (South Campus)

(a) If the instructor has a body of material that the student
mu3 get, lecture is quite necessary. In a course in
w -1d literature I use lecture almost exclusively. Dis-
cussion has Its place: It is relaxing and frequently
entertal*ng. If it helps learning, it is useful. I
have not been very successful with discussion, although
I would like to be. However, I do not think it should be
a substitute for solid preparation by the teacher,

) Lecture and class discussion are most important. I use
both extensively. It is important in a college as diverse
as 'imris to have students of different races,,colors, creeds
and countries to hear other thn standard views.

(c) There is an even division between lecture, discussion and
audio-visual aids in some classes, including my own.

(d) In most courses the student wants to feel he is growing
in knowledge. Lecture and discussion should be balanced
to this end. Occasionally I include a film.

(e) Unless the instructor is a brilliant lecturer, and most
are not, formal lectures accomplish little. Open' dis-
cussion in a class of fewer than thfrty students, on the
other hand, seems to be very profitable for everyone in
the class. Outside of a bit of audio-visual materials,
other "newer" approaches have been pretty useless forme.

(f) In general level survey or basic studies courses the
lecture is always (partly) essential. I have always relied
on this approach in order to transmit basic core concepts
in the course and to-facilitate course behavioral objectives.
Class discussion is also most essential, and I have Always
encouraged such among my students. Discussion not only
reveals how effectively learning is or is not facilitated

S (though not the only way, pf course); it also gives
students the opportunity to-reveal some of their human-ness.
Other teaching approaches (Audia-Visual, etc.) are of only
minor importance.

(g) In most of my classes I use a combination of formal lectures,
for presenting major topics not satisfactorily covered
in the text, and informal lecture-discussion (or lecture-
participation) modes. These are by far the major formats
of my courses. In a few courses I use ew formal lectures
and a good deal of participatory acts ty. of an affective
nature. This is particularly satisf tory in Dynamics of
Behavior and Introduction to Educat on.

4
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(h) Lecture and discussion are the most effective forms of
classroom instruction. I rely on them about 80% of the
time. Occasionally I use a bit of audio-visual material.

(i) Both lecture and discussion are solid teaching techniques--
the ideal is a skillful blendln4 of the two, with most
weight on lecture.

(j) My academic classes' are largely lecture and discussion.

(k) "Pavem nostrum quotidianum"--our generation has not been
able to improve on the techniques of the masters. Did
Socrates ever give a multiple-choice exam?

(1) I use lecture-discussion as the basis for my courses on a
50 -50 ratio. I need student response and discussion to
be certain the materials are understood. Lectures are
explanatory.

(m) I use lecture most but have considerAble success with
both. I am more adept at lecture and my students prefer
my lecture method. But I try to use discussion and parti-
cipation on a planned basis. Gathering chairs in a circle
and pooling ignorance is not my bag, and I usually fail
at that method. Both lecture and discussion have a place,
but both should be planned and interwoven for effective
results,.

(n) I always use a combination of lecture-class discussion- -
active exercise participation, with an emphasis on_the
latter. Both lecture and class discussion are kept to a
minimum except when ideas are to be generated. The ratio
becomes more equal when I teach sophomore-level literature
classes.

St. Petersburg Community College, (Clearwater Campus)

(a) I do not use the lecture method to any extent, although
some kinds of information for my classes will be available
on video-tape in the AV section of the library. Class
discussions are valuable for most students and I do in-
corporate some into my individualized sections also. In
my Creative Writing courses class discussion and peer
critiques are essential. I have always found that students
need to relate to each other If the educational process
is going to means anything to them. I would not wish to
abandon personal interaction in the classroom. One of
the saddest, comments that I often hear from students who
have transferred to the universities where "standards are
go high" is that the experience has seemed so impersonal to
them. How can that sort of education be said to be a
hhmanizing one?



(b) I use lecture almost exclusively in humanities and lediure
and discussion (or student work) equally in drama; pre-
dominantly discussion (student ;:;ork) in speech or acting.

:c) Lecture should be used rarely- -it's a medieval custo
started because books were rarely and expensive (and other
media non-exlstent. If one must lecture, he ,9u2nb to be
a great speaker in the rhetoric of his delivery and in
his use of principles of learning9 such as concept teaching.
I rarely lecture, even though I think I am good at it.,

(d) The "lecture" as I know it to exist in junior college class-
rooms is not the "beast" I experienced in the cla-ssrooms
of the university I attended, and certainly. it is not the
"blind monster" of its auditorium sessions. Rather, ?cdt
has evolved to be largely "verbal paraphrasing of textbook
content " - -plus "illustratives" understandable by-the
poorest students in the class. This is because so many
junior college students are unable to read college level
(or even 12th grade) material intelligently. Add to this
inability their weakness in "writing skills " - -tbe sub-
sequent demise of written examinationst--and the proper
designation for many of thela is "functionally illiterate
at the college level." Thus the lecture as I know it at
junior colleges is a. necessity--an arm outstretched to
the student.

(e) Academic students of high intelligence are generally so
used to the procedure using lecture and class discussion
that they, either do not need any other methods in order
to learn or dislike the disruption that may result from
changing their work-study habits. Supplementing (and in
some cases substituting for) with individualized (audio-
tutorial or other) methods is needed for underpfepared,
slower-thinking or lower ability students who need prodding,
repetition, graphic explanation, or their own time in
which to do their work. When subject matter rather than
skills are taught, the lecture should predominate.

(f) I feel the lecture and class discussion, the way I use them
in my courses, are very valuable. I get very favorable
student response on the evaluations (of the instructor)
conducted by students at` the end of each semester. I:any
students comment that their class notes were most useful
to them in learning the material. They are free to comment
and are encouraged to do so., I tried an individualized,
program-learning-ISackage,once on a particular unit and the
class did. significantly worse than those in the other class
who "had-the lecture. The students commented that they
missed the interaction with the teacher and with other
students that the.other situation provided.
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(g) I believe strongly that both the lecture and class dis-
cussion have a place in the community college classroom.
It depends on the expertise of the instructor as to which
is more effective, and partially on the type of course.
One thing T do not find useful -- -the so-called learning
package. I tried it with disappointing results.

An introductory content course in a fie completely new
to the student almost has to be largel lecture--with
leeway, of course, for questions and ome discussion. In
second level courses in Psychology it would appear that
more discussion would be appropriate. So many variables
are involved, it is impossible to give a clear cut answer.
I use lectUre mostly in myNAnthropology courses,
discussion mostly in my Adolescent Psychology. It' depends
on how verbal people are in certain classes.

(h) -Lecture and discUssion generally ate the poorest choice
of instruction. I neveruse either in my classes.

(1) I believe (from what my studentSr.tell me) that lecturing
is widely practicedmnarrowly defended, and substantially.
over-Tated. Class discussion is better than no discussion,
but in my'experience it is seldom vital unless it has
been preceded by\group work and enough time to establish
a large group sense. ,A class discussion with no circularity
of response, and no more than dutiful involvement, is a
dreary business. I teach English compaSition.

Manatee Community College

(a) The lecture and class discussion format of instruction is
better suited to some curricula than to others. I employ
lecture-discussion for the presentation of principles. Much
of my instruction in English-Communications is presented
through a laboratory format.

(b) ;believe that there is a place for both lecture and class
discussion in the college classroom, and that the. choice
should depend on the learning objectives to be ac omidished.
I use both methods (about 40% lecture--60% discuss
I use lecture for presentation of large amounts of
nation (which the teacher can synthesize from variou
sources) or information which requires explanation ov r
sand above that given in other resources available to t e -\

students. Discussion is. used for higher level, cognitive
objectives as "group problem solving situations," affective
objectives--such as discussion of feelings and attitudes,
as well as for the opportunity for people to ask questions
to clarify their own individual understanding.

07--t
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Since most of my classes are fairly 1 ectur said

discussion method of teaching is the most Tactic It
is a method that I use a majority of the e in my asses.

(c) This is liralternative delivery system. I th it should
b' possib have a large, lecture section, a s 11 dl sr
cussion sectio and an auto-tutorial section for the same
course. I us the lecture id- discussion format a gres
deal. One f my classes is large, which makes it difficult
to use fo is other than the lecture. In my other courses,
class", scussion and involvement by the student is a grime_
factor.
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(d) The lecture method is, quite effective with mature college
students, It isn't the method itself but rather the skill
in which it is used that makes the difference. I use the
lecture method with periodic demonstrations,And films on
occasion. I encourage questions so that my presentation
is not the formal, traditional lecture..

(e) There is a place for both! Class size, amount of facts,
and degree of behavioral change all bear on this. Students
prefer participative activities. I use lecture more .

heavily inteaching principles and facts, and participative
techniques to explore feelings, broaden scope of under-
standing and improve motivation.

(f) The use of lecture and class discussion depends upon the
size of the °lass. Whenever possible I try to combine
lecture and discussion' about half and half. I have little'
faith in "learning packages" and other such "devices."

,v'
Sometimes I vary the pace with AV material.

This' method (lecture - discussion), sorry to say, is still
used by over 50% of our teachers. It is a comfortable and
easy way to teach. In my courses in education and psycho-
logy I try to vary this by Audio Visual materials and auto-
tutorial at times.

Edison. Community College

(a) Lectures and class discussion still have a place in the
community college classroom. I use this method of in-

\ structioh-a. great deal. I stress class discussion more
).than' lectures. Of course, students need to be prepared

when they come to class.

. (b) Lecture and class discussion are the backbone of all my
classes. Lecture tends to predominate in introductory
classes andildiscussionT,debate in advanced ones. I utilize



both because'I have never found :2Kin ather technique th
is more effective (including so- learning in struc-
tional packages). I make every effort to create a relaxed,
non-threatening atmosphere in the classroom. I firm so
many students who have been stT'led and discouraged from
asking questions or cotributing to discussion in early
childhood elementary dchool'expariences that I make a
big point of "there is no suchjthing as a dumb question"
a d "If you do not understand concept, please let me

ow" so that I can re-word, use additional exampled or
Whatever else to clarify the, point. This is obviously
effective since I c nsistently receive high ratings on
student evaluations this area.

I use both the lecture and the class discussion. There
are certain aspects of my discipline of speechinstruction--
theory, philosophy and concepts--that are best covered
in the classroomthrough lecture presentation and others
that lend themselves to natural and worthwhile discussion.
So I use both, primarily being convenience and circum-
stance govern.

(c) I use both lecture and discussion because the-nature of the
subject requires a great deal of discussion. I see little
value in the use of gimmicks such as learning packages, etc.

(d)' Lecture' deserves a place in the community college classroom
as one of a variety of instructional methods. Too much
emphasis on downgrading or eliminating lecture probably
constitutes to poor quality rather than improved technique
when it is used. New emphasis on TV may correct this.

Class discussions--especially a mixture of small group
discussions--articulated with lecture and/or AV presenta-
tiond are deemed valuable learning experiences and are
frequently used.

(e) its approach is to limit the traditional lecture session.
to introductory materials only. Then class discussion;
including individual and/or panel groups, takes over. I

"lecture remarks" only to clarify misunderstood
- principles, to act as a devil's advocate in some situations;
or to offer alternative solutions.

(f) The lecture and discussion method is still the best tech-
pique for the teaching of the courses I teach. I use
them, believe, to good advantage, and supplement with
audio-visual materials such as films, slides, music, etc.
Iii humanities, particularly-, the student cannot be told
just to go and read and then take a test. He needs help
and guidance, since much of the reading is difficult.

4
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Also, I deal with values and concepts which are not
absolute and, therefore, must be discussed.

(g) I am in slities--philosophy--heavy on classroom partici-
pation, although I do lecture some.

(h) I use both lecture and discussion because the nature of
the subject requires a great deal of discussion. I don't
go in for fads, such as learning packets, etc. although
occasionally I use audio-visual materials.

Question 4

Do you believe that there has been an overuse 4 the all-objective
test format in classroom tests? Should students be required to
take more subjective or combination-type tests (objective-
subjective) in order to gain some experience in writing and
organizing skills under test conditions?

Responses

Broward Community College (Central Campus)

(a) More writing is needed; one begets the other: students
cannot write because they are not required to do so;
because students are not required to write, they never
'learn this skill.

Before my days they used to says "high school gives you a
decent education." In my days they said: "High school
no longer gives. you a decent education; all it does is
make you literate; and little more." Now all we can say
is: "high school does not even give one literacy, much
less a decent education."-

(b) I almost never give an "objective" test. English courses-
do not lend themselves to such testing. Writing is dem-
onstrated by writing. A written test can be objective.
I feel that most English teachers still prefer the "essay
exam."

(c) No, I do not believe objective exams are overused_except
when they are mostly matching. ,Have a strong belief in
good multiple choico, questions. 4y experience with sub;.1.
jective questionsis that given the average B.C.C. student,,
if the teacher is we2tI;-organized and prepared in lecture,
the responses, are good. If-the teacher just "shoots the
breeze" responses will be medium to poor; If & teacher
can teach and a student can write, fine. If the teacher
just talks, it doesn't matter either way.
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(d) Yes, indeed. There has been so much overuseiof.the all-
objective test in high school that the studerits, in most
cases, don't know what' to do if they are presented with
different exams.

(e) The objective test is the result of high enrollments.
Reading 150 essays'is no fun. However, I myself think a
combination of subjective and objective is the best route.

(f) In the English area there is not an overuse of objective
tests since they are rarely used. I don't know about
other areas. I do know my students report they have
little writing to do now and the same is true of their
high school.

lr

(g) The objective type of test is not A true measure of know-
ledge. -I believe some written work shquld be required.
This is particularly true if the student has not passed
the level where he can read and write the language with
some facility. Here again we have become slaves to numbers
and the easiest way out.

(h)* I believe in the combination,objective-subjective approach.
However, if incorporated into today's college scene the
maximum teaching load would have to be reduced to nine
hours.

(1) Yes. More writing and substantial evaluation of the
ability to express oneself. Small sections make this
feasible."

i
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(j) Yes! Yes! All-objective tests show laziness and uselessness
on the part of the teacher. If an instructor cannot take
time to formulate a good essay and grade it according to
clarity and content, he obviously does not have-the time
to prepare his classes correctly or to evaluate his own
teaching methods effectively.

(k) Yes. "Much more writing should be done in most classes.

(1) Yes, let them write. We are not robots or push-button
machines. The human brain needs, special nourishment that
only much Food reading and serious writing can healthfully,
do.

(m) Yei, I agree entirely. riting should be emphasized in
college; if an individual does not learn and know how to
write at that level, he never will.

(1) More original thinking, organizing and writing should be
required on tests throughout the college.



(o) Yes indeed. How are English teachers supposed to convince
their students of the need to develop proper writing skills
when no other instructors require a demonstration of these
skills? I observe that far too many students cannot
speLL, refuse to us- the dIctIonarv, havl only a vague
notion about proper punctuatton and even capttaltzation.
They do not move logically from one thought to anothei.
It takes a great deal of practice to overcome this dis-
conneqed, unrelated kind of thinking and writing.

(p) There is no doubt but that students need to practice and
learn how to express themselves through writing responses
under pressure. The objective test gives no indication of
,a student's ability in this direction, nor does it give
'him any practical experience. A big weakness in our
educational system today is the lacleof preparedness In
these fundamentals in the student's pre-college years.

Miami-Dade Community College (South Ca ,pus)

(a) Yes.' The only .kind of test which measures thetstudent's
knowledge of writing skills and literature axe tests
or the synthesis level. 01:e of my units in English 120
is on taking essay exams and taking lecture notes.

(b) I do not know to what. extent other departments use all-
objective tests. I believe students should be recitared
to write in evelry course' as a way of gaining experience
and organizing skill. 4 =

ft.

(c) I believe objective tests are very much overused. There
should be more sabjectiv: (well thought out,on specific-
gbjectives) and a combination of both'types.

(d), Yes--I certainly agree there is not enough emphasis on
subjective, or written types of tests in the community
college.

(e) There is a possible overuse of such ts. However, with
class size and semester load as it s, it almost becomes
a necessary tool (objective test) or the teacher. The
ideal would include subjective testing--as it does develop
skills untouched and untefhed by objective exams.

(f) Yes, I do believe there is an overuse of all-objective
tests. An important part of learning is the ability to
fotmulate responses and to organize material. I think
the ideal test is one,which includes one Major essay
question in which the student must synthesize the major
idea(s) in the unit being tested, one or two short essays-

rt.
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on subsidiary ideas, and a few short answer "identify and
give the significance of" key terms, dates,, persons or
whatever.

:_1;) Subjective bests are generally more effective teachins-
_learning deVices than objectiv,=-Inctgased use
of objective tests represents an unfortunate compromise
with the need for greater productivity in community
college instructional progi:ains.
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(h) I personally prefer the essay type as a means of testing.
comprehension, but usually employ the objective test because
of the large .numbers of students I teach each term. It
is not the function of most courses to teach proper gram-
matical expression. English and essay courses through
grammar school should have prepared the would-be college
student in this regard.

(i) I think there has been an outrageous overuse of ob
testing in the classroom. Rarely do such tests demonstrate
anything other than:a student's ability to retain data.
.Teaching students to write will be so much easier and
certainly more profitable when most courses demand written
essays from students.

St. Petersburg Community College (Clearwater Campus)

(a) There has been an overuse of the all-objective test format,
but when one has 200 students, some of whom cannot write,
and at least five quizzes are given in each of six classes,
there really is no alternatives, I believe. If clasieS
were smaller and student load less, I would prefer at least
some essay questions.

(b) I don't think it is necessary to give subjective tests.

(c) Yes, T certainly believe subjective testing should be
.us,ed, at least to some extent at the community college.

(d) TY?es, definitely. I strongly believe a test containing a
variety. of types of questions are best, although they'are
very time consuming to grade which is why many teachers
don't use them.

(e) I would. say that there has been a tendency in recent years
to overemphasize the all- objective st (mainly to make
grading easier). There should some subjectiVe or
combination-type tests as well as for the purposes sta
and to get a better Idea of the Student's performanc .

(f) Definitely. Absolutely.
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(g) Yes, all-objective tests have been greatly overused.
Usually it is confined to cognitive learning,' as if
nothing else existed. I see no value to forcing students
to take combination tests to prepare them for takimg
more tests. However, if a test of any kind can be develoOsa
whereby a student understands more and sees more. after
taking the test than before, the test can be a good

-Thing device. But the emphasis must be on the content,
not-the format.

(h) Yes, Yes. Unquestionably.

(1) Indeed I do believe that there has been an overuse of the
all - objective test format in classroom tests. It seems
also that the tests of this kind often reflect the mind-
lessness of the course content, and its relevance to the
student and his goals and needs. I would like to see
more instructors ask students to write essay type answers.
This helps them organize material systematically and

-- logically. Yet when they get to the universities, how
often do they need to use this skill of on the Spot
writing? I wonder.

(j) The qilestion is academic. Any instructors who feel it
necessary can give essay tests. But to urge it in general
is to argue! No one gives essay exams. Therefore, we
must give essay exams to give students practice in essay
exams *itch no one gives.

Manatee Community College

(a) Yes; certainly students should think and write more examina-
tions. One thing debilitating against this has been
larger and larger classes assigned each teacher. Too,
going to and computer scored tests have let. out the
subjective.

(b) I do think students should be forced to think rather than
parrot - -I am very much in favor of subjective evaluation.
My students can elect a module, which results in a research
paper, graded for bothcontent and presentation.

(c) I lean toward the combination (objective-subjective) test.
e- But large numbers of students may force the all-objective

type test upon me if-for no other reason than ease of
scoring.

(d) Yes r think in some types classes we it (objecttve-
' testing) to death. I erto "stre studentjs.--br---

making them organiz acts'and comm u sate them as 1 as
use them. Time 4 limited "standards" are the jor
drawbacks.



(e) Yes, I believe the entire test syndrome is out of h
We have made so much of tests results that we now t
with that awareness and we put more emphasis on rea
abillty as it applies to answering oijective ts7; q
Writing w uld allow the student to express himself
let you find out what he knows rather than what he roes
not know.
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(f) Yes, but with large classes one is forced to use objective
tests mostly. 'Yes, I am for objective-subjective com-
binaticin type tests.

(g) It is my opinion that the essay test is the most accurate
. measurement of student achievement. However, in many,- ,

cases the class size precludes the use of this type o.
test

(h) Yes, I believe that there has been an overuse of poorly
constructed Ojective tests. Most test for the level of
recall and some understanding and this is not sufficient..
In the absence of objective test items which measure
higher level cognitive skills such as understanding,
analysis synthesis and evaluation, subjective items should
be included.

(1) I feel very strongly that the objective format has been
overused. Students need more essay tests to gain experien,/
in organizing and expressing thoughts.

Edison Community, College

(a) It is difficult in some courses to make a proper evaluation
of the knowledge and skills of the student with objective
tests only. The students should be given opportunities
to express themselves in varied ways. My tests are usually
a combination type (objective and subjective).

(b). Yes, I ,do believe there has been an overuse of the all-
- objective format in classroom tests. These tests, at least
for me, are cop- 'o'ats. But I have been forced to take this
easy way out becausq 'of the increased student load. As
A result, I rely much more on the more easily .graded
objective test, generally the simple true - false. test -or
the short completion test (one or two words only). I
earnestly believe that my students should be required to
take more subjective or combination-type tests; but I will
not do so because of the greatly increased time required
for conscientiously grading them. After all, there is a
limit to my own time and energy.
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(c) The all-objective test format has, in my opinion, been
greatly overemphasized by many, myself included. In
recent years, I have swung away and allocated a weight of
thirty to forty percent to essay question's requiring analysis
and synthesis of data. Subjective portions_ of these tsts
hays, be-n ."take-home."

.

(d) I feel, and our students' initial writing samples tend to
hear me out, that an all-objective test format is poor
for any student. Many students have no concept of writing
or skills of logic. Therefore, I feel that combination-
type tests should be used. Otherwise, any skills learned
in composition will atrophy.

(e) As long as the teacher loads of community college instruc-
tors is so high, it will be necessary to mostly use ob-
jective tests in order tot.eal with the number of students
we carry. This is unfortunate, since only certain kinds
of knowledge can be tested this way. The student also
needs to have experience in writing and expression of
ideas. Be does not get enough of this kind of experience
in the community college today.

(f) Yes to all questions but due to increasing class loads
this goal has become less attainable'.

(g) Yes. I believe there should be more objective-subjective
tests'to permit the student to gain greater writing Skills.

(h) Yes, Yes, Yes. All objective, multiple-guess, true-false,
matching or whatever-- provided by the instruction manual

.

that accompanies the textbook and acquires no effprt on
the part of the instructor to grade is truly repugnant
to me.

Question 1

Comment on the practice of academic grade inflation (instructors
grading students higher than their_xprk warrants), which is
reported to have occurred in recent years.f.....g, what are
some of the reasons why? Has the practice of u ng student
evaluations of their instruc itr-t-en-a7:factori-

Responses

Broward Community College. (Central Campusj

.40---OileTreason for acaiaemiq grade inflation is pressure from
the administration. Another is pressure from students
through "Teach762-gTaItations."



(b). Grade inflation ha occurred because: (1) instructo
-want bodies in their lasses to warrant_thetr-o exis-
'tence on the job;-(2) ome-cf-tlitilristructors are.under-
premarad4-434 rapping enrollments in some areas
and t r4ssu2t-ts applied by "weak kneed" educators (too.
often adni ratars) trying to keep students happy (and
dumb).

"(c) Better teachers and i ividualized teach methods can
help. I do not believe hat there is inflation."

mass-media and an inc ase in back ound knowledge
give = better students.

(d) Instructors- = e increasingly 1 competition.to "hold"
heir students .o they grade higher. Many more courses

are now elect ,;: rather than reqUired. So give A's and
B's and p emt

udents are in college flow who shoul not be there. The,
courses are "watered dawn" and grades re adjusted accor-
dingly. The problem_ ems particularly from the fact that
this is the T.V., au o- visual student not taught to read
and write; thus h ering the learning process. Students
valuating s ruc Ors has also been an important factor

in = adenic grade inflation.

(f) Academic ade nflation has been a serious matter since
the raid -six I believe this was brought on by the
failure of ad nistrators to .take positive action during
a period of civi unrest. Many professors were forced to
maintain student appeal for job security reasons. Students
evaluating instructors is another reason for academic grade
inflation.

(07 Grade inflation comes from fear of losing one's teaching
position. The static situafrion concerning the number of
college students and the abandonment of the requirement
that students have to take some houl, of an instructor's
specificsdiscipline have caused many faculty members to
fear for their jobs and to make it easier for students
in order to make the course more opular. This is not
good. As for stVdent evaluations .f 'nsts. 1! a they
certainly have contagma......-:....,,,,--mamirde inflzi, on.
Student eva ua onsia me in most instances.
They are-trustworthy only in ext 1. ses of teacher
incompetence .

(h) If" academic grade inflation has occurred,:t doesn't
bother me. I find it worthwhile to stresea student's
achievement so am not concer ed with academic grade in-
flation. It is a bit difficu fdr graduate-schools to
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evaluate products of academic grade inflation, but they
always have the G.R.E. Student evaluations of instructors
are good if the .form tests teacher effectiveness rather
than punctuality.

(1) I have not particularly' seen It 5Oademic grad.Sinflation7/
at B.C.C., but one of the greatest forces encOuraging it
is the pernicious practice of students evaluating faculty
by administrative edict.

(1) ,?Academic grade inflation is definitely with us. This is
greatly due to pressure on instructors by administrators
who are primarily interested in swelling enrollments.
Further, our present day society seems brain washed with
the idea that everyone should have a-college education.
As a result, many community groups and politicians oppor-
tunistically pall this false pretise. It has been proven
time and again that at least 90% of the students evaluate
the instructor by how well they individually are doing in
his (her) class. As a result, many instructors engage
in popularity contests with their colleagues in order to
obtain a high evalhation, with the detrikental outcome
of reduced academic standards and the giving of inflated
grades.

,

(k) The pressure of the administration orr the teachers has
. caused it Lgoademic grade inflaticin7. Also, idealistic

educators who blame the teachers for a___Atudent-ls failure
seldom realize that many students-are at fault for their ,

own failure. Finally, pol-ttias and public relatidhs are
involved; it esn't look good if too many individugs
fail or don' graduate. Sometimes it is the=teiChers.
fault; the pass students to get them, -outof their classes
or they metimes are not goad tiers in several respects. .

(1) Yes, academic glade inflation has occurred. This fact
is difficult on a teacher with professional standards and
is unfair to the student who then thinks he is better
prepared than he is.

I am no f-amtliar-with the tiTtiales cited about academic
grade inflation. I do think this. 6i occurred. I attribute
it 7a-rgely_to the mandate handed down to teachers not to

fail students. Like many things, this too will pass.

(n.) "Academic grade inflation" is a result of the emphasis on
innovation in the-,field of education. It is also part of
the idea that education should be "sold" to the new genera

as a pleasant, ag- reeable activity instead of the
old, stereotyped idea that the-student-should "suffer"
to learn.
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(o) I do not believe academic grade inflation has occurred.
Some instructors have always done this, but they have
seen matched by teachers who have always graded too hard.

(p) I deplore the practice of academic grade inflation as I
believe it gives a false sense of achievement, to students
who later find that they really have not mastered the
skills'necessary to function in society. One cause of
this might be a sense of insecurity on the part of teachers
who feel-threatened when they do not attract sufficient
numbers of students to satisfy administration requirements.

(q) I'm sure inflation of marks has occurred in recent years.
Why, 'via not sure. I suspect that with the generous
policy at many colleges today, potentially failing students
drop out before they fail; thus the grades of those who
remain seem to "inflate" the number of high ones. .Between
one, Walf to one third of my beginning students drop out
of every class from the first to the final drop dax.
Rarely does a failing student remain. In addition, many
schools no longer give failure or even "D's." In a period
when teaching jobs are scarce, I suspect that a pertain
amount of "good-guyism" is attempted by giving high marks.
However, I have rarely seen an "easy markee'who was
"liked" or respected. '

"Miami-Dade Community College (South Campus)

(a) I think we have become less sure of our judgement, and in
the absence of certainty it is better not to be too harsh.
I think inflation is widespread; all values-seem to be (--

cheaper now.

(b) Yes, academic grade inflation has occurred. Why? A
multiplicity of reasons. Effect? Nothing which in the
future can't be,quietly adjusted.' Some students are
floating around with-exaggerated notions of their skills ,

and abilities. Yes, academic grade inflation has occurred
in recent years. It is caused by the so-called "success
ratio;" that is, evaluation of an instructor's competence
on the basis of the relative number of his students that
make a grade of C or above. Student evaluations of faculty,
when they are used by the administration as part of the

processk,also has contributed to grade
-'-intlation. Finally, changes in polidies concerning when a
studeht may drop a course before he is considered falling
it has an influence. Students may now receive a withdrawal
(W) grade, which is, non-punitive, almost'a)o to final exams.
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(c) The quality of work for each grad-etas suffered, or-slipped,
because of pressures from administrators and charges of
bigotry or "poor" community college spirit if the in-
structor fails a student. If all instituttens would define
"skills" with the same grade assignment (or academic
"standard), I could accept the new definition of gi-ades or
non-punitive grading. But an "A" by another name may be
a "C".

(d) Yes, academic grade inflation has occurred on every aca-
demic level. It probably stems from ineffectual teaching
of reading and writing skills in the public school system.

,(e) Yes; academic grade inflation has occurredt This-may be
in part because of the emphasit on the success ratio of
teachers (passing students compared with failing students).
The open door has probably had Some effect on grade in-
flation too - -and student evaluations of instructors. .

(f) Academic grade inflation'is a definite problem; faculty
members need to be loved and.be popular; excessively
liberal attitudes towards the underprivileged; also, student
evaluations of teachers.

(g) AcademiC grade inflation has occurred partly because of the
administration's playing with such things as "success
ratio"p also due to the lack of backbone on the part of
some faculty members. Also, the writings of "education"
professors.

(h) Yes, there has been academic -wade inflation in this
school and, according, to reports in any number of sources,
is a national trend. Larger enrollments, adminibtrative
pressure, the late 1960's fear that "flunked" male students
might end up dead in Vietnam are all possible causes; so
are student evaluations of instructors.

(1) I am not at all certain that gilade inflation has taken
place. If it has, part of the reason may lie in_the trend
toward flexible grading system:- and "performance con-
tracting,"'which leave- the ingtructor with considerably
fewer clear-cut standard rPerformance. In the com-
munity college, wit e wide range of student abilities,
instructors may be inclined to lower-overall standards'
to accommodate the disadvantaged and underprepared:. I

. find that upper division universities I have attended
generally have a higher performance standard today than_
when I did my undergraduate work. I believe "grade-
inflationn_is probably able to be correlated directly with
admisSion-standards. Also, student. evaluations of instructors,
which tend to be more of popularity judgements than any"-
thing else, have helped to cause grade inflation.



(i ) Yes, academic grade inflation has probably occurred, in
part because of the continuing hang-up this society has
about success and the "terribletunacceptability" of
failing. Also, in large part because of the desire of
Schools to ril,A,1 a "good image" for themselves. Who w,inta

falli4res? This i.e the feeling of most ins4itutIons and
Individuals. Grade inflation thrusts in our faces an
unrealistic picture of estimated capability and true
accompllishmPLi;, and it can only further serve to heap
discredit on those groups and institutions which partake
of its involvement,

(k) "Grade inflationfts certainly real, and it constitutes an
injuitice tg_botli- the studenjt and to society. It is
proApted, I suspect, by teachers intimidated by student
evdluations, and by administrations eager to maintain
full classrooms. The theories of "education specialists"
have also had an'effect.

ACT

(1) Grade inflation is to some extent a result of behavioral
objectives, which have made measurable standards-not
as vague or complex, thus increasing the number of students
who can reach them, Partly because our students are entering
college more sophisticated and partly because cheating has
become a science.

(m) There undoubtedly has been grade inflatiofi in all collegiate
institutions. The reasons -may be less faith in the
grading system on the instructor's part, as well as the
necessity for high grades to enter advanced programs of
various kinds: --Some instructors are, fearful that they
may look bad if they give poor grades. The administration,
lids pushed toward academic grade inflation in the community;
college.

y/
I suspect academic grade inflation has occurred to some
extent. The faculty may feel some pressure to keep
fail ratios at an optimum level.

(o) Some possibilities-bt grade inflation are the open door
policy; lowering of standards in the public school the
ii, faculty that well-intentioned teachers in public schools
have with large classes representing different ethnic,
religious, language differences and levels of education;
student evaluations of instructors; job security; the
tendency to blend in and:not ',make waves" nor "rock the
boat;" and finally, the feeling of both instructors and
students that there has been a loss of individual identtty.
Academic grade inflation may also be caused by social
pressures, the,dropping out of poorer students and the loss

of what one may consider as normal.
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(p) Yes, academic grade inflation has taken place. There hat
been pressure to give the students a "successful" ex-
Perience. This means giving better grades and "wate7ing
down" courses so "drops" are reduced. Student evaluatlons
of instructors and writers in the field of education have
also had an influence in academic grade inflation.

4

St. Petersburg Community College (Clearwater Campus)

(a) Grades and grading methas have changed over the last ten
years, but the changes tare not all "inflation." In genera
education courses I believe the pressure on instructors
is greatest. Students are not as well prepared, some
courses are required, instructors have a fuzzy idea of
what should be taught, and, most importantly, instruction
has remained ineffective.

(b) I do not know very much about "grade inflation." Some
has occurred on this campus because of pressure to retain
students.

(c) I don't believe. dademic grade inflation has occurred in
our department (except for one teacher) and really don't
believe it's a problem yet at our school. However, our
academic dean EAs expressed concern over the high with-
drawal rate from courses, and some teachers have-been
brought to task. The real problem lies with students
not possessing basic skills in reading, math and English;
but our administration remains blind to this fact.

(d) I think I have noticed a trend toward "acadeplic grade
inflation," which may have occurred due to tlika "currying
of *Tor" encouraged by student evaluation of teachers;
also, because many students nowadays are more or less
undisciplined, especially in the area of study, so tend
to drop subjects when "pressed," or complain to the
administration.

(e) Academic grade inflation has occurred. StUdents who can-
not read and write as well as my eleven year old daughter--
ones who are struggling in.Remedial Reading and Writing,
who have taken them and failed, are bypassing substantial
college credit-courses for easy ones. is hat-been
possible because many previously "requirbd" edurses are

. no longer needed,for the A.A. degree. Thit change has
occurred because of administrativel_prebsUre as well as
student pressure. Administrative- "pressure" upon the
faculty, equating student failure or withdrawal with

<"instructor failure." Also influential is the absence of
placement in courses according to student` achievement
scores.



(f)

(g)

I think the whole discussion about academic grade in-
flation is spurious. Cures simply eliminate grades.
The whole grading process, as a small part of the creden-
tialing process, is so shot through with teacher sub-
jectivity that it comes to little more. than academic
impedimenta. But such stuff will be around a long timer
far grading is a major 'source of teacher power.

Academic grade inflation is an undeniable fact. Teacher
self-preservation and ultimate schdol self-preservation,
is the main cause. I do not support student evaluation
at all. While in theory it should be a useful and valuable
guide, in practice it is unteliable-;-an influence on
academic grade inflation.
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(h) I think that some people feel that grade inflation has
occurred because instructors are afraid of student eva-
luations. Others think that higher grades encourage
students, and they may do better overall academically if
they are given the boost of higher grades. I suppose that
there is a little- truth to both theories. Howeyer, who
knows? Maybe it's a question of instructors reallx,becoming
interested in the students as well as the subject matter
of their courses: So as a result, their assessment of -
student achievement is now more-realistic than it need
log. Certain schools which are really anxi/ous about the
phenomenon of grade inflation have solVIU-the problem by
administering special tests which will somehow weed out
those who managed to slip through. I suppose that such '

a practice is necessary in special fields.

(i) I suppose some instructors may grade, er than they
used to, which is not the same as gr "higher than
their work warrants." Many instructo .d account
such realities as the changing mature stud- t populations
(background, preparedness, interests, am." ons), the
knowledge explosion, changing patterns'of bo.munication
(TV, etc.), changing cultural patterns, employm- t, and
rising aspirations of blacks and the disadvantaged. We
all read lessand listen and watch more.

(j) I do believe'there has been "academic grade inflation" in
the last few years and that it has been subtly encouraged
by the administration, which has until this year impressed
us with the need to attract and hold Students. Numbers
of "drops" have been noted for various classes by the
Academic Dean. We have been led to understand this is a
"student's market" and educators have been stressing the
belief 'that all students are educable--the instructor
has only to discover the particular method ("gimmick,"
"paokage")..that will "turn him on." Furthermore, the



very job'of an instructor may depend on the number of
students who sign up for his/her course. If the instructor

lhas the reputation for,being a "hard" grader, students
will ofte take someone else's course.

%

Manatee Community College

(a) Grade inflation may be caused by far too many variables
to attempt a listing. Perhaps a major one is the need of
some instructors to relate to the youth movement. The
recent'rise of student rights and protests may also be
a factor. Although I support student evaluation of
instructors if they include a written section as well as
objective responses, they do help to cause academic
grade inflation.

(b) I do not know that academic grade inflation has occurred.

(c) I am not aware that academic grade inflation exists except
through rumor. If it exists, I believe it is an attempt
to gain popularity. A course may gain popularity as an
easy mark, butt the students laugh behind the instructor's
back.

(d) Yes, I believe it has occurred and some of the reasons for
it are instructor laziness, "nice-guy" syndronet also as
student motivation (helping low confidence students. But
I see many dangers to the practice. The only danger that
concerns me seriously is that of turning students loose
on the world who really can't perform at the "minimum
acceptable level" (whatever that may mean).

(e) I personally have not experienced grade inflation. The
grading system seems to be very similar to 20 years ago. .

- I do-believe entering college students are bettet prepared,
which could'result in higher grades. .

Inflating_grades in my opinion is academically destructive.
A standard ofeThttz-lience.-mus_t_be maintained. John Gardner.
said: "We musf learn° honor excellence (demand it) in
every socially acceptable human activity. The society
which scorns excellence in plumbing because plumbing is a \
humble activity and tolerates shoddiness in philosophy
because it is an exaulted activity will have neither
good plumbing nor good philosophyt., Neither its pipes nor,
the-theories will hold water."

grade inflation" is a fact and
inflation rate we must become

(f)

w.Jti

(g) I believe that "academic
not a myth. To halt the
performance oriented.

r
1.

more
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(h) I do not believe that many instructors are guilty of ,-
academic grade inflation. Most instructors are awarithat
students who have been "given" grades feel cheated; and
in the long run the 'instructor who inflates grades to win
popularity defeats his purpose.

(i) With_the U.S.A. trying to "higher educate" most of the
"college age" people, this inflation it bound to happen.
Yes, it has occurred--because our spdiety has "degree
mania" as a part of social acceptance. .

Edison Community College
'/

(a) Yes, I believe academic grade-inflation is occurring. There
are several variables involved here. I think the most
significant one lies in the fact that so many of our
students are inadequately prepared. So much pressure is
put on instructors to keep the F.T.E.,Up and the attrition
rate down that some instructors may yield to the temptatiOn
of lowering standards and inflating grades. Othbrs may
do so in order to be assured of classes that."make." I
would hlpe that this is so in very vew cases, but I'm
afraid that it does make a small contribution to the probldM.

(b) One of the benefits of course outlines with specific
behavioral objectives has been the elimination of much of
the guessing game between ,students and teachers. When
course requirements are spelled out and standards set to ,

achieve specific grades, the student is'More likely to
achieve higher grades. Tais means higher achievement and
not "academic grade inflations."

/,,
(c) I have not consciously enTged in the practice of' 'academic

grade inflation:" however, I have unwillingly fallen Into
the procedure in went years in making the transition from
the old, subjective type of teaching to the new, more
objective type. I had to establish new standards'Of grading
based on new and unfamiliar behavioral patterns in student
activity, and the result was a harrowing adjustment period
during which,I tried to be fair in rewarding the students
appropriately for.their efforts. I realize now that my
"fairness" often became over-compensation, so that many
high grades, mostly A's, were given without demanding com-
plementing efforts by stiAdents: While I have largely
abandoned mvold "hell-curve" system of grading, I do not
believe any grading system should suddenly reward students
who produce little effort in the learning process.

(d) Yes, I believe academic grade i ation has occurred and
in many respects I feel guilty. Same of the reasons are
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the desire,d(the instructors to use large classes as a
sign of popularity--the instructor's feeling that high
grades will cut doign frustrations, thus decreasing unrest
and riotous conditions on campus. ...There is also the
feeling by faculty members that student evaluations are a
-threat to their job security. Therefore, they offer high
grades as a bribe for outstanding evaluations. Finally,
some faculty members offer high grades out of apathy.
They are more willing to follow this line, than to keep
up-to-date in their field of instruction. Regardless
of the reason, this is unethical and really is another
sign of moral bankruptcy.

(e) The literature and my own-experience suggest that there has,-'
been "academic grade inflation." On the other hand, be-
havioral objectives, re-testing, and no failures--with-
drawal instead, without penalty, have established a setting
in which students who perform can get A's or B's,4and.if
they want nothing lower can d'but. I believe that tho e.
who stick with it do learn more in relation to the es-
tablished objectives. This may be regarded as a pl
On the other hand, I also beligve that establishe ob-
jectives have been weighty fadtors.

(f) "Academic grade inflation" cer:tainly has occurred in the
last few years, particularly in the Florida system. The
reasons are mostly political, since financing is becoming
more and more dependent on the number of student-successes.
The community college; at first were given the job'-of
"cooling out" the poo' students while insuring the American
jay of giving them to opportunity for sltdcess. Now, due
to political pressures etc., the colleges are being
pressured into produc g more successes. Student evaluations
of teachers are mu to blame for acade grade inflation.

(g) Academic grade inflation may have occurred. Reasons:
(1) printouts (publicized) f instructors and grades

4 given; (2) faculty Feat their positions if
_F,T.E. drops -r-- (3) faculty reaction (fearful) of student
evaluations; (4) upper Xnstitutions changing standards;'
(5) new type faculty.

(h). Yes, I believe "academic grade inflation" does exist in
many colleges. One reason may be,to attract students to
a class in r to assure a proper number of students
in the class oom.

s "al



Question 6

In recent years community colleges;'in their effort o accom-
mode-te the disadvantaged and underprepared studen , may have
emphasized accommodation too much and cognitiv- earning too
little. Comment.

Responses__

Broward Community College (Central Campus)

(a) Adjustments- made in curriculum, instruction and in academic
standards at my community college and probably at others
have been too extensive. ,This is particularly true of
academic standards. Too much consideration has been given

',to quantity or numbers of students and not nearly enough
to quality and academic achievement.

(b) Students are in college now who should not be there. The
courses are "watered down" and grades are adjusted accor-
dingly. The prob em partially stems from the fact that
wh t we have the "T.V., audio-visual student"--pot
t ght.to read and write, thus hampering the learning

ocess.

(c) Not entirely. The instructional level must meet the needs
of.the students now in college. That means a reduction of
the past higher levels as students' abilities have de-
clined. Contemporary methods and teaching aids. must be
utilized to stimulate the students' learning process.
Every possible system must be altered and regeared to
match the incoming student. A new challenge greets ed-
ucation--to expand and to fu4ction net as a conservative
institution but as one of doMhinicating with students who
need assistance. The classroom will no longer suffice for
each and every student. Emphasis now must be placed on a
closer teacher-student relationship if these new students
are to be,encouraged to continue in higher.education.
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ad,

Study aids of all types and descriptions must be used.
The lecture approach must be reoriented with-more interesting
discussions developed on a question and answer approach. -

Bend to meet the needs of the students or education will
becothe a babytitting service even on the Junior College. !
level.

(c) Education has become a business and success is now equated
in numbers of students and not in quality of education.
Students in the grammar Schools are passed without mastering .!A

the three R's and'almost 60% of so-called-college studentsievc-
(eSpecially at the community college level) are functional
illiterates. I cannot imagine a worse educational system



in the we world than that now in the U.S. We must
turn.b the clock and-teach fundamentals, and hold
students at a certain level of accomplishment. Innova-

---,7 tion started in the 1940's and began the decline of
education. and this fact can easily be established.

(d) It 'is a function of the community college to provide
opportunity to people with a minimum of financial risk.,
This is fine's long as it does not result in the
lowering of academic standards. ,The administration is
pushing the notion of retaining as many students as
possible in order to keep state financial support high.
This results in the lowering of standards, which con-
stitutes a fraud upon the student, taxpayer and the pro-
fessional standards of the higher education profession.

(e) The community college has certainly gone tbo far,in accom-
modation at the expense of cognitive learning. :The student
who expects to earn a uniVersity parallel A.A. degree
should be required 'to take'at least one year of English
composition, two years of a foreign language, one year-of
history, etc. By giving the student the comzlete smorgasbord
to pick from, he ends up with a hodge-podge orlInzelated
subjects, with'no firm foundation in anything. It is
human nature to want to choose the easy "rap" subjects
like education, psychology, sociology, etc. and avoid the
"hard content" courses--math, science, languages and
history. If a student is not working for a degi.ee, let
him take what he damnyell pleases-r-but, there should be
some standardization of curriculum for degree students.
Furthermore, the .trend to offer eXftic or esoteric courses
at the community college level is ridiculous--how does
one specialize,before he has'an overview of the whole
field?

(f) I think that while some accommodation was necessary to get
us out of the middle ages in education, the abolition of

_ in various areas (history,, literature, foreign
languages, etc.), threatens our social structure seriously
and turns our schools into trade schools. The eventual
result will be a poorly informed and dull citizenry.

(g) Accommodation and adjustment for the seriously under-
prepared students can realistically be.made. by providing
reading and writing labs; also, perhaps a semester of
non-credit preparatory work. Otherwise, remedial work
could better be provided by high schools or other types,
of institutions. Using this plan would not lower standards.

(h) Really, I think the major adjustment is the S.P.A.N.S.
Program (for the very underprepared). The 090 courses are,
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in my opinion, a further insult to tha underprepared
student who has been overcrowded and overlooked for twelve
years of public education. The standardized program:of
095 English (for the underprepared) has little if anything
to do wttri meeting individual student's needs.

I feel that some of the adjustments In curriculum for "new"-
students (whom I define as culturally deprived) are ex-
cellent. However,, any lowering of academic standards
I find deplorable. The goals of the community college seem
to differ now from what they were ten years ago; i.e., the
criteria being post high school age regardless of whether
the student wants professional, academic, technical, or '

enrichment courses.

Miami-Dade Community College (South Campus)

(a) I think in my community college we are doing less and less
to/accommodate the student who is underprepared in reading
and writing. We do not have remedial composition as such..
In mathematics, science, accounting, and typing we accom-
modate the student quite well by giving him varying levels
upon which he may begin.

(b) It seems like they are giving education away. Standards
are almost non-existent. They believe anyone is capable
of being a scholar,. Reading and writing labs seem a

`necessary evil--but worthwhile. The admission of so
many unprepared students' is threatening to academic
standards.

0

(c) The "I" Division (for the seriously underprepared) is an
example that comes to mind, and from information volunteered
by its students, I question its effectii-eness.

(d) The "I!' Division, which "spoon-feeds" anepartially teaches
disadvantaged students "siRcommodates" too.much. This
could be useful as a remed331 measure on .a nonrcredit
basis.. I do believe that the present system is destructive.
of acadeplc,standards.

a,

(e) The "I" Division does this.
used. These attempt to
'failed and academi
public schoo
poor students.

writing labs are
students and have

e suffered thanks to our
in very large numbers of

(f) Underprepared udents are admitted dealt with in
many different ways pes oP .- typing their skills
and achievements. owever, they are placed in large
numbers in a classrpon "prepared" student*, the ten.?
dency is to lower', e-qanguage and achievement levels and
the objectives of he course.

Z
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(g) 'We have a special division designed for maximum personal
attention and individual "contract" approaches to learning,
which is supposed to accommodate the special students,
especially the underprepared. However, it does not reach
all the underprepared, and its courses simply require less
work of the students involved. This is not equivalent
work over extended periods of time, and not integrating
remedial teaching, We also have reading and writing labs,
which can be taken for credit or used as tutorial services.
Again, one cannot require the student to avail himself of
these services, and in the advisement process test scores
and transcripts are often not available so that the
student can be challheled where he belongs.

(h) We have remedial classes and a liberal drop policy. )es,
our policies have emphasized accommodation too much and
cognitive learning too little.

(i) Underprepared students are encouraged to register for
?emedial course instruction and to complete certain
minimum_requirements before moving on to higher levels..
Foreign language students, barring a problem with compre-
hending English, are.encouraged to enter into specially
designated foreign language sections of basic studies
courses. I believe such procedUres have been useful, and
proper and do not tend to threaten academic standards
or goals.

(j) The underprepared student has the choice of being frus7
trated in regular classes or %paned in the "I" Division 42)

4 ("I" for Intercurricula). Human relations should be
supplemented with cognitive content. The Learning Support
System (tutorial labs in readihg and writing) needs to be
funded and used. Basic, minimum standards for composition
should be pet and tested. It is unfair for the teacher
of the sequential required course to accept inadequately
prepared students. College credit should be granted only
when the students meet the proper skill levels.

(k) "I" Division for the very underprepared students includes
"watered down" facts and skills learning. Labs -- writing
and reading; excellent under the ircupstances.

(1) Preparatory or lower level-courseswithout college transfer
credit--are the main means for Kandling the problem. The
program has had relatively little effect overall. In
general, academic standards are under attack from many
other areas as well.

(m) We have the Learning Support Center and the "I" Division,
They seem to. work.well'for the motivated student but poorly
for the one who is not. There does seem to be a lowering
of academic standards.



(n) We have remedial clinics which are a fine idea. We also
have special sections of courses designed to include a
strictly homogeneous population of students, such as the
disadvantaged, PIE; majors, etc. latter idea defeats
the purpose..

St. Petersburg Community College (Clea ter Campus)

(a) We have had a program of Directed Studies for =edial
work, but this will be cut back severely in the
I don't know what plans are being made for the under-
prepared student next year. Directed Studies would have
been more useful if they had not been strictly voluntary.
Often the student who needed it did not sign upifor it.

(b) We have only "Directed, Studies " -- courses im-Englis116, math
and reading, but not enough students use them. We need
diagnostic testing and mandatory courses for those students
deficient in basic skills. I do not think we have stressed
accommodation too much and cognitive learning too little.

(c) Self-paced courses in fundamentals are offered in com-
position, reading and mathematics. A special block program
is for especially poor students. It is unsuccessful on
this campus, but very successful on the other campus .

La. Petersburg. These adjustments do..not threaten stan-
dards since they precede the standard courses.

(d) Three courses, one in math and two in English, are offered
for underprepared students. Some other courses, very
few, offer individ ized study which makes allowances
for such students. Mo remedial courses and improved.,.....
instruction are both desi bdon'te and proper. I dot have
a high opinion of "academie standards" as the term is
generally used.

(e) The major adjustment? up to this time, has been Directed
Studies, designed to help prepare some student for regular
course work. Next year, however, this will be abandoned
and the remediation-(preparation) will become a function
of the regular class. Under these conditions it will be
essential to have time adjustments available. I believe
that attending regular classes can be more profitable for
these students than a special department--if the instructor
helps it happen.

(f) Directed Studies, was tpu*bsey Set up to assist urider,.
prepared students, stioeas we often get with "open-door" 4ftwwww
admission. Undoubtedly these courses have been helpful,
but many students resent the "stigma" of being placed in

07'4'
;.
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such courses, no matter-hdw-great-th-e-fneed. The college
is now planning, I understand, to incorpolste directed
studies in each department as a source of help to regular
teachers with problem students.\

(g) Remedial courses are offered. Also, a special program for
the "culturally deprived" exists. Further, off campus
study centers are sponsored and funded. The on-campus
offerings seem useful and proper; the off-campus,6ffering_

se-amaoimpper theory--not in practiae, and c,4'questionable-,
value. Under a-ii-eliat-"setester system" the academic-
standards are threatened, not by remedition programs but
by non-compulsory enrollment in them,- short, Academtc

lence hinges-upon the "open -door policy" being com-

- a d
ourse o 'ngs appropriate to students'p

ability-,evels, and implemented in terms of
to studeht placement in courses according to

----student le f ability.

(h) Our college has centered its work, far--thfL1121Apa.iW'ul.
student in two areas: "Directe4 Studies" courses in
English and mathanci-t-ertrtunity program--one mostly
direc.ad-at the underprepared black student. Both have

n of miriga. value. The best system-is that_of the

appro

student w king with a teacher- manager starting where the
student is nd car im on. These adjustments do not
"threaten" oals and hey support them!

(i) A great deal of adjustment ha
are completely "unprepared " - -not
For college level work in humanities,
consequentli, is lower and progress is sI
of these adjustmen

students
II

(j) We /1A.Iv.e.had
but I believ
Studies for
cut. It wil
where the En
Jndividualir
feel the, sti
encouragement by enjoYing a more personalized
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Manatee Community College

) I feel that remedial and tutorial programs (and teacher
committment to the individuality of the student) are

--useful and proper. As to threatening academic standards,
I have formed no definite opinion.

(b) We require a program of "e ided Studies" for all students
who score below 150 o e Florida 12th Grade Exam. Four
courses must be cone etec with a satisfactory grade. Thesecourses are Eng composit on, reading skills,.develop-
mental math : study skills. There is no threat to
academic dards as a resul of this program; but I
rarel ee or hear about 'these students "succeeding" orev= takingreguy1.25sourses a er they complete the, program.
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Our college has developed a remedial program to accom-modate the underprepared stent. I believe the idea is
good, but many students see i as a punishment. I think
that two of the courses in the p ,:ram should remain
("Reading" and "Psychology"--how t study, etc.) but the
remaining two should be dropped. Instead, students should

---,take designated sections "of regular English and math. Ift don't finish these in one term, they should be allowedto co inue where they left off. I do not think remedial
courses t reaten.the academic standards of .the e,but I rarel hear abOut-anY- successes which have been.
achieved. I n er seem to get the "products"-if7these--,
_classes in any o classes.

(d) The students with lea ing problems are assigned to medial
classes in math, Englis and personal psychology. Theseasses y serv- ul purpose, but their efficiencyrating i- very loW. I do not believe they are a threat
to the academic standards of the college.

(e) My institution pays lip service to the community college
philosophy. Each student should have a means to start
from where he is, and have the 'opportunity to get to
where he wants to go. To me this says in vidualized
instruction, learning resource center and qualified per- \sonnel. None of these are available to any great extentat this institution. no disadvantaged student remains
disadvantaged.

Edison Community College.

(a) Underprepared students have been organized into special
classes for special instruction designed to remedy their
deficiencies or problems in socialization, reading, writing

I
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and mathematics. They-have_been actively sc-itcglit- ut,
recruited and subsidized. ,AII-of_these operations'ero
academic standardslanciEhliality o-f -education being
delivered in -higl,e education. If=t4TET--ratianale, such- ---

activity is valid--and b-eateve_it is- -then the remedial
instruction should be, carried out In the corihty school
syqtem.

(b) Special programs,Classes, etc. are offered for the
seriously underprepared. Some are useful and proper and
others threaten academic goals.

(c) We have courses in reading, pre-college level math, writing
etc. for the students who are deficient in thege areas.
We also have a program for the educationally disadvantaged
(mostly black) who come to our campus and take some of the
required courses in classes which are small, more intimate,
and where-the materi4

na
is carefully chosen for their

level. These are use and prbper, though I feel .it is
questionable practice to give full college credit for
these courses, since they are not the samgcputses given to
the rest of the student body.

(d) Underpreparekstudents'rake up a great percentage of our
Special Service we also find far too many othet
students underprepared in
policy is opposed to basic p
who are really not minimally p

glish. The institution's
ramst-and thus many' students

ared are passed. As now
followed, such a policy does not ven prepare "the great
American average student." In my opinion we must bew
academically honest with our students, and if they need
basic skills, they should be taught _as_such--without
regular college credit.

(e) My knowledge, o a ustments to accommodate the undet-
prepared student at my community college is based mainly
on hearsy and intermittent sources and bits of information.
There have beenT-N-g-l-understand it, a few skills-courses
offered in the past, and`some now, in which instruction
was given but no credit was'Igfered. Recently, however,
special courses are being offeredjo special students- -
the disadvantaged and blacks and others -7in which credit
is given even though the standards hhve-,been set lower
than for\the average college student I .o not believe

\ this is fair to anyone--not to 'the disadvantaged student,
who may be led to-believe he is achiev, g-mors'than he is,
no'r to the'average stud may think his own efforts
are nqt_beIn arded'slIfficiently in comparison with the
'special students. I think there is some necessity for

.

training the disadvantaged student, but only in remedial)
non-credit courses. And yes, I do think strongly that
permissive adjustments and sops to the disadvantaged students
threaten academic standards.

,if,. Si
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(f) 'A very great deal of effort, has been made to recruit,
provide financial support an' to inform the community of
opportunities for the underprepared udent. Special
classes are set up. for remedial wotR z. some areas. Very.
personally, I feel that far too much f rt has been put
into acquiring "bodies" and far too litti -,effort -has gone
into meeting the very real needs of underp., pared students.
Their greatest deficiencies are in verbal-sk 11S. In my
opinion these students should be retained in medial pro-
grams in reading, composition and math until su time
as they can demonstrate the level of-proficiency hat
reflects an "earned"Itgh school diploma. In our ea,
unfortunately, it is possible for a "student?" to ac uire
a high school diploma despite the fact that he/she c 't
read or write or spell beyond the 3raor 4th grade,leve
Consequently, many of our regular students experience
cultural shock if they are expected to write a paragraph.

Since I am one of the'few surviving members of the en-
dangered species of college instructors who give es
tests, I'm acute aware of how poorly Prepared t e
local students are for college level studies. We need
notonly to provide but to insist upon far greater op-
portunities for the students who .are labeled a dis-
advantaged. They are admitted to regular collet- credit
classes long before they are adequately prepared. when
many instructors, in order not to be criticized fo failing
students, "pass" the non-achieving students. The ex -nt
to which this presents a threat to academic standards d
goals lies with the individual instructor, who far too
often goes along with academic grade inflation., I believe

. far more should be done for the bright and achieving s'''ent
\than is done; most of the effort is for the underprepared.

t it is the good students who'come back to express
ap eciation and return to the community to uti4ze their
vari us talents and enrich the local scene.

S
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